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You did it! You have just purchased (or are soon hoping to) the most technically

advanced video system ever created. This book has been developed with one

goal in mind — to make sure that your experience with your new hardware is as

exciting and comprehensive as it can be.We know that you want to know every

little shred of information that is relevant to PS2 and we have made every

attempt to give it to you in this 1 32 page super-magazine.

Inside, you will find features covering every known PS2 game and peripheral

coming to market over the next year, you will get inside the walls of develop-

ment studios to see how the games are made, you will find out about every

minute detail regarding your machine's performance, and we hope you find your-

self having a lot of fun doing it. In addition, we offer strategies on the greatest

fighting game of all time.Tekken Tag Tournament, provide holiday shoppers with a

Buyer's Guide to the best titles that will be available this season, take a look at a

few DVD movies that you might want to cue-up and, in general, explore every

nook and cranny of the PS2 experience. Of course, we do it all in living color

with hundreds upon hundreds of screen shots.

In closing, welcome to the club.You probably had to fight hard to make sure you

were one of the elite group that acquired a PS2 this holiday season and we hope

that this tome becomes an indispensable part of your PS2 experience and that

you will keep it by your side for the next year, as the games get more plentiful

and the action gets hotter.

-The Editors of PSE2 Magazine
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Under the Hood
4-7 Dave Winding and Greg Off get deep into the PS2 hardware

in this feature. The system's specifications and performance

characteristics are analyzed in exhaustive detail.

The Making of Metal Gear Solid

10-13 In this exclusive four page feature, Greg Off takes a look

behind the scenes at the design process surrounding the

most anticipated PS2 title for 200
1

, including a history of the

Metal Gear franchise and an interview with its creator, Hideo

Kojima.
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e Best of PS1

16-19

PS2:A-Z
tfk

Mark Androvich takes a look back at the best of the best

games on the original PlayStation. With the PS2's backward

compatibility and its texture smoothing feature, the time is

right to get hooked on the classics!

20-72 Here it is — an alphabetical listing of the 53 PS2 games that

are far enough along in their development process to start

putting on your shopping list.You'll want to refer back to this

section again and again over the next year. There is a lot of

good stuff here, and you won't want to miss a thing.

It Came From Hollywood
—* ^W fm ^W K% In thic cprtim7/LJ7Q I" this section, we take a look at 10 DVD movies that no self-

respecting gamer should be without.You can't play games ALL

of the time, it simply isn't socially acceptable. Pop one of

these classics in and find out if you still have friends.

The Making of Madden NF1 2001
—

I

QA_Q I Eric Winding sits down with80-81 Eric Winding sits down with the producer of the most amaz-

ing sports game you've ever seen. EA Sports' Steven Chiang

gives us the inside scoop on the development of this revolu-

tionary title.

page i 78



Gadgets a Gizmos

82-83 In this feature, we take a look at the peripherals that will

soon be available for your PS2.We know that you've just got

to have a DVD remote — and we tell you where to get it.

lefs Do Launch

84-101 Of course, there are more than a few games that you are

going to be able to play on October 26, and we've got nine

of them reviewed. Our editors make their recommendations

based on a 100 point scale. 98-100% (Editor's Choice:

Platinum Standard) means you don't want to miss it. 90-97%

(Editor's Choice: Gold Standard) means you will want to buy

this one if you like games in that particular genre. Silver (80-

89%) games you might want to rent before committing to a

purchase.

Inside the Game
I A^_ I ftO Tyrone Rodriguez delivers a sweet collection of combo's for

the fighting game to end all fighting games, Tekken Tag

Tournament. Can you smell whatTR is cookin?

PS2 Holiday Buyer's Guide
-

I Q_ I I 3 'n tnis feature > our editors make their software recommen-

dations, so that you might help Santa fill his sleigh. Pass the

info, on to your significant other or the 'rents, in the hope

that there is enough love (and money) in this world to keep

your PS2 humming through the cold winter months.

The Future of PS2
I A _ IIC Dave Winding looks into his crystal ball to make a few pre-

pp dictions about what entertainment on the PS2 will be like

over the next five years. Is he right? Who knows? Keep this

book in an easy to get at spot and check it out in 2005.Then,

T(elepathy)-mail Dave a brain wave and he will be sure to

respond. Yeah... right.

2001: A Gamer's Odyssey

II6-I28 This section is a catch-all for games that became known to

us just as we were going to press, or that are so far off that

they are just a twinkle in the developer's eye at this point.

You'll find stuff in here that you have never heard of — a

glimpse of what lies beyond the first year of gaming on PS2.

.^^.'\ •'-,: -.-/.•-' ';'
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UnDER THE HOOD

flfira:
By Greg Off and Dave Winding

So, you've just shelled out $300 (or more) to get your shiny, new PlayStationL You've heard all kinds of

information on how it is more than just a games machine, etc.Well, what do you do with it? Exactly how powerful

is the system'What are all those holes in the back of it'We are here for you, friend.This feature is dedicated

to bringing you up to speed with the technical specifications and performance capabilities of the most

advanced piece of gaming hardware on the planet. Join us as we journey inside the box.

W
WHEnr do nr do?

In addition to playing the most sophisticated games on the planet, the PlayStation2 has a number

of features that make it much more than a machine for playing games.

DVD
To begin with, there is the full-function DVD drive that is at the heart of the hardware's

media delivery system.This DTS-capable DVD drive can play any DVD movie and display

it at the highest level of quality currently available in the consumer marketplace. In

addition, by connecting your PS2 to a sound system that features surround sound,

you can have the ultimate in 3D audio.While the PS2 does not feature a remote

control out of the box, you can use the DualShock 2 to navigate on-screen DVD

TT1-1S C1LTS1U
51-IOuK 5

The good news for Dual Shock

fans is that Sony will not be replacing

the controller, which is arguably the

best video game controller ever made.

Instead, they will be enhancing it by

allowing for analog movement onALL
of the controller's buttons and d-pad

(with the exception of the 'Start' and

'Select' buttons). It doesn't take much
of an imagination to think about the

impact that this could have on games,

particularly sports and racing games.

The ability to vary speed and direction

of a pitched ball in baseball, for

example,would be unmatched by any

mother controller.

1FHE2 =5F3CrFrC=TTnniM=i
CPU: 128 bit"Emotion Engine™"

SVSirEM CLOCK FREQUENCE 294.912 MHz
MaiN MEMORV: Direct RDRAM
MEMORY SIZE: 32 MB

GRBPHICS: "Graphics Synthesizer"

CLOCK FREOUENCV: 147.456 MHz
IOP: I/O Processor EMBEDDED CaCHE VR3M: 4 MB
CPU CORE: PlayStation CPU+
CLOCK FREQUENCE: 33.8688 MHz or 36.864 MHz (selectable)

IOP MEMORV: 2 MB

SOUND: SPU2

DIMENSIONS: 1

2" (W) x 7" (D) x 3" (H) (flat) NUMBER OF VOICES: 48ch plus software

weiGi-nn 4 ibs 10 oz. sound memory 2 mb



menus. Or, you can purchase a remote from any number of third

party manufacturers.

irne iNire?^sienr
You might also notice a large port in the back of your PS2.

This is the Drive Bay and Expansion Unit for a combination Ethernet

adapter/hard drive that Sony is planning on bringing to market

in the next year. By adding this peripheral to your system, you will

be able to enjoy on-line gaming, information and shopping at

Broadband speeds — THE fastest way for you to experience

the internet from the comfort of your home.While no price or

availability has been established for this product, you can bet

that Sony plans on beingVERY aggressive with it in 200 1

.

USB
Right under the controller and memory card ports on the

front of the machine, you will find two small, rectangular ports.

These ports will accept any USB certified device. So, if you want

to connect a USB optical mouse, keyboard, trackball or gamepad

to your PS2,you can.The only catch is that the software will have

to be written to support these products.You can expect that

games like Unreal Tournament will be written to support these

devices.

Technically speaking, the USB interface is compatible with

OHCI (Open Host Controller Interface) and can handle data

transfer rates of between 1 .5 Mbps and 1 2 Mbps (Mega bits per

second). IEEE 1 394 can handle data transfer rates of between 1 00

Mbps and 400Mps.

irne of^igiisjeil- PLavsirainoivi
Not to be overlooked is the fact that you can play all of your

old PlayStation games on the PS2, as it is fully

backward compatible — you can

even use PS I

TJ

IMuUU

disc Device cd-rom and dvd-rom
DEVICE SPEED: CD-ROM: 24X
DVD-PpM: 4X

DUaL SHOCK 2 aNaLOG CONirROLLER
high capacnrv bmb mgmorv capo
PLavsnrainoN= demo disc
av MULin caaLE
ac POWER CORD



The 128-bit CPU ("EE" or "Emotion

Engine") is a full 1 28-bit CPU — the first of

ts kind in the world— all integrated on a single

gamepads and memory cards! But, the goodness doesn't stop there!

The PlayStation2 can actually IMPROVE the look of your PS I games.

By adding a small routine that improves texture smoothing, the PS2

effectively removes much of the texture breakup that occurs as you

move closer to a wall or object in PS I games.Try it out with Metal

Gear Solid or Syphon Filter to amaze friends and family!

ime P5i aND DisnraL. sound
As a serious home theater enthusiast— well, as serious as one

can be on a video game editor's budget— one of the most exciting

aspects of the PlayStation2's incredible hardware spec is the advent

of digital sound.Those two little logos that you

can barely see on the top of the box, one '~

Dolby and one for DTS, are going to

present a whole new realm of ,/""' exac"in_,-J 15
possibilities for game developers, y^ af\j eMOiriON
There's only one problem: to / efMGlNe EMMD HOW
take advantage of digital HOW Fasir 15 111"?

capabilities, you're

probably going to have / The l28 " bit CPU <" EE " °r "Emotion

to go OUt and buy a / Engine") is a full 1 28-bit CPU — the first of

new receiver 'ts ^'"^ 'n t 'ne wor 'c
'
— a " integrated on a single

chip LSI together with state-of-the-art 0. 1 8 micron

process technology.

The new CPU incorporates two 64-bit integer

units (IU) with a 1 28-bit SIMD multimedia

command unit, three independent

floating point vector calculation units

(FPUVUQVU I ).an MPEG 2 decoder

{unit (Image Processing Unit/IPU) and If

high performance DMA controllers 7
• i- i_- It

onto one silicon chip.

The main memory supporting the

high speed CPU uses the Direct

RAMBUS DRAM in two channels to

achieve a 3.2 GB/second bus v

bandwith, or four times the ^^^
performance of the latest PCs that are

built on the PC- 1 00 architecture.

With a floating point calculation performai.—

Next time of 6.2 GFLOPS/second, the overall calculation

you're in a movie \ performance of this new CPU matches that of

theater to see some \ a su Per computer. When applied to the

big Hollywood \ processing of geometric and perspective

blockbuster listen \ transformations normally used in the

carefullv to the sound. \ calculation of 3D computer graphics

Next time

you re in a movie \

theater to see some \
big Hollywood
blockbuster, listen

carefully to the sound
(3DCG), the peak calculation

performance reaches 66

n polygons per

second.

You're not just getting a big X <
JU^ me P eal< calculat'°n

blast of stereo sound (right and \
left), you're truly surrounded by

the music, special effects and dialog.

You've got dialog coming from the center

channel speakers, usually located right behind the

movie screen, so that it seems like the voice is coming right

out of the actor's mouth. Special effects pound out of the front and

NeeD iro
know aaomr
irne BF^aRHics
svNirnesizeF^

bringing the theater experience into the home, by outputting sound

to rear and center channel speakers.The Dolby Pro Logic decoder

inside the receiver takes the audio information from your TV,

VCR, laser disc or DVD player and breaks it into right, left, rear and

center channels. By altering the phase of the audio waveform between

left and right, the surround track is hooked on to a normal stereo

soundtrack. If a sound wave is perfectly out-of-phase it belongs

on the rear channel and if it is perfectly in-phase then it belongs on

the front channels. Depending on the degree of the phase shift, these

out-of-phase waves are reproduced partly via the rear speakers

and partly via the front speakers.

The big drawback to Pro Logic decoding is

that the rear speaker information is basically

a mono signal. Instead of individual

channel information (left and right),

Dolby Pro Logic uses a matrix

sound, taking elements of thesvNTHesize^
audjo in

8
formation and

The Graphics Synthesizer incorporates a sending it to both rear

massively parallel rendering engine that Speakers. Even the Pro

contains a 2,560-bit wide data bus— 20 times Logic center channel

the size of leading PC-based graphics accelerators. ^H
Very high pixel fill rates and drawing performance

is achieved using embedded DRAM process

technology pioneered by SCE for advanced

^w graphic technology.

^v PlayStation I introduced the concept

of the Graphics Synthesizer via the

real-time calculation and rendering

of a 3D objectThe new GS rendering

processor is the ultimate incarnation

of this concept — delivering

unrivaled gVaphics performance and

If capability.The rendering function was

// enhanced to generate image data that

supports NTSC/PAL television.The

quality of the resulting screen image

is comparable to movie-quality 3D
graphics in real-time.

In the design of the graphics system, the

rendering capability is defined by the memory /
bandwith between the pixel engine and the video / information isn't a
memory. Conventional systems use external / discrete signal Pro
VRAM reached via an off-chip bus that limits / Losic doesn

'

t eVen take
the total performance of the system. For the

new GS, however, there is a 48-gigabyte >

memory access bandwith achieved via Jf account, depending on the

the integration of the pixel logic /" receiver to pass bass signals

and the video memory on a on its own. This is acceptable

when watchingTV (many shows are

broadcast in Dolby Surround, from
^^*»»****** Buffy to The X-Files); but, when you're a

hard core "want it all" kind of guy, you want true

rear, center and LFE channels.

Those of us who have been DVD and Laser Disc owners, for

the past two years, can attest to the glory of both Dolby Digital and

information isn't a

discrete signal. Pro

Logic doesn't even take

subwoofer into

and the video memory or

single high performance

chip.

subwoofers. Sony intends to bring this same type of expert.,
,

' r i ™ <- • ->' j. . i j home theater over the past decade. DTS (Digital Theater Sound),
to gamers through the usage of the PlayStation/ s two digital sound . _. , . , r • »u j i u •

r
° b b i b on the other hand, is a relative newcomer to the sound realm, having

TOI'm St**!

v . .' ... •
, r^ ,. r. i / i k. r^ il. debuted in 1993 with Jurassic Park (Spielberg has an interest in

You may be familiar with Dolby Pro Logic (or the cheaper Dolby ryro
Surround), which comes standard in just about every receiver made L . -,„ j r\ «. rv •«. i i i

.
'

, , _ „ 1 ,
'. ,. Both DTS and Dolby Digital work in a similar manner, even

in the past couple of years. Dolby Pro Logic was the first step to ' °



SONY
though they are competing formats (in fact, most people, including

myself, cannot really tell the difference between Dolby Digital and

DTS).The digital sound stream needs to be directed through a

decoder, which takes the bits and separates them into six discrete

audio channels (sometimes referred to as 5. 1), as opposed to Pro

Logic's four.With DTS and Dolby Digital, you have separate mixes

for front left and right, rear left and right, center and a limited signal

for the subwoofer (the . I channel).

Both sound formats are not only greater audio quality than

compact disc, but also provide a level of positional audio. Because

the audio streams are all digital (and have usually been digitally

produced or enhanced), you lose the analog hissing sound you

normally hear in your speakers (especially the rear ones) that Pro

Logic produces. Also, because the subwoofer has a dedicated

line sent to it, the LFE sounds are much more pronounced and

dramatic, and your sub really bashes away on the floor. Just about

every DVD has some form of Dolby Digital sound encoding

(whether it's two, four or all six channels depends on the age

and production value of the movie), while there are a small but

growing number of DTS discs available.

If you've bought a nice receiver geared towards home theater

use in the past year, chances are you may have Dolby Digital

capabilities.While DD receivers have become more common,

there are still plenty of systems out there that do not have DD
decoders, and even fewer receivers that have both DD and DTS

decoding capabilities.There are some really great high-end receivers

that handle both audio, such as theYamaha DSP-AI ($2699), which

we highly recommend.There are also more affordable receivers

like Sony's SR-DA333ES ($800),Denon's entireAVR line and similar

budget-minded products.

Make sure you double and triple check with the store before

you walk out the door with your new receiver; some components

are labeled as "Dolby Digital Ready," which means they can take

5.1 inputs from an outboard source (such as a DVD player or

separate decoder), but do not have the capabilities built in. Also,

the digital sound capabilities of the PlayStation 2 will be delivered

via an optical digital output, which requires an optical cable, which

will set you back about forty bucks at your local audio/video store.

There's a lot of sound going on in big action movies and it's

very exciting to imagine this sort of presentation in a big action

game. In a game like GrandTurismo 2000, for instance, you might

be able to hear cars coming up behind you and know which side

they were trying to pass you on, while your engine throbs through

your subwoofer, shaking the floor and making your downstairs

neighbors crazy. Of course, sound and music tends to be ignored

or done last minute in most games, so we'll have to hope that

developers are going to step up to the plate and offer digital sound

effects and music within their games. Even if they don't, however,

your DVD movies should sound better than ever through the

PlayStation2.

moms nrneanre?^
The PS2 has the ability to be the core of your home theater

system.With its high quality video and audio output capabilities,

the PS2 will be the brains behind your television, movies and on-

line shopping and entertainmentWith a three-dimensional surround

sound system and HDTV display, you will have the ultimate setup,

and PS2 is already capable of powering the whole thing! With

companies like Monster Cable supporting the hardware, you

can bet that connectors forVGA displays and high-end audio are,

just around the corner.
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Complete moves list for every fighter

Tag Team tips and special team combo lists

Combos and battle tactics for all 34 characters

Thorough coverage of Arcade,VS,Team Battle,

Time Attack, Survival, and Practice modes
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* Tecmo

All moves exposed

Complete combos and strategies

for every fighter

Detailed character versus tables

Hidden configurations revealed



OR DO YOU WANT TO WIN?
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Detailed maps of every level in

every time period

Tips to battle each monster, mutant, and alien

Extensive multiplayer and deathmatch tactics

Complete stealth and combat strategies
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Great tips for choosing your

Three Kingdoms hero character

Location of every hidden item revealed

All special attacks explained

Powerful weapons statistics and

background information
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Being one of the few, privileged editors invited to the unveiling of Metal Gear Solid 2: Sons of Liberty at this year's E3

was definitely one of the highlights of my career as a video game editor.The series, which debuted on the little-known MSX
2 computer in Japan back in the mid-to-late eighties, has always been known for its innovative gameplay and unique game

design.As technology has improved and home consoles have pushed the limits from 2D pixels on top of flat backgrounds

to immersive, three-dimensional interactive experiences, games like Hideo Kojima's Metal Gear series have been able to

brake new ground in terms of storytelling, execution, style and design. Now, over twelve years since the first Metal Gear

appeared, gamers are bracing themselves for what could beTHE video game experience on the PlayStation2 come Fall 200

1

— Metal Gear Solid 2: Sons of Liberty.

THE moKiriG OF
TACTICAL ESPIONAGE ACTION

METAL GEAR SOLID 2

o otrtawwd information that the new
was being transported secretly.

SONS OF LIBERTY By Greg Off

At E3, Mr. Hideo Kojima met
with the gaming press after the debut

of the game (which included a nine-

minute-long trailer shown at a

screening room at Universal Studios)

and fielded questions from the

excited audience. Here is just some
of the information we were able to

glean from the creative genius

regarding his amazing new title:To

start, Snake can execute all of the

actions and moves from the first

Metal Gear Solid, as well as a host of

new ones, including hanging from

ledges, platforms, catwalks, etc.,

grappling hand-over-hand, somer-

saulting/diving to avoid enemy
fire/detection, and the ability to throw

objects to create diversions. Sons of

Liberty will also make use of the Dual

Shock2's pressure-sensitive analog

buttons, allowing you to change the

speed of your actions dependent

upon how hard you press/push them.

As Snake, you will also be able to use

your environment to aid you in your

quest. For example, you will be able to

shoot pipes in hallways which, in turn, will

shoot hot steam onto your enemies (as

seen in the trailer).Another example, which

is also seen in the trailer, has Snake hiding

in a locker. In addition to hiding in them,

Mr. Kojima has stated that you will actually

be able to use the locker doors as shields

against enemy fire, as well as drag

dead/unconscious bodies into them.

Kojima-san also mentioned that he is

striving for "the creation of a realistic,

virtual world, where you can feel heat,

moisture, the air." He went on to say,

"And, to do that, what we do is have rain,

we have steam, we have breath, we have

blurs, so we use our graphic skills there, to

make the player feel all these things. Like, for

example, shadows.A shadow is expressed

not only as a visual enhancement, but the

enemies will actually spot Solid Snake's

shadow, so not only is it visual stuff, it plays

a great role in the game itself." In terms of

enemy Al, Kojima has taken great pains to

enhance the experience. Kojima has stated,

"This time, the enemy Al is much smarter.

Instead of fighting many single soldiers, you're

facing teams, units of soldiers.There will

be four soldiers coming together— four

against you — and they'll work as a team,

they cooperate, they hide somewhere and

shoot together. One guy will come around

from one way and the other three will come
around from a different way— this way the

whole battle system is so much more fun

and complicated." Another great example of the painstaking

attention to detail in the game is the ability to shoot enemies'

radios, rendering them incapable of calling for backup. Other

tidbits revealed by Kojima-san include a new tranquilizer gun,

which will put enemies to sleep for a temporary amount

of time (it is said that it's possible to go through the whole

game using only the tranquilizer, without killing anyone), the

locale of the game, which takes place in Manhattan, as well

as a tanker off the coast of NewYork (it

has also been rumored that there will

be a sequence on top of the Statue of

Liberty), the introduction of the latest

bad-ass Metal Gear Ray (a Godzilla-like

Metal Gear that has a deadly tail and

shoots lasers out of its "mouth"), and

some of the returning cast of characters,

which include Revolver Ocelot, Otacon,

Solid Snake (of course) and, possibly Metal Gear creator, Hideo

Liquid Snake (whose voice can be heard addresses the press at E3

Kojima,
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Hundreds of show-attendees

gather to watch the trailer.

in the trailer, but not seen).

The storyline of MGS:
Sons of Liberty is still a bit

cloudy at this point, but we
do know it continues from

the last game. Here's

everything Mr. Kojima has let

out of the bag to date:At the

end of the previous game,

Revolver Ocelot escapes

with an MO disk holding

information about the experiments performed on the Metal

Gear Rex (the Metal Gear in MGS).That top-secret information

gets leaked to many of the other countries throughout the

world and all nuclear-equipped nations create their own
versions of Metal Gear— there are pseudo Metal Gear's

everywhere.The Metal Gear Ray (which appears in the trailer)

was created to fight these other Metal Gears. Solid Snake,

who was literally forced to go on the mission in the previous

game, volunteers to go onto a tanker off the coast of Manhattan

in order to stop this nuclear-armed robot from falling into

the wrong hands (which, it turns out, might be too late).

All of the shots you see here are from the trailer shown

at E3. Recently, in July, the trailer was released on DVD-format

in Japan, allowing gamers the opportunity to view it in its full,

high-resolution glory. Konami themselves have been

characteristically tight-lipped about revealing any new
information on the game, although there is a rumor that a

new trailer is scheduled to be shown at ECTS this September.

While we all have to be patient for up to another year to get

our hands on this amazing title, just knowing it exists and that

it is currently in development is enough for me.

Born on August 24, 1 963, in Setagaya.Tokyo,

Hideo Kojima moved to Kobe at the age of

three and grew up there. His Blood type:A.

Birth SigmVirgo. He started shooting 8mm
movies during his middle school days and also

started writing stories. He eventually joined

Konami as a game planner.

TITLES:

Metal Gear - MSX, 1 987: planning, screenplay, director.

Snatcher - MSX, 1 988: planning, screenplay, director.

Solid Snake - MSX, 1 990: planning, screenplay, director,

characters

Snatcher - PC-Engine 1 99 1 : planning, screenplay, director.

Policenauts - PC, 1 994: planning, screenplay, director.

Policenauts- 3DO, PlayStation, 1 995: planning, screenplay,

director, editing PlayStation version.

Policenauts - Sega Saturn, 1 996: planning, screenplay, director,

editing.

Tokimeki Memorial Drama Series #1 ( Niji-iro no
Seishun ) - PlayStation, Sega Saturn, 1 997: planning, drama

direction, producer.

Tokimeki Memorial Drama Series #2 ( Irodori no
Love Song ) - PlayStation, Sega Saturn, 1 998: planning, drama

direction, producer.

Metal Gear Solid - PlayStation, 1 998

Metal Gear Solid:VR Missions - PlayStation, 1999

Metal Gear Solid 2: Sons of Liberty, PlayStation2, 200

1

Z.O.E. - PlayStation2,200l

MISC:

Future ambitions: Directing a movie, producing totally

new games (which have been on his mind for some time)

for future game consoles.

Hobbies: movies, reading, listening to music.

Favorite movie directors: Luc Bessonjean Cocteau,

Krzysztof Kieslowski, David Lynch, Danny Boyle, James

Cameron, John Carpenter.Jan Kounen, Dario Agrgento,

George A. Romero, Sam Raimi, Peter Jackson, Quentin

Tarantino, John Woo, Robert Rodriguez.Akira Kurosawa,

Masayuko Suoh.Joji lida.

Favorite authors: Michael Crichton, Robert R. McCammon,

Bob Langley, Robin Cook, David Mason, Paul Gallico.Teru

Miyamoto, Kobo Abe.

Favorite musicians: Joy Devision, New Order, Ultravox,

Sisters of Mercy.The Cure, Nick Cave and the Bad Seeds,

Depech Mode.

Favorite actresses: Juliette Binoche, Meg Ryan, Diane

Lane, Jodie Foster,Alicia Silverstone.
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ITIGTOL GERR TimELinE & HISTORY:

Metal Gear - 1987 - Format MSX (Japan), 1988 - Format NES (USA)

This is the game that started it all with the introduction of Solid

Snake, Metal Gear, Foxhound and Big Boss. In the game you

controlled Snake, a rough and tough commando who had been

sent to infiltrate an enemy base in order to free a small African

country from the grasp of a power-hungry madman and his army.

Metal Gear introduced new game ideas and concepts that had

never been imagined before its inception. Instead of the typical

guns blazing, kill-all-of-the-baddies game mechanic that had

been done a thousand times before, the idea behind Metal

Gear was to sneak around and avoid enemies for fear of being

caught. For its day, the graphics were way above par and its gameplay was totally fresh

The original Metal Gear introduced many of the characters and aspects of the series that

over all of these years onto the PlayStation and, most likely, PlayStation2 sequels.

and original,

have carried

Metal Gear 2: Solid Snake - 1 989 - Format MSX (Japan)

Metal Gear 2: Solid Snake was actually the third installment in the Metal Gear series.

The second, Snake's Revenge, was released as an American-only product and Hideo

Kojima had no influence or input on the title whatsoever. In MG2, Snake is forced

back into action when a small Middle Eastern nation known as Zanzibar Land plunders

nuclear weapons from other nations around the globe and positions themselves to

become a nuclear powerhouse and serious threatAt the same time, oil resources

are growing scarce, and a scientist known as Dr. Kio Marv invents a micro specimen

named "OILIX."This specimen is known to rectify high-quality oil. Of course, Dr.

Marv is kidnapped by the Zanzibarian government in order for them to gain

even more military superiority. Once again, Snake is charged with saving the

world and, not surprisingly, comes face-to-face with Big Boss and an even mightier Metal Gear.

This sequel implemented and introduced many of the features found in the PlayStation's Metal Gear

Solid, including the radar function at the bottom of the screen. Heralded asTHE best 8-bit version

of Metal Gear (not including the recent GameBoy Color version), MG2: SS only appeared on the

MSX format.

Snake's Revenge - 1 990 - Format NES (USA)

In the US sequel to the original Metal Gear you once again took control of Solid

Snake.The story this time around was a lot simpler and didn't feature any of the plot

twists and turns the series is now famous for (most likely because creator and

director Hideo Kojima had nothing to do with its production).Anyway, here's the

breakdown: A man by the name of Higharolla Kockamamie (no joke) has amassed

a large cache of stolen nuclear weapons and he plans on using them to take over

the world. Snake suspects Kockamamie is an alias for Big Boss, and he and his

comrades,John Turner and Nick"La Bomba" Myer.invade Kockamamie's "Fortress

Fanatic" in order to defeat the madman.After an encounter with another Metal

Gear, they successfully accomplish their mission and come to find Big Boss was

not involved.This story introduces Commander Roy Campbell.

This sequel to the original Metal Gear lacked the originality that made the first so memorable. Besides

regurgitating much of the same gameplay from the first, Konami attempted to introduce a much

more action-oriented experience, complete with side-scrolling levels which detracted from the

stealth-based aspect the original was known for. Some of the other features included improved

graphics and the ability to communicate and rendezvous with your teammates, but they weren't

enough to salvage this crappy title.
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Metal Gear Solid - 1 998 - Format PS (Japan and USA)

This was the game that introduced the series to a

whole new generation of gamers while delighting

those who had come to demonstrate a love for

the games bordering on cult-like status. In MGS,
Snake has been called out of retirement for a

very unique mission — stop his old team
Foxhound from holding the world hostage. It

seems Foxhound, under the command of Liquid

Snake, has become corrupt and have taken over an Alaskan missile

base full of nuclear arms.

Introducing the biggest Metal Gear cast and storyline to date, the

game was a huge success, helping to sell hardware and impressing

even the most jaded gamers with a cinematic storyline, unique

3D gameplay and some of the best graphics ever squeezed out

of Sony's 32-bit hardware. Still one of the best games produced

for the PlayStation, Metal Gear Solid left everyone drooling for a

sequel.

Metal Gear Solid: VR Missions - 1 999 - Format PS (Japan and USA)

VR Missions was more of an expansion pack than

a stand-alone Metal Gear game. InVR Missions,

you got the opportunity to play over 300

different training missions set in aTron-like virtual

environment.While most gamers were thirsting

for a whole new adventure.VR Missions had so

much gameplay, as well as some interesting extras

and secrets to uncover, that it fulfilled its

objective — to satisfy the hungry Metal Gear audience a little

while longer until MGS 2 could be officially announced.

Metal Gear Solid GBC - 2000 - Format GameBoy Color (Japan and USA)

Ushering in Snake's triumphant return to Nintendo,

MGS for the GBC brought all of the elements from

the PS version (albeit at a much smaller scale)

and presented them in a 2D fashion similar to

that of the original NES/MSX series.The story

seems to stand alone in its own universe and is

similar to that of the PlayStation's. In the game,

Snake has been pulled out of retirement in Alaska

by Campbell, his old commander.As usual, a

group of terrorists have gotten hold of a government-created

Metal Gear. Snake must infiltrate the enemy stronghold, Galuade,

and destroy the Metal Gear. In typical MG fashion, the plot twists

and turns and we ultimately find out the Galuade is the new name
of Outer Heaven, the same place Snake had to infiltrate in the first

Metal Gear.
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Gift Certificate
when your game

comes in.

$10 deposit required per game.

Offer valid until games arrive in stores.
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PlayStation
So you missed out on the original PlayStation? Perhaps you bought an N64 instead. Or,

perhaps your recent purchase of a PlayStation2 is your first foray into the world of videogames.

Whatever the case may be, the good news is that, for the first time in nearly 20 years, Sony's

brand-new videogame system has been made "backwards compatible" with its predecessor.

This means you'll still be able to experience all the fun that the original PlayStation had to

offer, since PS I games will work on your PS2.

More good news; Since we've had five years

to play and rate the hundreds of PlayStation games released, we can now recommend

the time-tested cream of the crop. If you are looking for "must-buy" titles, you can't

go wrong with any of the games listed here.

o
F^PCING
Racing games are probably the most prolific genre on the PlayStation, but there

are as many poor efforts as good ones.They can be divided into three categories:

Simulation, where the cars handle realistically and it takes some time to learn

how to drive them;Arcade, where anyone can just jump in and race; and Cart

Racing/Fantasy, where the tracks and cars are whimsical and there are usually

battles involved.

GRANDTURISMO is, without question, the king of the Simulation category.

The thrill comes from learning how to handle real-life vehicles with true

to life physics, as well as purchasing parts to upgrade and customize your

automobile. Runner up: EA's NASCAR.

The NEED FOR SPEED series, especially HOT PURSUIT, involves fast-

paced, arcade-style racing.You don't have to worry about vehicle

performance, just avoiding police and racing cars such as a Lamborghini

or Ferrari on courses set in the mountains and deserts. Runner up:

the TEST DRIVE series.

Whether you are familiar with the Crash Bandicoot characters or

• not, CRASH TEAM RACING is far and away the best cart

racing/fantasy racer there is. Up to four players can compete on

tracks loaded with hazards and secret short cuts, with wild

power-ups and unique vehicle controls. Runner up: MOTOR
TOON GRAND PRIX.Also not to be missed is WIPEOUT

) XL, a racing game where players control hovercraft as they

skim above the surface of futuristic tracks.

In almost every sport, it came down to a contest between

989 Studios' title and EA Sports' franchise. For the first

few years we preferred NFL GAMEDAY over MADDEN
for football but, after 1 998, the two titles became just

about equal. EA's NBA LIVE series was the best hoops

game, with 989's MLB taking the baseball pennant,

NCAA GAMEBREAKER winning the college football

trophy, and NHL FACE OFF being awarded the 0~~

hockey cup. Basically, if you stick with either an EA

or 989 title from 1 998 onward, you really can't go

wrong.



As for golf, forget about the PGA-licenses games. HOT SHOTS GOLF is

by far the most entertaining and most accessible links game on the
PlayStation.The game looks great, there is no annoying commentary, it

plays at a brisk pace, and you can earn yourself access to new courses

and new characters.

puzzLe
The most famous puzzle game of all.Tetris, appeared in various forms
on the PlayStation — the best of which was THE NEXTTETRIS.We
enjoyed the musical games such as UM JAMMER LAMMY and BUST
A GROOVE, which require players to copy the musical riffs or dance

moves of the computer in time with the beat. Probably one of the

only puzzle games to take advantage of the PlayStation's capabilities

was ROLL AWAY, in which players maneuver a beach ball around
three-dimensional floating structures.

5HOOTef\
For first-person shooters (FPS), games which take place from
your character's vantage point, two games stuck out. QUAKE II

did an amazing job of porting the PC hit over to the PlayStation,

keeping the fast-paced shooting action intact. MEDAL OF
HONOR, set during World War II and produced with the

aid of many persons involved with Stephen Spielberg's "Saving

Private Ryan" epic, is a more cinematic and thoughtful shooter.

Players have to perform various espionage missions, some
of which involve stealth behind enemy lines rather than

mindless shooting.

In the ship-based, science-fiction themed shooters, two
games once again stand out. EINHANDER is an arcade-

style shooter in which you can power-up your spacecraft

with some awesome weapons as you battle in gorgeous

futuristic settings.The COLONYWARS series, especially

RED SUN, simulates 3D outer space and planet surface

combat in a mission-based game with a strong storyline

and varied missions.

Vehicle combat fans have eitherTWISTED METALQ
2 orVIGILANTE 8 to keep them entertained. Both

games combine driving action with serious firepower.

Quality light-gun shooting games are few and far

between, and all of the best come from Namco
(and are packaged with the best light-gun

€
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peripheral available, Namco's Guncon).TIME CRISIS is the serious one, involving a

battle against terrorists, while POINT BLANK I & 2 are shooting gallery-style contests

perfect for parties.

acinoN/aDveNirur^e
METAL GEAR SOLID is rightly considered one of the best PlayStation games in

any category.As a government agent trying to regain control of a secret nuclear

weapons base which has fallen into terrorist hands, you'll need to use your head

more than your weapon.The enemies are among the most intelligent in any game

to date, and the intense storyline is truly something out of a Hollywood movie.

Runner up: SYPHON FILTER.

The original TOMB RAIDER and TOMB RAIDER II may look a little bit dated

now, but it's easy to see why they have become so popular. Players take the

role of Lara Croft, an archaeologist/adventurer in the mold of Indiana Jones,

as she explores ancient ruins, battles the elements and fierce wildlife, and

seeks to uncover mysteries surrounding various artifacts. Runner up: LEGACY
OF KAIN: SOUL REAVER.

acinoN/pi-a-irFOr^N/i
CRASH BANDICOOT 2: CORTEX STRIKES BACK is the high point of

the series (and probably the most difficult), although CRASH BANDICOOT:
WARPED is also highly recommended.These games were so well-designed,

and so beautiful to look at, that nearly everything else pales in comparison.

Players control the wacky lead character as he gathers fruits, gems, and

crystals while smashing and spinning his way through uniquely themed

levels.

Runner up:APE ESCAPE is another colorful and enjoyable game which

was one of the few titles to make good use of the Dual Shock Analog

controller for paddling boats, wielding slingshots and nets, and driving

R/C cars. SPYROTHE DRAGON is a game geared more towards

a younger audience, but one which will still provide adults with a

lot of fun.ODDWORLD:ABE'S EXODDUS is a 2D platform game,

but the fantastic graphics, excellent game design, and imaginative

characters set it apart.

aCTION/HOr^pF^
This genre was practically invented on the PlayStation by

Capcom, thanks to their Resident Evil series. Part movies, part

brain-teasers, part shooters, these games were all memorable

experiences but RESIDENT EVIL 2 is the best of the bunch.

Take control of one of two playable characters, with

intertwining storylines, as they fight against mutated plants,

animals, and undead zombies. Guaranteed to make the hair

stand up on the back of your neck.

fighting
Between Namco's Tekken series and Capcom's Street

Fighter franchise, the PlayStation was the system to own
for fighting games.TEKKEN 3 and STREET FIGHTER
ALPHA 3 are the best examples. For a more realistic

fighting game, Square's BUSHIDO BLADE won
accolades, whileWWF SMACKDOWN was hands-

down the best of the wrestling matches.

F\oi_e PLayiNG
FINAL FANTASY is one of the best-known RPG

•

f>



series' in videogame history, and three episodes (VII.VHI, and IX) were available on

the original PlayStation. Of these.VII was the most popular with the mainstream,

although it deviated from the series by featuring more realistic-looking characters

in a science-fiction themed setting.

F^eTr\OBaMING
Thanks to the computing power of the PlayStation, and the capacity of the CD
media, companies were able to bring compilations of their classic arcade games

; to a new generation of gamers.Among the best areARCADE'S GREATEST HITS:

ATARIVOLUME I .which features classics such as Asteroids, Battlezone, Centipede,

Missile Command, Super Breakout, and Tempest in their original arcade form,

and NAMCO'sARCADE MUSEUMVOLUME 3, which includes Galaxian, Pole

Position II, Dig-Dug, and Ms. Pac-Man.

Quite a few companies also created new versions of their classic hits, but

many of them eliminated what made the original games popular in the first

place. Of those games which didn't make that mistake, FROGGER and PONG
were the most fun to play.

o

1
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This category is often a "catch-all" for games which don't neatly fit into

other genres.TONY HAWK'S PRO SKATER is one such title, allowing

players to take control of skateboarders as they perform tricks in and

around various true-to-life locales. DRIVER brings to life those I970's

cop movies and television shows as players take the role of a wheelman

in cities such as San Francisco, Los Angeles, and Miami. DIE HARD
TRILOGY combines three different types of games— a third-person

adventure, a light-gun shooter, and a driving mode— into one excellent

package. MTV MUSIC GENERATOR isn't even a game, but a music

studio program which allows you to create your own tunes using

sampled riffs and instruments.You can even create psychedelic

videos to go along with the music.YOU DON'T KNOW JACK •

is a port of the hilarious PC trivia quiz show game. Up to three

players can answer often risque questions steeped in popular

culture— asked and answered by an irreverent host.

Now that you own a PlayStation2, you'll have access to state-of-the-art videogames in the years to come.

But don't neglect the hundreds of original PlayStation titles which have come before.There is still a lot of

enjoyment to be had from many wonderful games, even if you missed them the first time around.

MARK
Androvich
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The ultimate "combat machine simulator," Armored Core 2 will be reborn

on PlayStation2 with more parts and more customization.As with all

Armored Core games, the player will be able to create and assemble a

unique AC machine from a range of patterns numbering more than 10

billion, including color customization. The player can then use it to

accomplish various missions, ranging from destroying opposingAC's to rescuing artifacts.

By fully utilizing the graphic capabilities of PS2,Armored Core 2 recreates a realistic

dimension in gaming, sparing nothing in terms of action features, adding to the thrill of

upgrading and exchanging parts that will improve the player's AC machine.As players

advance through the ranks of the Raven organization, vying for riches and fame associated

with only the most elite AC pilots, they will be able to choose between multiple story

lines — which will affect the availability of parts that may be purchased and scenarios

available to them.The game also offers various modes in addition to the normal missions,

such as the Arena mode, where the player can enjoy a one-on-one battle with a CPU-

controlled AC, a fighting mode using the Link Cable, and a two player, split-screen battle

mode.Armored Core 2 is one of the most graphically impressive PS2 games that will be

available for the system's first holiday season, and the gameplay brings new

meaning to the word "intensity".
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I -2 players

• Mission and Arena modes
• Complete AC customization

• Multiple story lines

• 60 FPS action

• Link Cable support
EfiiBgWMis-ijftsTrtS

From Software

Publisher

Developer
Genre Action

f A Release Date November, i
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ZDEJFJK CLOU
You can bet, with the success of the Final Fantasy and Legend of Dragoon

series' on PS I , that Sony will not forget those noble knights that wish to

begin their quests anew on PS2! R.PG fans can create and explore their own

virtual world in Dark Cloud, a unique 3D role-playing adventure game

that challenges players not only to strategize, battle and solve puzzles, but

also to create geographical landscapes using the new "Georama" feature system.

Players assume the role of a young, innocent hero named Toran on an unforgettable

epic journey of rebirth, revival and renewed hope.An evil demon spirit has been

released and has left destruction in its wake. He has transformed all living things

and imprisoned them in a dungeon cave far beneath the reaches of the light.Toran,

who has been given the extraordinary gift of life, is the only hope for those who

perished. He must harness the spirits of those destroyed and rebuild the lands in

preparation for a final confrontation.

Dark Cloud is the epic, killer application that PS2 owners will be thirsting for.With

beautiful, fast and unparalleled graphics, three unique gameplay modes and a deep,

long adventure that promises to have players glued to their screens for

hour upon hour, Dark Cloud is sure to be a big hit on PS2!

m&
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KEV FEairuRes
•True-to-life graphics

•Ability to build your own worlds

• Real-time transitions between modes of play

•Three modes of play: Exploration, Battle and Creation

•Third-person presentation

• "Georama" feature allows for land mass creation

Publisher SCEA
Developer SCEI
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Already available for the Japanese PS2 for some time now, Dead or Alive

2 is going through a second round of enhancements and changes for its

US release and will ship under the new name Dead or Alive 2: Hardcore.

Originally a NAOMI arcade game, this 3D fighter was ported over to the

PlayStation2 effortlessly but, due to time constraints,Team Ninja (the developers)

were not able to include and follow through with everything they wanted to do in the

game.With the US release, there are going to be plenty of additions and improvements,

including a newly designed graphics engine from the ground up (say goodbye to the

"jaggies"), a host of new fighting arenas.American voice-overs for all of the characters,

new in-game intro and ending movies, new costumes and character-specific moves,

and even some new play modes that have yet to be announced — whew! Very rarely

does a developer/publisher spend so much time reworking a game during localization

and it's nice a company such asTecmo is willing to make the effort and spend the dough

to perfect their game.As it stands now, DOA 2 already gives Tekken Tag a run for its

money, it will be interesting to see the end result for both of these products when
they ship in a few months.

K6V FEaTURES
• Blistering fast, 60 fps gameplay
• A host of graphical enhancements and improvements over

the Japanese release

• Plenty of hidden characters and alternate costumes to

uncover

• Special tag team moves
• Story andVs modes
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Daisy Duck, the world-famous reporter, is kidnapped while on special

assignment to discover what danger is going on inside Merlock's ancient

temple.Will Donald, her long-time admirer, be able to save her before she

falls into the clutches of Merlock, the evil magician, or will his cousin, Gladstone,

get to her first? As Disney's most grumpy cartoon character, you'll run amuck,

go berserk and get hyper in this hilarious PlayStation quest to rescue Daisy, with

each turn bringing a new element of surprise.As Donald, you'll kick, punch and butt

bounce your way through 24 levels of 3D action/platforming in a beautiful yet hostile

cartoon world. Using a hybrid of the Rayman 2 engine, Goin' Quackers challenges

players to revive their old-school play mechanics and run, jump and fight their

way through a variety of Crash Bandicoot-style 3D levels. One of the most unique

features in the game revolves around Donald's explosive tempers.As you encounter

enemies, take damage and pick up power-ups, Donald's mood will vary from happy

to berserk, with the controls being affected in the process. Knowing when and how

to utilize Donald's moods will be half the battle.

KEV FGairURES
High resolution graphics and 60 fps animation

Disney-esque, cartoon-like 3D graphics

Donald's unmistakable voice and sound effects

All of the trademark Donald characters— Huey, Dewy,

Louie, Daisy, etc...

5 worlds comprised of 24 levels

Old-school, action/platform game mechanics

Donald's moods add twist to gameplay— Berserk, Happy,

Angry and Hyper

" Publisher ubi Soft
Developer Ubi Soft

Genre Action/Platform

i Release Date November, 00
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If you are into playing PC games, then you might be familiar with the title of

this upcoming PlayStation2 game, Drakan (working title). Originally released

for the PC late last year as Drakan: Order of the Flame, this sequel (of sorts)

is being reworked for the PlayStatfon2 and is scheduled to release in March

next year.The developers, Surreal Software, are creating a completely new

game from the ground up which will utilize and take advantage of the PS2's polygon-pushing

power.

The original Drakan starred a beautiful heroine named Rynn and her dragon sidekick,Arokh.

The PlayStation2 game reunites Rynn and Arokh in a new, mystical adventure, with the only

connection to the first being the main characters, similar gameplay elements, and the tying

up of some loose ends.

If you're not familiar with Drakan, then you're in for a treatAs Rynn, you will be charged with

many action/adventure challenges, such as hacking and slashing your way through gangs of

ogres, imps and other medieval creatures, exploring ancient villages, dark caves, vast countrysides

and snowy mountaintops, and figuring out devious puzzles.When it looks like you won't be

able to get any further on foot, you can call on Arokh, who will allow you to get on its back

and fly off into the sky. By having the ability to control both characters, a whole

new host of gaming/puzzle opportunities can be presented to the player.

KGV FEairURES
• Fully-realized 3D environments (both on ground and air

without any load transitioning)

• Eight vast levels (indoor and outdoor)

• Fleshed-out, interactive characters with individual

personalities and emotional facial animations

• Real-time animations and cinemas using the in-game

' .0 :,J8
K.

engine

Publisher Sony *
Developer Surreal Software E

Genre Action/Adventure

f A Release Date March. 01
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GIVING GMOiriON
Released shortly after the launch of PS2 in Japan, Square's Driving Emotion

Type-S is a high-octane, no-holds-barred racing game that features great

graphics, a number of tracks and vehicles and cool special effects.Whether

you're looking at the game from the detailed cockpit of your Ferrari F50 or

ripping around the track just behind the bumper of that amazing looking

Boxster, Driving Emotion Type-S hopes to give gamers of the racing persuasion a true-to-

life experience that is without peer.The game is set to feature car manufacturers from

Ferrari and Porsche to Mitsubishi and Mazda, with some of the respective manufacturers'

best efforts represented. In the one player game, you will race in a field of six as you
race your way toward the checkered flag. On the track, players will be treated to special

effects that include day and night driving, changing weather, working headlights and taillights

and details like reflections and environmental mapping on vehicles, working, lighted road

signs and advertising signs on buildings, and much, much more. Square is taking time to

make sure they've got this one as good as it can be, so you won't see it until early in 200
1

,

but they promise that it will be worth the wait! Do you have what it takes to challenge

the best in the world and make your way up the division rankings? There's

only one place to prove it— on the track!

ICEV FEairURE5
• Multiple viewpoints

•
I -2 player split-screen racing

• Day and night driving

• Realistic weather effects

• Instant replay system

• Large number of vehicles and tracks

• I I different manufacturers represented

Square
Escape
Racing

01,01
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There are a number of games for PS2 that will ship sometime in 2001

as part of the 2nd generation of software. SCEE and Studio Camden's

Dropship is one of the more interesting ones. Dropship will be an

exhilarating, accessible and highly atmospheric action game, combining

air-to-air and air-to-ground combat elements with real-time strategy

influences. Players take the role of a rookie pilot who will be flying different types of

advanced Dropships, each heavily armed and capable of different flight modes, in a variety

of hazardous military operations. Incorporating three different game styles— space-to-

ground, real-time strategy and flight simulation combat, Dropship presents the player

with a completely immersive battle experience: Players can drop through the stratosphere,

delivering their troops safely to the planet's surface, dispatch artillery and vehicles to key

strategic positions, and interact with the troops directly in the battles that will unfold.

Players will take part in an epic war that escalates and unfolds during the course of the

game. If gamers make the right moves at the right times, they will see the results of their

labor— altering the course of the conflict. Oh, yeah...And they'll get to blow stuff up

— real good! Dropship is still a long way from the finish line, but it is loaded with

possibilities and could be one of PS2's most exciting titles in 200 1

.

mmmm
ICGV FEairURE!
• Three gameplay modes
• Mission and Arena modes
• Multiple Mission types

• Missions include: Stealth, Offensive, Escort, etc.

• 60 FPS action

• Impressive vistas and line of sight
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Koei is continuing to do what they do best— historical action/strategy

games revolving around ancient Chinese history.Their latest release, Dynasty

Warriors 2, due out for the PS2 at launch and developed by Omega Force

(Destrega, Dynasty Warriors), is a sequel to the original of sorts. Taking

advantage of the PS2's massive polygon pushing powers, this tactical action

game drops the player smack dab into the middle of a massive war. Like the film

Braveheart, you'll have to work your way through hundreds of enemies, slashing,

kicking, punching, piercing and slaying as many as you can while working toward
your ultimate goal— uniting China under one ruler, your ruler.

While on the surface, DW2 might look like your typical beat 'em up, there are many
strategic/simulation elements to the game that make it so much more. Geography,

your army's morale, taking out higher ranking officers and gaining experience points

all must be considered during a battle in order to ultimately succeed.You can

even mount a horse to get across great distances (some battlefields are as big as

1 50 acres) and/or ride straight into the opposing army's troops.There is also a high

amount of eye candy in the game as well, with literally 30-40 characters on
screen simultaneously with no slowdown whatsoever and plenty of detailed

touches, such as rain, fog, snow and dust.

Key FeairuRes
• Set in the Three Kingdoms time period

• 30-40 characters on screen simultaneously with no
slowdown

• Strategic elements incorporated in the game
• A total of 28 playable characters to unlock
• Nice graphic environmental touches— fog, rain, snow,

dust

IPublisher Koei
Developer Omega Force
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Konami continues to try to establish its sports games with the advent

of the PS2 and the ESPN licensing agreement. Having had decent

success with their In the Zone basketball series early in the life of the

PlayStation, Konami's later efforts fell short of the expectations of

gamers, thanks in part to other hoop games from EA Sports and 989

Sports. Now that Konami has added the ESPN license, the new franchise is being

dubbed "ESPN NBA 2Night" after theTV show of the same name.The game
promises to add the energy and look of an ESPN telecast, combined with arcade style

action and control.

For the record, NBA 2Night will have the appropriate licenses from the NBA and the

Players Association so all of the real NBA players will be in the game.There looks to

be an emphasis on dunking (just like any good highlight show) and Konami states that

there will be at least 25 high flying jams of the "jaw-dropping" variety.The play-by-play

and color commentary are provided by long-time announcer Brent Musberger ("uh"

and ESPN SportsCenter anchor Stuart Scott ("boo-yah" &"he must be butter, 'cause

he's on a roll"). One of the aspects that sounds most intriguing is that NBA 2Night is

supposed to feature post-game interviews with the player-of-the-game.

How they're going to pull this one off (assuming it's not a text box) is

something we want to see!

kev FeairuRES
• ESPN look and feel

• Fast paced arcade style game play

• Brent Musberger on play-by-play

• Stuart Scott behind the anchor desk
• Unique create-a-player mode for developing new talent

28
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Unlock the powers of the past in Eternal Ring, a real-time 3D RPG. Set on

a remote island where dragons and a host of nightmarish enemies are

free to roam, the home of the legendary "Eternal Ring" is a mystical place

shrouded in mystery. Origins of the island are still unknown to the inhabitants,

yet myths and fables point to signs of a hidden civilization.The player not

only experiences battles, but also a world of virtual 3D space, which incorporates

changes in time, geography and weather. The characters' abilities will change

substantially by the types of rings the player carrtis.

Developed by From Software, the design house befiind the King's Field series, Eternal

Ring is an expansive quest presented from a firsfrperson point of view. Combat is

carried-out in real-time, in an arcade style and features a hit point system where,

through battle, acquiring Rings and defeating bosses, the player can improve his

abilities as he makes his way through the adventure.The cities, caves and castles

featured throughout Eternal Ring's landscape are detailed and attractive and the

game moves along at a brisk pace— combining the best of exploration and RPG
style combat. If you are lucky enough to have a PS2 on October 26, you'll want

to take a look at Eternal Ring!

icev FGairuRES
• First-person viewpoint

• Real-time combat
• Changing weather and geography

• Variety of weapons and magic

• Intense boss battles

• Dramatic story that unfolds as you play
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esPN iNTERNainoNaL
TR3CK SI FIELD
One of the best multiplayer games to be seen on the PlayStation,Track

& Field is set to make its mark on the PS2 under the name of "ESPN
International Track & Field".All of tfie button-mashing tactics you remember
from the PSX version will need to be utilized in the PS2 game as well, as you compete
in a dozen different events. Choose from contests as diverse as Weightlifting and Skeet

Shooting, and as physically challenging as PoleVaulting and Long Jump.Your twitchy fingers

will be put to the test in the 1 00 Meter Dash and the 110 Meter Hurdles.There are two
types of gameplay— Single Event or Championship mode.Accumulate points after each

event in the Championship mode, and the player with the most points after all of the

events are completed wins the gold!

True to its arcade ancestors, ESPN International Track & Field features fast paced gameplay,

with colorful next generation graphics and superb animation. In fact, over 700 new
animations have been motion captured from Maurice (aka "World's Fastest Man") Green

and Pole Vaulting champion Jeff Hartwig.Two time Olympic medalist Ato Boldon also

joined the Konami team and helped provide some of the motion captured animations.

Be prepared to give those fingers a workout when ESPN International Track

& Field ships this November.

icev FEairuRE5
•Twelve different Olympic events

• ESPN broadcast quality look and feel

• Go for the gold in Championship mode
• Arcade style gameplay
• Multiplayer mayhem for up to four players

Publisher Konami
Developer Konami

Genre Sports

J Release Date November, I
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Konami's ESPN X Games Snowboarding is one of FOUR titles bearing the

ESPN brand that should ship within weeks of the PS2 launch. Snowboarding

games became all the rage a few years ago, and their popularity does not

appear to be diminishing. In fact, there should be at least three snowboarding

games released for the new system by the end of 2000!

Obviously, what will distinguish Konami's snowboarding game from the competition

is the ESPN and X Games licenses. Having the X Games license means that all of

the snowboarding events in the X Games will be in this game— Big Air, Border

Cross, Halfpipe, and Slopestyle.The ESPN trademark look and sound will be evident

as gamers race over the mountains. Pre and post race coverage and authentic ESPN

camera angles help ensure the TV production look.

The artists on the soundtrack have yet to be revealed, but should include many well

known bands and tunes. Over twenty apparel and gear manufacturers have their

boots, suits, and boards available to be outfitted by your custom made rider.Konami

has enlisted the help of many top snowboarding professionals to help make

everything "real", but no names have been officially released as of this writing.

kev FeairuRes
• Four different snowboarding events

• Dozens of different boards & gear

• Full utilization of the ESPN license

• Custom create-a-rider mode
• Design your own mountain and go freestylin'

Developer Konami
Genre Sports

Release Date November, (

)



Evergrace is one of the few original content PS2 games that has shipped

in Japan.Although it began its life as a PlayStation title, it has evolved

into an action/RPG that is easily accessible to all gamers.The game allows

you to fill the roles of both male and female lead characters, each with

his/her own strengths and weaknesses, as you embark on an epic quest

against the forces of evil. One of the game's key features is the ability to find and upgrade

your armor. Helmets, boots, weapons, shields, etc. can be purchased or discovered as

you make your way through the game. In fact, it is this element of Evergrace that gives

the game its sightly humorous, irreverent quality.An example of this can be found in a

couple of helmet variations.As you play through the first few areas of the game, you wi

find your character wearing both a pumpkin and a pot on his/her head! All combat in

the game is carried out in real-time, with a Zelda-like, arcade feel to the fighting. Expect

to see Evergrace appear at retail shortly after the hardware launch.

kev FeairuRC
• Both male and female lead characters

• Both characters required to solve puzzles in levels

•Third-person presentation

• Large number of weapons, potions and magic

• Items Shop accessible within levels

• Interior and exterior environments

• Real-time combat
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It's no shock or surprise that EA Sports will have a handful of titles ready

at launch, but one of their lesser-known titles will be making a big splash this

spring— Formula One 200 1 . EA Sports will have already shipped NASCAR
& SSX by the time this title comes out, but history teaches us that there's

never been a shortage of racing games from EA & EA Sports! F I 200 1 will focus

(obviously) on the Formula I driving experience, and will feature all of the race

tracks that are in the real F I racing season — including the new F I track at Indy.

Like most EA Sports games, there will not be a shortage of options, as F I can be
modified countless ways. On the sim. side of things, you will be able to adjust the
suspension, brake balance, gear ratios, down force, ride height and other selections

that can help tune your F I ride to top performance levels. Of course, if you don't

want to have such a "sim." experience, there's an arcade mode that lets you get in

and compete right away. Damage effects will be noticeable and will also cause the
vehicle to perform poorly, and the graphics will take full advantage of the the PS2

hardware.

icev FeairuREs
• Compete on the Fl racing circuit

• More than a dozen tracks from around the world
• Dynamic collisions, weather, and sound f/x

• Race against the CPU or a friend via split-screen

• Drive as one of a the many "real life" Fl racers

Publisher Electronic Arts
Developer EA Sports

Genre Racing
i Release Date Spring, 01
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The full graphical capabilities of the PlayStation2 Computer Entertainment

System are truly displayed in SCEA's newest puzzle game, Fantavision. In

this launch title (which was also available at the Japanese launch of PS2),

one to two players will be able to create fantastic fireworks displays, using

a combination of unique gamepiay and advanced graphics, mixed with

excellent lighting and explosive visual effects, to make this one of the most visually

impressive titles available for the system. Fantavision puts gamers in control of massive

fireworks displays in settings all over the world, including cityscapes, an amusement park

and an orbiting space station. Using an on-screen cursor, players select color combinations

of fireworks as they launch onto the screen, before detonating the explosion to create

chains of fireworks.The better the display, the more points that are collected to move
to more advanced levels and earn bonus rounds. Fantavision also allows players to enjoy

the true splendor of their fireworks displays through the replay mode, with options to
select the camera angle, change conditions such as weather, and add a variety of psychedelic

special effects.A two-player mode will add even more depth and challenge to this innovative

experience.The 3D graphics and real-time lighting effects allow users to individually

render totally unique fireworks sequences every time they play.

ICGV FEaTURGS
• I -2 players

• Instant replay feature

• Real-time lighting effects

• Accessible, addictive gamepiay
• Multiple camera angles

• Changing weather conditions

* Publisher SCEA
Developer SCEI

Genre puzzle

j Release Date October 26
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Acclaim is planning on going big with PlayStation2 as early as this Christmas,
with a few choice titles (including Super Bust-A-Move and RC Revenge Pro),

as well as another few that are a bit further out (including Shadow Man 2:

Second Coming, BigWave Surfing and All Star Baseball 2002). Ferrari 360
Challenge falls into the latter category and, as part of their PlayStation2

strategy, will be be a specifically-developed, platform-exclusive product.
Based around the high-end sports car of the same name (a vehicle which was totally

developed and conceived for racing), Ferrari 360 Challenge will let you take this

beauty out onto the track and race against a competitive grid of some of the most
powerful machines man has ever created. Shown briefly at E3 back in May, the game
still has quite a way to go.The car models were quite polished but the tracks and
roadside objects were still very rough and early.When all is said and done, Ferrari

360 Challenge promises to deliver some very fast, white-knuckle racing at a blistering

60 frames per second, across a variety of real-world racing circuits. Like their
Dreamcast Ferrari title, 355 Challenge.Acclaim's 360 will most likely lean to the

simulation side, giving gamers the impression of what it is like to strap into

one of these Italian monsters without having to come up with the $ 1 80,000
out of pocket.

Key FeairuREs

NMHWi -

• Competitive racing against some of Ferarri's fastest

vehicles

• Experience the feeling of controlling one of the most
significant sports cars ever to be built at Maranelo

• Super-fast graphic engine running at 60 fps

'Amazingly accurate and detailed car models and physics

Developer Acclaim Studios
Genre Racing

Release Date Spring, 01
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FIFa SOOl
Those of you familiar with video game soccer titles will recognize the

name "FIFA". EA Sports has been producing "football" games under

that banner for nearly a decade, and it has become synonymous with the

best playing soccer games available.

This Japanese release of FIFA is not the exact same version as the one

that will make its debut on the US PS2. No, the American version will feature the Major

League Soccer License and all of the players and teams from that league.The Japanese

version, however, did not include the MLS license, but instead focused on leagues from

Italy, England, Spain, and Germany.There also were World Cup international teams, and

even U-23 clubs!

The gameplay in the PS2 version of FIFA is remarkably similar to the PS I versions.The

players can make a number of different special moves, different types of passes, and they

can also pack a certain amount of punch to their shots, thanks to a power meter that

comes up when you hold down the shoot button. Graphically, FIFA SWC is head and

shoulders above anything previously found on the PS I The player detail (right down to

the "EA" on the shoes) is magnificent, and the lighting effects add a sense of reality to

the proceedings.The animations, however, are what really make FIFA a

blast to play.Another benefit from the high resolution graphics is that the

special moves can now be seen in all their glory, with nary a frame of animation

to be missed.

Key FEairuRES
• MLS license

• Detailed players and animations

• High resolution stadiums

• 30 FPS animation

• Multiple camera angles
Hmmnmmbhi
k1 Publisher ea Sports

Developer ea Sports
Genre Sports

Release Date November, 00
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GRSDIU5 III Si IV
With Gradius III & IV for the PS2, Konami is attempting to bring back the side-scroll shooter

with a compilation of their last two Gradius titles on one CD. Both of these games are

arcade-perfect translations and, in an effort to offer up gamers some extra added value,

Konami has included some new play modes (including an Easy Mode for beginners), a cool,

DVD-style interactive menu system and two amazing CG intros. Both games are exact coin-

op translations and come complete with a set of PS2-specific options, such as Dual Shock

vibration, analog support and the ability to save and continue from where you just left off.

For those of you not familiar with the Gradius series, both games sticks close to the standard shooter

formula— you basically pilot a 2D ship, horizontally from left to right, while attempting to shoot

down wave after wave of baddies.At the end of each level, you'll find a nasty boss waiting for you

who, most likely, has a set pattern to his attacks that you can learn, then master. Also, like most

shooters, both games are definitely set on the 'high' difficulty level and are a challenge for even the

most seasoned gamers.What's inherently unique to the Gradius series is the power-up system, which

allows you to choose how you want to upgrade your ship by collecting various power-ups left behind

by enemy ships. On the bottom of the screen is a series of options, ranging from speed-up and

missiles to lasers and shield. Every time you pick up a power-up, you cycle through one power-up

option.At any time, you can choose the power-up you want to activate, letting you configure your

ship the way you wantThis brings some strategy to the mix, as you'll constantly be keeping

an eye at your options, in order not to miss the one you want to choose.

KEV FEairURE5
• A cool, DVD-style interactive menu system

• 2 jaw-dropping, CG-rendered intros

• Pixel-perfect arcade translations

• PS2-specific options— Dual Shock vibration, analog

support, save and continue

• New play modes: Easy, Novice Expert

• Two games on one CD

I

psaDeveloper Konami
Genre Shooter

Release Date October 3
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SCEA and Polyphony hope to raise the bar once again, with the release

of GranTurismo 2000 for PS2. In what promises to be the most realistic

interactive racing experience to date, GranTurismo 2000 delivers speed

players can feel.The game takes full advantage of the Dualshock2 analog

controller so that the harder the virtual driver pushes on the pressure-

sensitive controller, the faster the car goes— simulating the gas pedal of a real car. Drivers

can feel speed as they maneuver through curves and shoot down straight-a-ways.Whether

it's the sun's beaming rays off of a windshield or smoldering heat waves rising from the

tarmac, GT 2000 will try to offer the player the complete racing experience. In addition,

GT 2000's sophisticated car physics and meticulous environment mapping should help

to create broadcast quality graphics that blur the line between game and reality. Players

will also be able to choose various weather conditions that will affect their driving

capabilities. Other new features include enhanced graphics (a single car's polygon count

is roughly 1 times that found in GT2); 2-4 player split-screen racing, new; detailed courses;

and additional car models. Building upon the winning formula that made its predecessors

such huge hits, GT 2000 looks to be a technological breakthrough.

kev FearuREs
• I -4 player, split-screen racing

• New courses and cars

• All-new car models
• Dualshock2 analog button support
• Changing environments

• 60 FPS gameplay

Developer Polyphony
Genre Racing
» Date January,
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JUNGLE BOOK
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Fans of one ofWalt Disney Pictures' most popular films will be able to

join Mowgli, Baloo and friends in Jungle Book Rhythm N' Groove, Ubi Soft's

entry into the Dancing genre created by such games as PaRappa and Bust

a Groove. Scheduled for release early next year, Jungle Book follows the

original plot of the movie while challenging players to dance their way through

the jungle by imitating the moves of other characters a la Dance, Dance Revolution.

In the game, players must follow the correct beat using their Dual Shock or a specially

bundled dance mat. Like most dancing/Bemani games, you'll have to execute the

move along with the beat, requiring a certain amount of rhythm and timing to do
it perfectly.As you play against and beat the other characters, they will become
unlocked and playable in the multiplayer mode. Expect all of the cast from the

animated movie to be here, including Bagheera, Kaa and King Louie.

Developed internally by Ubi Soft, this game is going to be skewed toward a younger

audience, but should also appeal to the three different generations who grew up
watching the movie. Expect a great soundtrack with some special goodies, high-res,

3D graphics that look just like the animated film and both single player and

head-to-head competition.

KEV FGaTURES
• Dance with all the characters from the movie
• All of the songs from the movie
• Musician Lou Bega (Mambo #5) sings "I Wanna Be Like You"
• Special Dance Mat bundled in with game
•

I or 2 Players— Dance as Mowgli or go head-to-head

• High-res, cartoon-style graphics that mimic the movie

Ubi Soft
Developer Ubi Soft

Genre Dancing
l Release Date January, 01
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The ancient battlefield lies before you. At your command are 100,00

troops, including archers, infantry, riflemen and poweful cavalry. Should

you send your troops into battle, lie in wait for an ambush, or surround

the enemy and take decisive action? In Kessen, you'll get the opportuntiy

to re-enact historical and epic battles from the Warring States period

of seventeenth century Japan. In the game, players will take on the role of Leyasu, one of

Japan's most fearsome warlords and commander of theTokugawa Shogunate.as he engages

the armies of loyalists who stood: with theToyotmi family in a decisive battle at Sekigahara.

Success brings wealth, power and the title of Shogun, failure means shame and, most certainly,

death.

As one of the first PS2 games released in Japan, Kessen doesn't dissapointThe game comes

on the DVD format and showcases spectacular graphics, unbelievable in-game intermissions

and some of the most intense ihd epic battles ever seen.As a real-time strategy game,

players will have the ability to issue commands to officers, including attack, move, hold, rush

attack and messenger, as well as exert tactical battle control over battalions. Although

standard RPG elements, such as obtaining new weapons and resting to restore energy,

will also be a significant part of the strategy, now the challenge will be even

greater due to the sheer number of characters that the player will have

command over.The outcome of the game will depend on the player's skill as

a tactician and how they manage their troops.

icev FeairuRES
• First DVD title for PlayStation2

• Over 1 00 movie segments that immerse the player in the

game's storyline

• Based on actual battles from feudal Japan

•The first console game to have over 100 3D characters

on-screen simultaneously

Active tutorial aflKO pum«*«' Eio-u-on.c Ar« I

ill M Developer Koei E
Genre strategy

Release Date
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Knockout Kings 2001 is currently the only boxing sim. we know of in

development for the PlayStation2. Of course, the fact that the PS2 will have

a boxing sim. in its stable after only 4-6 months is slightly short of remarkable,

as the PlayStation didn't get one for almost fourYEARS! The Knockout King

franchise has always included dozens of the greatest boxers in history, and

continues to do so this year— Ali, Frazier, Leonard, Hagler, Duran, Marciano, De
La Hoya, just to name a few.The big news this year is that the game will include

members from boxing's newest fraternity— women pugilists! Although no names

have been been released as of this time, Knockout Kings 200 1 would be remiss if

Christy Martin isn't one of the women included, as she is single-handedly responsible

for the interest in women's boxing.

The strength of the PS2 makes it possible for the life-like look of KK2KI ,as the 3D
face & body mapping detail every inch of the fighters.The gameplay is also smoother,

and features a new punching mechanism dubbed "Dynamic Punch Control".This

system allows the user to create fast + seamless punch combinations.There are

many new"signature moves",an updated soundtrack, new world famous arenas,

and much more.

I
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MBDDGN NFL. 2001
Madden NFL 2001 is the latest incarnation of the popular football series

from EA Sports, which is also the longest running sports franchise in video

game history.The Madden name first made its debut back on an Apple
II home computer almost eleven years ago, and since that time, has

seen versions published for the Sega Genesis, Super Nintendo, Sega Saturn, PlayStation,

N64, PC, and the GameBoy.
Well, one thing's for certain, and that is that nobody will confuse any of those prior

versions of Madden with the new one for the PS2. Madden NFL 2001 is setting a new
standard for graphic achievement in a videogame, with highly detailed player models and
3D digital face mapping technology that brings the players to life. The detail is so
encompassing, in fact, that you'll see the individual facemasks, just like the ones the real

players use— no more one-style-fits-all facemasks. In addition, the wristbands, turf tape,

visors, and elbow pads have all been individually keyed to the players so that what you
see them wear on Sundays is what you'll see them wear in Madden 2001.

Of course, John Madden and Pat Summerall still join forces in the booth to help bring

you all the play by play.

icev FeairuRES
• Every All-Madden team is included (back to 1984)
• "Madden Cards" unlock hidden teams & players and can

be traded via memory card

• Player models are height & weight proportional

• All NFL coaches are in the game and on the sidelines

• Highly detailed player models

^SHNHmWN
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The shots shown here are from the recently released Japanese DVD teaser

that hit their store shelves last July. The debate continues whether or not

the images and footage on screen were from actual gameplay or just cleverly

edited bits from non-interactive CG, but we are very confident that the

majority was recorded from the in-game engine. In the trailer, we are given

a glimpse of some of the returning cast— Snake (of course), Otacon and Revolver

Ocelot, to name a few, as well as some interesting newcomers, like the tough and
mysterious knife-wielding woman and the menacing, Godzilla-like Metal Gear Rex.

We can also see some of the potential new game mechanics, such as the ability to

create diversions by tossing objects down a flight of stairs or hallways (possibly stun

bombs), hanging from ledges and platforms to avoid being detected from above,

hiding in lockers and other enclosed areas, using gun-mounted flashlights to illuminate

your surroundings and surprise enemies, and being able to switch into a first-person

perspective on the fly.There will also be some interesting new weapons, including

a tranquilizer gun that temporarily knocks out enemies without killing them. It is

said that you can go through the whole game using this weapon alone.

icey FearuRes
• DVD format, translating to a huge gaming experience

A host of new stealth elements

The ability to switch between first and third person

perspectives

High resolution graphics running 60 frames per second

Continues the storyline of Solid Snake

THE big PS2 game for next Spring

IPublisher Konami
Developer Konami

Genre Sneaky Espionage i^^*^—
Release Date May, 01
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MIDNIGI-nr CLUB
Midnight Club: Street Racing is a game based around illegal street racing.

Set against a backdrop of two ultra-detailed, accurately mapped and
rendered 3D cities (NewYork and London), players will pit their driving

skills against others in an effort to become a member of the elusive

Midnight Club.You will begin the game as a lowly taxi driver. Looking to improve your

good standing (not to mention your financial status) by joining the ranks of the Midnight

Club, you take to the streets with your shabby vehicle and challenge other members to

white knuckle races at break-neck speeds. As you amass your winnings (and their

pink-slips), you will be able to use your new rides to challenge better drivers for their

position and title status in the Club.

As you can see from the screens. Midnight Club offers up detailed and realistic 3D city

maps, that are said to be fully recreated down to the most minute details. Expect all of

the major landmarks to be represented (from the Empire State Building in NewYork to

Picadilly Circus in London), as well as every part of big city life you would expect from
a crowded metropolis. Each city will be packed with traffic, pedestrians, police (that

behave as they would in real-life) and roadside objects, such as trash dumpsters, hot dog
carts, street lights, mail boxes, etc.

ICeV FEaTUREB
• Go-anywhere gameplay

•Accurately mapped 3D cities: NewYork and London
•Variety of different vehicles

•Ability to upgrade and repair vehicles

•Working traffic lights, random traffic and pedestrians

• Many secret paths and shortcuts

Designed by developers of "Midtown Madness"
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Moiro GP
Namco is planning on releasing their 3rd PlayStation2 game in time for

the holidays— something we should definitely all give thanks for. Currently

titled Moto GRthis motorcycle racer is a straight-forward arcade/sim featuring

authentic bikes, famous Gran Prix riders and real-world courses. In the 60%
previewable version we received, five courses were playable— Suzuka, Paul Ricard,

Jerez, Donington and Motegi, with the possibility of more that can be unlocked and

uncovered as you progress through the ranks. In the game you will find a variety of

different game modes to tackle, from the traditional Arcade, Season.Vs and Time
Trial to a special Gran Turismo-like Challenge mode, where you will be presented

with 54 different racing-related tasks/objectives to complete.These objectives range

from getting to pointA to point B in a certain amount of time and placing first in

a race, to beating a rival or learning the handling mechanics of your motorcycle.As
you complete these challenges, you will unlock and open a host of cool extras that

we're not allowed to print. Some of the other features of this game include a crisp,

colorful and super-fast graphic engine (possibly an R.R5 hybrid) running at 60 fps

and a very cool replay option that puts GranTurismo's to shame..

tftEAOY!

kev FeairuREs
• 33 different bikes to race with

• Unique Challenge Mode with 54 different challenges

• Running at 60 frames per second in high resolution

• Uses a hybrid of the Ridge RacerV engine

• Real world bikes, riders and circuits

• Both Arcade and Simulation modes
•Two player, split screen racing

..: ,.,.. .......

Publisher Namco I
Developer Namco C' Genre Racing

l^jJW i Release Date November, 00

H

3 PLAYER +0.783

CIRCUIT SELECT

14
1 N.Aoki

2 Biaggi
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Capitalizing on theVehicular Combat genre Twisted Metal single-handedly

created back in '95, Infogrames' Motor Mayhem is set to deliver extreme

destruction and killer competition between a cast of mean and nasty

characters. Set in the year 2025, the world of sports as we know it has

grown destructive and deadly.With the creation of theVCL (Vehicle

Combat League) at the turn of the century, all comers were invited to enter this mechanical

blood sport and battle it out in huge arenas, using only their wits, skills and deadly vehicles.

As the season progressed, only a small group remained standing, and these warriors from

all over the universe will now enter into the Superbowl of theVCL— Motor Mayhem.

What promises to make this game stick out is the emphasis placed on the characters

themselves. In most car combat games you don't get to see who's behind the wheel.With

Motor Mayhem.you'll get a bird's eye view of each character and their incredible animations.

Each of their personalities will be conveyed through facial expressions and their actions

behind the wheel.When all is said and done, the amount of detail promises to be astounding.

The game will take place over ten multi-level arenas that are located across a variety of

earth-based environments. Each vehicle is equipped with a host of standard weapons (cannons,

lasers, etc), in addition to power-ups and special items that are strewn about

each level. Characters also have their own signature moves and power-ups

as well.
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kev FeairuRE5
• Incredibly detailed, independent 3D characters inside each

vehicle

•Ten multi-level combat arenas across a variety of earth-

based environments

• Each charater has their own set of signature moves

• Incredible special effects

Publisher Infogrames
Developer Infogrames B

Genre Car Combat
ft Release Date February, 01
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NascaF^sooi
NASCAR 200

1 , along with Madden 200
1

, was one of the two PS2 games
that had the crowd at E3 beside themselves.These games gave an early

indication of the power of the next PlayStation, and demonstrated that
^^m the system could make better looking games than the previously uninspired

batch of titles that we had seen in Japan (a billiards game, for Pete's sake!).

Five months later, NASCAR is just about ready to hit the retail outlets, and it appears
ready to take on all challengers.

Graphically, NASCAR 2001 delivers a multitude of special effects to enhance the
overall visual experience.Tires smoke as they try to avoid a nasty collision, and car
parts fly all over the track if the tires fail to do their job (that is, avoid the crash!).

It's possible to get lost in the fog of tire smoke created by the cars in front of
you, and it's even more possible that you'll see car-less tires rolling down the track!

New for 200
1

is the addition of the Daytona 500, making its way into a videogame
for the first time ever! The computer drivers are all independent thinkers now
(before, they reacted as a single entity), so you'll see Earnhardt take his ride deep

into the corners, and watch in amazement as Gordon pilots his car smoothly
in and out of the turns.

]
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icev FEairuREs
• 33 drivers including the Earnhardts, Labontes,Waltrips,

& Pettys

• 18 official NASCAR tracks, including Daytona
• Smarter CPU Al for enhanced computer competition
• Interactive pits require you to do the work
• Career mode allows for sponsorship deals

Publisher

Developer
EA Sports
EA Sports
Racing
November, 00
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NHL. SOOI
NHL 2001 from EA Sports will include 50 different hockey teams— all

30 NHL teams and 20 international squads.Just in case you missed it, the

NHL has expanded to include two new teams; the Columbus Blue Jackets

and the Minnesota Wild. For those of you that have a hankerin' to play as

Latvia or Ukraine, you'll be pleased-as-punch to know that those teams
have been included in the international clubs (NHL 2002 should see the inclusion of

powerhouse teams from Beirut & Da Nong).Among the many new features include a

few that are PS2 specific, like the ability to customize player elements to your own tastes

(skating, checking, passing & shooting). On-screen icons tell you who's hot, in a slump, a

nasty hitter, or a big shooter. Four gameplay modes can be selected, including quick games,

season, playoffs, and tournament.A new momentum meter keeps track of which team
is on a roll, and the camera angles have been improved to bring you as close to the action

as possible.The player models have all been built from the ground up to showcase the

PS2's graphic capabilities, and you'll be able to see more facial expressions and special

moves than ever before.AII of the excitement of NHL hockey, from pregame introductions

to post game wrapups, will be on display in NHL 200 1

.

K6V FEairURES
• New Momentum Meter indicates which team is in charge

• Fantasy mode with dispersal draft

• Big Shots & Big Hitters icon helps identify power players

• Advanced CPU Al delivers ultimate one player challenge

• New animations, including one-footed shots & cannon

shots from the point

Publisher M Sports
Developer EA Sports

Genre Sports

A Release Date Winter
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MUNCH'!
A lot of people will be disappointed that this game is not going to make it

to retail this year but, in the case of Munch's Oddysee, time should be on
their side.This game is epic in scope and, for anyone who has played the first

two games on the PS I , you know it will be worth the waitThe 3D engine
that the development team has employed in Munch's is without peer and the
animation has to be seen to be believed.Then, there's the game's zany plot:

How would you feel if you broke your leg in a bear trap, were abducted by soulless

scientists, had an alien device implanted in your skull, and found out your race
had been hunted to extinction? Meet Munch, hero of the most magnificent yet
Oddest Oddysee of all. His luck is about to change— for the worse!
Oddworld is back with its second chapter in the Oddworld quintology— Munch's
Oddysee.As the guardian angel over Munch and his sometimes best friend Abe, it

is up to you to help or hurt their self-sustaining biosphere and all their friends that

live within it.You'll laugh, you'll cry, you'll meet Fuzzles about to fry.A neurotic world
in desperate need of therapy, you are going to either set things straight or push

them right over the edge. May Odd help you!

icev FEairuRes
i

•Amazing 3D engine

• "Alive" technology brings environments to life

• Clever, challenging puzzles

• Buddy-style gameplay with Munch and Abe
• Third-person presentation

• Incredible special effects

• Extremely detailed worlds
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ONI
Oni's storyline is set in the year 2032, where you play as Konoko, a rough-

and-tumble chick who also happens to be an elite agent of the Tech Crimes

Task Force (TCTF).As a member of theTCTF, you've been assigned with

infiltrating and destroying a ruthless crime syndicate. Starting out as a

typical cops-and-robbers story, the plot quickly thickens, becoming darker

and more complex.As the game unfolds, you'll come to find that not only does Konoko

have "ghosts" in her past, but she will also wrestle with her identity and, eventually, discover

there's no one she can trust.

Taking a page from Japan's popular cartoon/comic book culture, all of the characters, as

well as the art-style, have a distinct anime look and feel. In addition, the game uses interpolation

in its character animations, which means that Konoko can realistically sprint forward, tuck

into a dive roll and then pop up into a flying kick, all in one smooth, continuous movement
— reacting instantaneously to the controls.

Oni is best described as a 3rd person, 3D action/adventure that seamlessly blends hand-

to-hand combat and gunplay into a single action experience.The player will have to use

their fists and feet, with punches, throws and kicks, that will be critical for attacking silently,

saving precious ammunition, and simply kicking butt. Dubbed "full-contact action", players

will be able to switch back and forth between armed and unarmed modes

of combat, and can use the huge, interactive environments and their

surroundings to aid them in their battles.

kev FeairuRES
• Anime-style look and feel

• "Full-Contact Action" system which allows players to

switch between armed and unarmed modes of combat
• Animation interpolation for lifelike movement and control

» Immense environments that can be interacted with during

battles

• Immersive storyline
Developer

Rockstar Games
Bungie Software
Action

Release Date February, 01
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I * jK Best known for its 2D fighting games, Capcom also achieved great success

on the original PlayStation with its Resident Evil series— action/adventure

games with an engaging storyline and a near-cinematic feel.Thanks to the

power of the PlayStation2, Capcom's next action/adventure project will rival

the production of a major motion picture.

The script for Onimusha:Warlords is being penned by Flagship, the same people

responsible for Resident Evil, with an original musical score performed by a 200-piece

orchestra.Where the RE games were sometimes criticized for campy voice-acting,

Onimusha instead features famed Japanese actorTakeshi Kaneshiro in the lead role.

Oninmusha:Warlords takes place in the year 1 560, as the warlord Nobunaga Oda
begins his takeover attempt to rule feudal Japan. During one battle, the sister of warlord

Yoshitatsu Saito is kidnapped and a samurai warrior named Samanosuke volunteers

to rescue her.The game mixes both actual Japanese historical accounts and fictional

storylines to create a cinematic experience.

Utilizing characters rendered with an average of 10,000 polygons each, Onimusha:

Warlords will take full advantage of the PS2's emotion engine to create realistic

animation. Capcom also promises an innovative special effects background

technology that will bring the environments to life.

kev FeairuRes
• Opening cinema won SIGGRAPH's "Best of Show" award
• Game's storyline written by Flagship, the company

responsible for the Resident Evil series' scripts

• Musical score performed by a 200-piece orchesrta

• 10,000 polygons per character in-game

• Innovative special effects background technology for

animated environments

t* Publisher Capcom I
Developer Capcom fSCZr^

Genre Action Adventure ^*™
Release Date March, 01
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One of the unexpected PlayStation2 titles to debut at this year's E3 show,

Activision's "Orphen" will be one of the first Action/Adventure titles to

ship for the system. Orphen is a stunningly beautiful,Action/Adventure

featuring traditional RPG elements, such as character "parties." With

intelligently designed, event-based puzzles and battles, the mysteries that

haunt Chaos Island unfold only as a direct result of the player's actions. In the game, the player

has the ability to manage Multiple Playable Characters - and can play as Orphen and three

other event-based characters along their travels. Players can gain control of party members

as they progress. By adding one of several additional characters to the player's party at the

beginning of the game, they can trigger multiple storylines. In this mysterious Action/Adventure,

players can join their party of unlikely allies as they run, climb and jump through underground

caverns, giant castles, ice mountains and dark forests— and solve hundreds of action-based

puzzles and collect "crystal eggs" to escape the mysterious Chaos Island. In addition, Orphen

features event-based RPG battles - where players have the opportunity to master 60 attacks,

including spells and weapons, as they confront 30 types of maniacal monsters. Orphen

also features a vast, cinematic world that makes use of an immense, mystical world of beautifully

texture-mapped 3D indoor and outdoor environments, featuring real-time light-sourcing,

shadows and environmental effects.

kev FeairuRG!
• Third-person viewpoint

• Play as four different characters

• Multiple storylines based on player's actions

•Variety of exterior and interior game environments

• Event-based, RPG style battles

• Many different attacks, spells and weapons

1
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Publisher Acthrislon
Developer Katlokauia/ESP

Genre Action/Adventure

> Date 01. 01
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In the future, overpopulation of the planet has led to the growth of huge
mega-cities with millions of inhabitants. Space is at a premium, so the buildings

grow ever upwards, with a thick web of interconnecting roads and walkways
between them.The overall effect is of a giant, human hive — where the
affluent strive to live in the newest apartments as near to the top (and the

sunlight) as possible.As you go down through the levels, conditions decline until you reach

the lower levels, which are the oldest areas and contain the slums. People living at these
levels have rarely seen direct sunlight, except where it can be glimpsed through the
dense network of roadways above them. Below them lie even more levels, containing the
Underlife — the criminals, cultists and deranged.The lowest levels are assumed to be
deserted, and are only visited occasionally by engineering teams who need to strengthen

the buildings in order to allow more levels to be added at the top. It is the disappearance
of one of these engineering teams that forms the basis of the plot of "Project Eden".
They have been sent to the lower levels for a routine maintenance check but they have
not returned or called-in and efforts to contact them have failed. As usual, they were

accompanied by a small armed escort to prevent trouble if they encountered
any from the Underlife, so their disappearance is very suspect.Time to send
in the Security Squad!

"*"Mj
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kgv FeairuREs
• First-person action/adventure

• Control over entire squad of characters

•Attack and Defense play modes
• Environments include disused malls, sport centers, etc.

• Large variety of enemies (Underlife)

• Puzzles based on solving environmental problems

.iMar—
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Publisher Eidos
Developer Core

Genre Action/Adventure
f A Release Date Q2, 01
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While maybe not as popular as Mario, Sonic or Crash, anyone who knows

videogames should recognize this armless and legless character.Around

since the days of 16-bit, Rayman has successfully been traversing his

way through colorful locales, using his wits, fists and own brand of magic to defeat

any baddies who might threaten his peace-loving friends. Already released on PC,

Dreamcast, N64 and PlayStation, Rayman 2 is making its way to the PlayStation2 as

early as this November.The cool thing is, it's not a straight-up PC/DC port.The

developers at Ubi Soft have gone back into the code and are in the process of adding,

improving and generally enhancing the overall Rayman experience.While we only

caught a quick glimpse of it at E3 this year, the game looked incredible, running at a

constant 60 frames per second in the PlayStation2's high-resolution mode.What we

can comment on is that the game will retain the amazing play mechanics found in the

series, and most likely add a few new levels and elements not found in any of the

other releases.With the consistent quality this game has shown on previous platforms,

and the fact that there is no other mascot-style PS2 game slated this year,

we expect Ubi's Rayman 2 to be an instant success.

KEV FGaTURG5
• Running in the PlayStation2's high-resolution mode
• Super-fast, 60 frames-per-second gameplay

• Most likely the only mascot-style game to hit the

PS2 this year

• Extra features, levels, improvements and enhancements

not found in the PC and Dreamcast versions

%\ Jc

Publisher ubiSoft
Developer UbiSoft

Genre Action Platform

Release Date NOVEMBER. 00
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Midway was right there at launch last September with Ready 2 Rumble
for the Dreamcast and they will be there with the sequel for PS2 this October.

Continuing the same, over-the-top arcade-style action from the first game,

Ready 2 Rumble: Round 2 promises more crazy characters (possibly up to

24), more special moves and taunts, a host of game modes, including Arcade,

Championship.Tournament and Team Battle, and plenty of new options and features

that will make this game one to grab on Day One, Most of the cast of the original

will be stepping back into the ring, as well as a host of new rookies, including a

few well-known celebrity faces (Michael Jackson and Shaq, to name a few). Some
of the other additions to the game include the ability to pummel your opponent
as he's going down for the count, extremely high poly count characters— these

guys have never looked so good — and a much improved camera system.The
PS2 version of R2R: R2 will be running in high-resolution and at a silky smooth 60

frames per second. Midway is diligently working towards an October release and,

from the previewable version we've played, it looks like they will be a contender.

•• _ ••„:-
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kev FeairuRes
• Up to 24 playable fighters to unlock

• A variety of game modes:Arcade, Championship,

Tournament,Team Battle

• Displayed in High Resolution

• 60 frames per second action

• Play as Michael Jackson and Shaquille O'Neal

Publisher Midway
Developer Midway

Genre Sports
Release Date October 26
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InTHQ/Volition's Red Faction, the player assumes the role of Parker, a

worker toiling in mines run by the Ultor Corporation, far beneath the

surface of Mars.The miners are suffering from inhuman living conditions

and a strange, deadly disease called the Plague that is suddenly sweeping

through their ranks.The miners' anger and resentment are ready to

boil over, and the player provides the spark that starts a rebellion against Ultor.The player's

goal is to stay alive long enough to bring down Ultor and solve the mystery of the Plague.

His journey will take him from gritty subterranean mines to Ultor's pristine science and

Nanotech labs, to the surface of Mars and even onto satellites orbiting high above the

planet.

Storyline aside, Red Faction introduces new technology termed "Geo-Mod", which allows

for real-time, arbitrary geometry modification (which means, in essence, you can blow up

and destroy just about any of the environmental objects, including walls, ceilings, containers,

vehicles, etc.).The cool thing about this is that the objects contained in or behind the ones

you blow up will spill, splash, erupt, leak, crumble and explode like they would in real life.

This makes for some interesting game mechanics — imagine blowing up a vat of liquid

metal behind some thugs and then watch it spill all over them, or shooting a ceiling and

bringing down the debris on top of them — some very cool possibilities

indeed. Red Faction promises to offer up all of the traditional FPS trappings,

with some exciting twists.

real-time arbitrary geometry
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When the PlayStation launched in 1 995, there is no question that Ridge

Racer was the must-have reason for buying the system. Most of the other

titles that were available at launch were lackluster and typical of most day

I games. But, Ridge Racer— this was the game that proved the PlayStation

technology.Well, here we are, five years later, and Ridge Racer 5 is set to

blow away new PS2 owners all over again.While the gameplay and tracks will be

very familiar to RR aficionados, the beautiful, fast 3D engine is all-new and all PS2!

We have logged many hours playing this one and think you will have a lot to look

forward to. Players will find brilliantly lit, detailed courses, featuring day, twilight and

night driving, fantastic special FX, up to 13 other drivers on the track, computer
controlled drivers that are smart and aggressive and a dynamic physics model

that has the cars handling as true to life as they are graphically impressive. In addition,

players will have the ability to go head-to-head, via the game's split-screen, two player

contest.With a large variety of great looking cars that you can acquire, excellent

graphics and sound, and that 'drift' style gameplay that we have all come to know
and love, RR5 is sure to be on the top of many PS2 owners' shopping lists.

,. *

KGV FEairURES
•

I -2 player, split/screen racing

• Excellent instant replay feature

• Soundtrack features great variety of musical styles

• Fantastic car models
• Grand Prix, Practice and Time Attack Modes
•Ability to customize vehicles

• Fast, 60 Frames Per Second gameplay
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Publisher Mamco
Developer Namco

Genre Racing
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Konami's arcade super sniper is coming home for the PS2 on day one and

is, as should be, looking arcade-perfect. Unfortunately, there is no light

gun option available for the game (no light gun peripheral has been

announced to date), but the developers at Konami have spent a lot of

time tweaking the Dual Shock2's analog controls so you won't miss it From the previewable

version we've been playing at our offices, they've done a pretty good job. Holding down
the LI button zooms out the cursor which allows you to scan the screen quickly

while pinpointing your next target.When you let go of the button, the scope zooms in

for a tight view of your next victim.

For those of you who haven't played the game in the arcades before, the game is basically

an "on rails" shooter a la Virtua Cop or House of the Dead (except that you are in the

position of a trained sharpshooter). In addition to the straight-up arcade mode (which

is a faithful translation of the coin-op), Konami is offering up extra-added replay value

with a few new options and features, such as training and story modes.

J

kev FeairuRES
• Pixel perfect arcade translation (would you expect less?)

• Extra modes — Story,Training, etc.

• Enhanced control configured for the Dual Shock2

• Fast-paced arcade experience
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Developer
Genre

Release Date October 26, 00
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Smuggler's Run puts the player in the role of a driver for hire.The object

behind the game is to deliver "questionable" goods across county lines... no

questions asked. Of course, the local law won't take lightly to your illegal

actions and will, most assuredly, join in pursuit In addition to law enforcement,

rival bands of smugglers and the terrain itself will make your life challenging

to say the least.Just crossing the landscape requires you to develop various

skills for controlling slides on slippery sand and ice, crossing rivers and surviving collisions,

and jumping fallen trees and other obstacles. Set in a variety of rural environments, the

game's 3D graphic engine will allow the player to drive just about anywhere.The environments

in which you drive include wide-open fields, dense forests, hilly valleys and plains, swamp-
filled jungles, roaring rivers, and mountain ranges.AII of the vehicles in the game (which range

from four-wheeling pick-up trucks to military Humvees to dune buggies) feature four-point

suspension systems.This means they will behave just like they would in real life— you will

feel every bump, jump, ditch and hill just the way you would expect. Some of the other

features in Smuggler's Run include night driving, weather effects, tons of special effects (vehicle

damage, particle-based sand, dirt, and smoke), in-game cut scenes, interactive objects (rocks,

trees, brick walls, etc.), a four-player multi-player mode, and advanced Al that

allows for CPU-controlled vehicles to run as decoys or chase your opponents.

'9% icev FEairuR65
•

I -4 players via split-screen

• Off-road, go-anywhere racing

• Night driving and weather effects

•All vehicles feature 4-pt. suspensions

• Impressive draw distance in levels

• Interactive objects that can be destroyed

• Many secret paths and shortcuts

Publisher Rockstar Games
Developer Angel Studios

Genre Racing
slease Date November, 00
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55X SNOWaoar^DING
SSX Snowboarding,from EA Sports, is one of the more highly anticipated

launch titles for the PS2.Although the entire snowboarding style of games

has lost steam over the past few years on the PlayStation, SSX looks to

rejuvenate the genre thanks to its precise control, huge tracks and next

generation graphics.

The game contains three different gameplay modes that offer challenges

for novices and skilled snowboarding gamers. In Freeride,you can get started quickly

and enjoy the mountain at your own pace. In Single Event, you can compete in one race

as you you battle the computer opponents for the fastest time. Lastly, there's theWorld

Competition, where you'll compete in a season long schedule of events to try and become

the #1 snowboarder across the globe!

There are six distinct tracks to ride, and a couple of bonus tracks thrown in as well.The

courses all have their own signature look, from icebergs to pinball-like skate parks

(complete with moving flippers, ramps, and doors). Besides the inspired look of the

courses, the runs are also very long, and all have multiple paths and shortcuts to offer.

You never know what you'll find when you go through an opening in the trees, or take

that drop off of the "other" side of the mountain!

Another unique feature is the Adrenalin Bar, which increases as you pull off more

tricks and stunts.The tempo of the music (provided by many artists) will also

increase as your Adrenalin Bar goes up!

kev FeairuRES
• Eight huge courses (two hidden) to carve

•Three distinct gameplay modes
• Players can bump and shove their way into first place

• Lightning fast arcade style gameplay

• Licensed and original tunes from Mix Master Mike, Rahzel,

Aphrodite & Mickey Finn and many more.

" Publisher EA Sports
Developer EA Canada

Genre Sports

J Release Date October 26, 00
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Admit it! You've always wanted to take the wheel of a go-kart racing through

the StarWars universe.Well, perhaps you never thought of that before, but

now that you've heard the idea, it sounds fun, right?

StarWars Bombad Racing takes a less serious approach than the more recent

StarWars video games we've seen, and is aimed at a broader audience.The

characters themselves — including Yoda, Darth Maul, and Jar Jar Binks — are styled in

distinct anime fashion. In other words, they have big heads and look (dare we say it?) cute.

Each of the eight playable characters has their own special racer which performs differently

based upon the personality of the driver. Races are set in locales such as the swamps of

Naboo.the deserts ofTatooine.and the city of CoruscantWhat kart racing game would

be complete without a battle arena mode? Bombad Racing lets players have at it on the

grassy plains of Naboo, near the Great Pit of Carkoon,and on a giant asteroid.

There are nine tracks in all, with both a single and a multiplayer mode which looks to

support four players, thanks to the PS2's multi-tap. More than 25 gadgets and power-ups,

such as shields and special attacks insure a wild time. It's great to see that, despite the

PS2's more sophisticated look and "mature" features, owners will be able to

enjoy whimsical and light-hearted titles such as this one.

icev FeairuRES
• Super-deformed Episode One characters

• Race across familiar StarWars locales, including Naboo,

Tatooine and Coruscant
• Both single and multi-player modes with up to 4 players

via multi-tap

• Over 25 special gadgets, weapons and power-ups
• Nine tracks with additional battle arenas

IPublisher LucasArts
Developer LucasArts

Genre Racing
a Release Date February, 01
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Nearly every videogame console released since the Atari 2600 has had a

StarWars game available for it, so why should the PlayStation2 be any

different? Set during the events of Episode I :The Phantom Menace,

Starfighter is a 3D flight simulation along the lines of the X-Wing PC game

and Rogue Squadron for the N64.This time around, players will battle the evil Trade

Federation as it launches an attack against the peaceful planet of Naboo.

In keeping with LucasArts' tradition, Starfighter will introduce brand-new characters

into the StarWars universe.You can choose to play as one of three fighter pilots: Ryhs,

Vana Sage, or Nym.each with their own unique craftThe game is mission-based and will

reward successful pilots with new story elements, characters, and locations.There will

be both planet and space-based missions to experience.

What sets Starfighter apart from flight-games which have come before are the beautiful

environments courtesy of the powerful PlayStation2.The preview version of the game

let us soar high above the surface of a planet.As we spotted an enemy ground target

and swooped down for the kill, the level of detail was simply amazing.There was nary

a fogging effect in sight, making the transition between aerial combat and strafing runs

seamless and a lot more realistic.

KEV FEaTURES
• Set in the Phantom Menace time period

• Unbelievable special effects

• Intense space combat and planet-based mission

• Introduces new StarWars characters— Ryhs.Vana Sage

and Nym
• More than 50 vehicles, including Drop Ships, Battle Tanks,

and never-before-seen craft

@:
Developer LucasArts

Genre Shooter
A Release Date January,
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As one of the launch titles in Japan, Capcom's Street Fighter EX3 didn't have

the benefit of a long development schedule.With that being said.Arika,

the game's developers, were able to produce an awesome 3D fighter and

managed to take advantage of the PS2's superior processing power. Knowing
they had the means and the time, Capcom decided to go back into the code

and improve and enhance the game's few flaws for its US release this October.These

enhancements include optimizing the code to increase gameplay speed (no more slowdown),

the ability to select a computer opponent, and a special move command list (which is

viewable during gameplay).

SF EX3 features several modes of play, each adding to the overall Street Fighter experience.

Original Mode is a one-player-only affair that allows players to choose a fighter and complete

various stages to defeat the final boss (this stage includes I -on-3 or 2-on- 1 matches and

tag team battles). Arena Mode lets players choose between computer or human opponents

and adjust various match rules. Character Edit Mode challenges players to complete

missions and gain experience as they take the role of a new character named Ace.

Stunning graphics, beautifully detailed scrolling backgrounds and fluid character

animations, combined with traditional, 2D-style Street Fighter fighting, round

out the mix in this launch title.

K6V FeairuRGs
•

1 6 playable characters, including Ryu, Ken, Chun Li, Guile,

Zangief and Dhalsim

• Special move command list viewable during gameplay
• Optimized code from Japanese version— no more
slowdown

• Special Tag-Team moves and combos

Hm
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There are a handful of games that potential Playstation2 owners have

been looking to as the "killer applications" that would lead them to the

promised land of PS2. One of the titles that is at the top of these pioneers'

lists isTHQ's Summoner.A graphically brilliant entry into the R.PG genre,

Summoner crafts a unique look and complex story set in an original fantasy

environment. In the role of the Summoner, players will travel through striking gamescapes

and call forth a frightening array of original creatures to do battle in their quest to

save their kingdom from annihilation. Summoner introduces several firsts for the role-

playing genre, including the player's ability to add Summoned creatures to their party.

Summoner evokes a rich, complex universe with unique characters, spells, and monsters.

The legend of the Summoner unfolds in a journey to the lost empire of Ikaemos.the

island monastery of lona, and the forest labyrinth of Liangshan, while questing for the

Summoners' rings. Summoner should appeal to both hardcore R.PG fans and those that

like to control the combat action as they explore. Featuring very large environments,

and even larger monsters, Summoner is looking to be one of the games that shows

gamers why PS2 is the future of gaming.

KEV FEairURES
• Real-time 3D engine and combat

•Third-person viewpoint

• Control up to five characters

• Dynamic camera system

• Large variety of weapons, monsters and spells

• 30 FPS gameplay with FSAA
• Jaw-dropping magical and Summoning effects

at
Publisher THO
Developer

Release Date
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swing awav golf
While EA Sports will also be responsible for bringing TigerWoods to PS2,

they are going to be hard-pressed to better the gameplay and outstanding

graphics found in "Swing Away Golf." SAG is the American version ofT&E
Soft's "Paradise Golf"— a title that shipped shortly after the Japanese launch

of the system.T&E Soft has been developing golf games for a very long time,

on just about every piece of hardware imaginable— includingVirtual Boy and the

Saturn! SwingAway Golf is, without question, one of the best-looking games on PS2

and very easy for even novice golfers to get into. Playing much like the "Hot Shots"

series, SAG offers players incredible looking courses, a competitive gameplay

environment, whether against the computer or a friend or three, and T&E Soft's

unparalleled putting system. In addition, players can earn points for performing well

in tournaments (and wagering against opponents) and use the points in the Pro

Shop to upgrade their equipment. In the game's Story Mode, you can begin play

as an amateur and work your way through qualifying to compete on the Pro Tour.

If you've wondered what all of the excitement aboutTigerWoods and golf is about,

SwingAway Golf can show you how exciting and fun the game is.

icev FEairuRes
• I -4 players

• Six different courses

• Beautiful, detailed graphics

• Seven.Anime-style golfers

• Arcade-style gameplay
• Course designer

•Ability to unlock additional, secret characters and courses

• Complete career statistics

Publisher

Developer ea Sports
Genre Sports

Release Date November, 00
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It should come as no surprise thatTekken Tag Tournament will hit the shelves on PS2's opening

day. It first appeared as a tech demo way back when— and damn, did it look good.And while the

game may not look as convincingly realistic as it did back then, it still manages to impress. Its

release is imminent and that's a good thing for anyone who has been patient enough to wait for

the US launch. For the most part, gameplay remains untouched with a few tweaks here and there.

Although TTT plays just like its arcade cousin, it looks like a million dollars (almost what I paid for my Metal Gear

Solid DVD— sigh).The difference is like night and day— a few thousand extra polys per fighter go a long long way.

Jin Kazama is ripped; his highly defined back muscles are visible during battle, not just the intra.And wait 'til you get

a load of Nina. It's not just the fighters that see new enhancements, backgrounds receive nearly as much master detail.

Yoshi's winter forest set is stunning, with snowflakes falling in a seemingly random manner; the snow covered ground

has a convincing effect— it appears bumpy. Eddie's grassy field is also quite impressive, with cheering onlookers.Visual

effects like hit animations light up the screen as brilliant as Disneyland's daily pyrotechnics show.

In Namco tradition.Tekken TagTournament is full of goodies to keep rabid (not avid) fans happy.Tekken Bowl, as crazy

as it may sound, is a lot of fun.Just imagine the entire Tekken cast out hitting the local alley on a Saturday night. Each

fighter has his or her own skill set which makes for really interesting matches. It's like reliving League Bowling on

the Neo Geo.Juke Box mode permits you to choose the tuneage, but only after scoring 200 in Tekken Bowl.With

our luck maybe Namco will throw in another few bonus treats (We still haven't seen Pac-Man in

Tekken) but, if not,TTT is still as sweet as a TT.Audi, that is.

kgv FeairuRES
• Full Tekken.Tekken 2,Tekken 3 character roster

• Re-done 3D environments

• New introductory cut-scenes

• Remixed soundtrack

•Tag Team and Single character modes
•

I to 4 player Pair Play Mode with PS2 Multi-Tap

• Tekken Bowl Mode
• Nina Williams (smile) ^^S Publisher Namco

Developer Namco
Genre Fighting

Release Date October 26, 00
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Unfortunately, for one of the first titles shown back when the PlayStation2

was unveiled in Japan, Square's The Bouncer is still pretty much a no-show.

With the exception of a few new screens here and there, nobody outside

of Squaresoft in Japan has even seen actual game play footage.Typically, with

Square, this would be a non-issue, as if there was ever one company who
has consistently delivered the goods, title after title, it's them. However, their PS2

track record to date has been spotty at best (Driving Emotion, ahem).

Developed with the US market in mind,The Bouncer has been described as a

blending of movie and gameplay.What we can gather is that it probably plays a bit

like a typical beat 'em up, except that it will be story driven and there will be a lot

more going on in your surroundings (teammates fighting other enemies, interactive

environments, etc.).

The Bouncer's storyline focuses on a young bouncer named Sion Barzahd who
works at the local bar FATE. On a typical day like any other he is greeted by the girl

of his dreams, Dominique, just as he is about to start his shift. Unfortunately, this

day turns out to be a nightmare, as he watches helplessly while she is kidnapped

by a brutal gang of henchman. It's going to be up to you to rescue her and find

out the mysteries surrounding her capture.

kgv FeairuRes
• A colorful cast of characters

• Intense fighting with multiple characters on-screen

simultaneously

• Developed for the US market first

• High resolution, 60 frames per second game play

• Developed by Dream Factory, ofTobal fame

Publisher Square
Developer Square
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Ever dreamt of building the world's greatest, most stomach churning,

spew-inducing, screaming-fast rollercoaster? Well, now you can live out

the dream and then hop in and ride it too! Theme Park Rollercoaster

challenges you to create an amusement park like no other. Based on

the popular PC/PS game.Theme ParkWorld, Rollercoaster presents you

with the ability to design and build 1 2 different coasters across eight levels of gameplay,

then populate the rest of your park with thrill rides, concessions and sideshows.As

the creator and director of your own theme park, it will be up to you to hire the staff

necessary to keep your park running and your visitors happy, which includes building the

coolest rides, placing restrooms and food concessions in key locations, maintaining the

cleanliness and repair of the rides and environments, and keeping an eye on ticket prices.

If you successfully manage your park, you will make money hand over fist. If you fail, your

visitors will not be happy and head over to the local Six Flags instead.

Theme Park Rollercoaster for the PS2 combines the best of the PS and PC versions,

while adding a host of new features and improvements not found in the other two. Expect

high-resolution graphics (including re-designed, polygon park visitors and staff), all-new

music and sound effects and a host of zoomable camera views to get you

close to the action.

KEV FEaTURES
• Eight challenging environments spread across four

different themes
• All new music and sound effects bring the amusement

parks to life

• Improved, high-resolution polygon graphics

•Wander through the park

in I st-person mode
Publisher Electronic ArM
Developer Bullfrog

Genre simulation
Release Date October 26
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We were lucky enough to get some hands-on time with Eidos' new FPS.Time Splitters, and

are able to bring you the following information on this highly anticipated title.The game will

feature both Story and Arcade modes, with the Arcade mode effectively simulating the

multiplayer experience by making use of computer Al bots.The Story mode will allow the

player to make his way from beginning to end of the levels against a set number of baddies.

In the build of the game that we have been playing, there are nine different time zones (these

are all working names): 1935 (Tomb) — set around an Egyptian tomb, 1950 (Village) — a post-war European

seaside village, 1965 (Mansion) — a zombie-filled space that is reminiscent of EA's classic 3DO title,"Monster

Manor", 1 970 (Chinese)— a Nixon-era frag-fest with a side of egg rolls next to the Great Wall, 1 985 (Industrial)

— a warehouse district that provides a safe haven for any would-be sniper, 2000 (Docks)— a present-day firefight

along the waterfront, 2005 (SciFi) — aliens and cyborgs deal out their worst in a decrepit arena set in the near

future, 2020 (Planet)— the action gets even more intense on this barren, alien-inhabited planet, and 2035 (Launch)

— this futuristic spaceport looks to be the setting for Story mode's final battle, and it isVERY cool-looking.Another

interesting feature in the game is that you have a choice between male and female characters (and, at times, aliens

and cyborgs) in each of the nine time zones, and each pair is different for each time zone.

The game, at this stage, plays as a very straight-forward FPS— more akin to a "Doom", vs.A Goldeneye.There

are a large number of enemies in each level and enough action to blister both hands.

KGV FEaTURES
• Complete level editor/designer

• Up to 1 00 user-created levels saved to a memory card

•
I -4 player, split-screen action

• 60 Frames Per Second, FPS gameplay

• Former Goldeneye team members working on design

•Wide variety of weapons (Sniper Rifle, Chain Gun, etc.)

• Both Story and Arcade play modes
• Play as 1 8+ different characters

Publisher

Developer
Genre

Release Date
FPS
November OO
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wipeouin fusion
Psygnosis'Wipeout: Fusion was only shown to the press very briefly on

videotape at this year's E3.As of press time, only a smattering of shots

have been made available and there has, unfortunately, been no substantial

announcements about the game, when it will officially ship to stores

and who is going to be the official publisher (although all signs point to

SCEA).What we can comment on is that the game promises to take the series a massive

step forward, not only with the new greater power of the PlayStation2, but with the

addition of completely new gameplay features, tracks, ships, weapons and game modes.

Additionally, taking note of the feedback the developers have received from the earlier

Wipeout games.WO: Fusion is being specifically designed to make it more accessible to

the occasional gamer, while keeping in tact the elements that appealed to the traditional

"hardcore" player. Developed by the Psygnosis' Liverpool Studios, the same team

responsible for the first two Wipeouts, as well as a host of other titles (Colony Wars,

Psybadek, Krazy lvan),Wipeout Fusion will offer a new generation of race craft capable

of true anti-gravity maneuvers and a wide range of racing venues, each with its own new

interactive features (including some with freeform areas that don't limit pilots to just

following the track).

kev FEairuRes
• Developed by Studio Liverpool (the original Wipeout and

Wipeout XL coders)

•Anti-gravity vehicles have 48 parameters of handling (as

opposed to 7 in the original)

•Ability to race upside down or at any angle the player

• Freeform tracks that allow players to make their own paths

Enhanced weapons systems

Publisher SCEA
Developer Psygnosis

Genre Racing
Release Date December,
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X-Squad is in an enviable launch position — it is one of the few games

featuring content that is new to PS2 and not a sequel to a PlayStation title.

As such, the first million PS2 owners, all of whom already own PSI and (for

the most part) Dreamcast, will be starved for this game.We received our

first playable copy of the game just before we went to press and were

able to spend a few days with it.

While X-Squad won't win any "Most Original" awards, it is a solid, entertaining

action game that features mostly shooting and a lot of find the switch, open the

door gameplay. It is also one of the most attractive launch titles, with a nice looking,

first-generation engine.

In the game, you control Ash, one of four characters that will do battle with the

forces of evil within a gameplay environment that is more than a little reminiscent

of EA/Delphine's"Fadeto Black" (one of the most underrated (and undersold) PSI

games).You have the ability to issue commands to the three members of your team

(you pick them up in the first two levels), like "Follow", or "Recon"— think of it as

a baby Rainbow 6. As you move deeper into the game, you will find your fellow

Squad members to be more than helpful, particularly in boss encounters.

kev FeairuREs
•Very well-done 3D engine

• Great lighting and special FX
•Three Al squad members help as game progresses

•Variety of weapons, including: sniper gun, flame thrower,

machine gun, etc.

•Third-person presentation

•Ability to issue Squad commands
•Weapons and Items shop

Developer EA Japan PjSgjGenre Action/Adventure * ma^^mm
Release Date October 26, 00
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z.o.e.
Mech gamers and shooter fans alike will most likely have already been

satisfied by Agetec's Armored Core 2, but there is even another ambitious

combat machine simulation on the horizon.The pedigree of the designers

alone should cause you to take notice: Z.O.E. is a collaboration between

Hideo Kojima (director and creator of the Metal Gear series),Yoji Shinkawa

(character design for Metal Gear Solid), Noriaki Okamura (Tokimeki Memorial) and

artist Nobuyoshi Nishimura (Gundam X).

The story of Z.O.E. (which stands for Zone of Enders— in case you were wondering)

takes place in the future when most of humanity has relocated to outer space.The last

remaining humans on the plant, known as "Enders," still struggle to survive. Players

take the role of one of three main characters, each piloting their own unique mech.

Z.O.E. features some of the most detailed city environments and mech designs we've

ever seen. Exploration and battle sequences are blended seamlessly and, unlike Polyphony's

eye-popping,"on-rails" PlayStation mech shooter, Omega Boost, Z.O.E will allow players

to free roam through its vast 3D environments.As of press time, there is no concrete

release date on the title. In any event, even though the upcoming Metal Gear Solid 2 is

receiving the majority of attention at the moment, Z.O.E. looks like it will be

another huge hit for Konami.

kev FeanruRes
• Incredible explosions and pyrotechnics

• A free roaming 3D engine running at 60 fps

• The ability to create mass destruction to the environments

• Play as three different characters

• Exploration and battle sequences blend seamlessly

together

'vl^^r'

i Publisher

Developer
Genre Shooter

Release Date 0.2, 00
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Lead... And Others Will Follow

the revolution that is PlayStation

I comes^tke. evolution of PSExtreme.

PS2 b PS one**QYp n Home Entertainment

Don't delay, don't miss out on the reuolution! Call us at:

91 6-989-01 71
where our friendly operator Frank will be standing by to take your order.

Available on Newsstands Nationwide
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Dolby Digital • Widescreen • Dual Layer • Rated R

For those of you that haven't purchased a DVD system, and instead have

been holding out for the PS2, there's no doubt in our minds that The

Matrix should be on the top of your X-Mas list.The movie has every-

thing a guy needs — intense special effects, plenty of explosions and

guns, a hot chick, kung fu, and even an immersive storyline.With that

said, you've probably already seen the movie (most likely more than once

or twice), so let's take a look at the extras and goodies found on the

DVD. For starters, the DVD's front end is comprised of super high-quali-

ty interactive menus, which use slickly spliced and edited movie bits to

transition from one to the next. In addition, there is an HBO First Look: Making the Matrix

documentary, feature-length audio commentary by Carrie-Anne Moss (Trinity), Editor Zach

Staenberg and FX supervisor John Gaeta, a music-only audio track featuring commentary by

composer Don Davis, and two, very cool interactive options: Follow the White Rabbit and

Take the Red Pill.White Rabbit is an option that plays the movie with viewable hidden spe-

cial effects footage.Whenever you see a white rabbit icon appear on the screen during the

movie, you can click on it with your remote (or Dual Shock2) and you will be shown alter-

nate, behind-the-scene angles. Red Pill gives you hidden special effects documentaries for

some of the film's major FX-laden scenes.

RnnnG:
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Universal 125 Minutes DTS • Dolby Digital • 2.35:1 Anamorphic Widescreen • Rated PG

We argued and argued over what DVD movies should go in to this fea-

ture.With so many newbies getting introduced to the DVD format (what

with their new PlayStation2s and all), there is a HUGE wealth of great

movies already available to choose from. So, why Jaws? First of all, the

25th Anniversary Collector's Edition was recently released back in July, so

it's fairly new and, secondly, it's still such a great movie. If you're too

young to have seen this classic and haven't caught it on cable (or video-

tape), then you're in for a treat. Jaws was an instant blockbuster and phe-

nomenon when it debuted in 1 975 and, today, it is still among the high-

est-grossing films in motion picture history. Most of us here at Dimension Publishing can

recall seeing Jaws in the theaters (yes, this definitely dates us) and remember (reluctantly)

how we were afraid to even dip a toe in the wading pool for fear of it being gnawed off—
name one other movie that had such an effect on its audience. Additionally, this is the movie

that really put Steven Spielberg on the map, and what would life be like without him... hmm?
Here's what's on the DVD:The Digitally Mastered movie, with both Dolby Digital and DTS
sound functions, a ton of never-before-seen deleted scenes and outtakes, the "Spotlight on

Location: The Making of Jaws" documentary, original theatrical trailers, production photos

and storyboards, a screen saver, and even a "Get Out of the Water" trivia game.



DVD

'owers: The Spy Who
New Line 115 Minutes Dolby Digital • THX Surround • DVD-ROM Features • Rated PG-13

The sequel to the widely successful and seriously funny Austin Powers:

International Man of Mystery, brings back the world's grooviest superspy in

his latest comedy adventure. Intent on world domination, the diabolical

genius, Dr. Evil, travels back to 1969 and steals Powers' mojo. Now Austin,

along with fab CIA superchick, Felicity Shagwell (Heather Graham) will have

to face off against an army of outrageous villains, including Fat Bastard, a

heinous henchman of tremendous girth who enjoys eating babies and Mini-

Me, Dr. Evil's deranged l/8-sized clone, in order to thwart his arch-enemies'

maniacal plans.

Okay, you know the storyline of the movie (we're sure you've seen it more than a few times), so

what's on the DVD? Well, this puppy comes jam-packed with extras, features, DVD-ROM options

and other assorted goodies that make it a must-buy. Here's what you get: One widescreen ver-

sion of the film, almost 20 minutes of deleted scenes, feature-length commentary with Mike

Meyers, director Jay Roach and co-writer Michael McCullers, behind the scenes documentary,

Dr. Evil's "Hidden" Special Features page — which includes Jump to the Dr. Evil song and

Comedy Central's Canned Ham: "The Dr. Evil Story," Music Videos (Maddona's "Beautiful

Stranger", Lenny Kravitz's "American Woman" and Mel B's "Word Up," and four theatrical trail-

ers.There are also a few DVD-ROM contests on the disc, which include a sample round of

Austin Powers Operation Trivia game,The Austin Powers Website, Dr. Evil and Austin Powers

Web Browser and Sreensavers, and three >-

interactive Austin Powers Episodes that take ( RpTiriG" ?ll^OH£
over your desktop...Whew! \ v— ~~-~ ^—^ "
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FERRIS
BUELLER'S
DAY OFF

Dolby Digital • Widescreen Anamorphic - 2.35:1 • Rated PG-13

This instant classic is what John Hughes was all about during the '80s. It

stars likeable Matthew Broderick as Ferris Bueller, an all-around cool guy

who just wants to enjoy one more day off of school and have a little

adventure before heading off to college. Along for the ride are his best

buddy and hypochondriac Cameron Frye (Alan Ruck) and eye-pleasing

™i» *«? r"" girlfriend Sloane Peterson (Mia Sara), while nasty principal Ed Rooney

(Jeffrey Jones) and evil sister Jeanie (Jennifer Grey) are out to stop him at

any cost.

Paramount took their own sweet time in releasing the movie to DVD
(October of last year) and you would think, in the interim, they would have put together a

nice package with plenty of extra features and bonuses. Unfortunately, this is not the case,

as this no-frills DVD only offers up commentary by director John Hughes.While this isn't a

bag on the quality of the movie (which still holds up with us Baby Boomers), or the quality

of the transfer (it's crystal clear, with a smooth, remastered soundtrack) it would have been

nice to see ANYTHING extra, such as theatrical trailers, cast and crew bios or, just possibly,

deleted scenes. Overall, still a good addition to your DVD library, just not a showcase title.

RRTinG:
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Universal 110 Minutes Dolby Digital • Dual Layer • Widescreen Anamorphic

The surprise teen angst hit of last summer.American Pie takes a very,

very funny look at four high-school seniors who are desperate to score

before they head off to college. Sometimes raunchy, sometimes a bit

goofy, but always light-hearted and good-natured, American Pie helped

revitalize the genre that had been lacking since John Hughes left the

building.The DVD release (which has been available since last

December), came out in two forms, the R-Rated version that was seen in

the theaters, and an Unrated, uncensored version that was re-edited to

include scenes that had to be cut in order for the movie to keep its R

rating. Over and above the extra scenes, Universal has put a lot of bonus features onto the

DVD, making it a great movie to own. Here's the list:A Spotlight on Location, making of fea-

ture, commentary by director Paul Weitz, producer Chris Weitz, writer Adam Herz and cast

members Eddie Kaye Thomas, Jason Biggs and Sean William Scott, production notes, theatri-

cal trailers, outtakes, Universal Records Soundtrack Presentation, music highlights, Classic

Quotes, and special DVD-ROM features, including a Behind the Scenes feature.

While not quite as classic and funny as Breakfast Club or Sixteen Candles.American Pie

definitely works as a teen comedy and has plenty of funny moments, hot chickies (Nadia,

mmm...) and hilarious one-liners (MILF!).

RRD
20th Century Fox 132 Minutes Digitally Mastered • THX Certified • Widescreen • Rated R

Confirming the trend that the original is always better than the sequel(s),

Director John McTiernan's Die Hard was the consummate action flick.

Bruce Willis, in his first true breakout role, plays New York City

Detective John McClane — a cop who just happens to be at the wrong

place at the wrong time. Stuck in a high-rise with a group of terrorist

thieves, McClane must use his wits, cunning and a little luck to stay one

step ahead of the bad buys. Movie plot aside, Die Hard offered up a lion's

share of explosions, action, shooting, fighting and special effects — just

what the everyday average Joe wants to see in a movie.The DVD version

delivers all of this with a crystal clear, digitally mastered picture and teeth-shatteringTHX
sound. For those of you that plan on hooking up your PlayStation2 to a high-quality

Surround Sound system, complete with a Sub Woofer, make sure you wait until the neigh-

bors go on vacation before you crank this bad boy up.While not necessarily sporting any

extras, deleted scenes or other goodies (besides cool interactive menus and the original

theatrical trailer), the movie is so watchable (we're willing to bet you've seen it more times

than you have fingers on your hands), that it should be a permanent fixture in your DVD
collection.

*•



DVD

1 Specirl
20th Century Fox 154 Minutes THX Certified • Dolby Digital • Widescreen • Rated R

Beyond the Star Wars and Indiana Jones series, the Alien movies (more

specifically Aliens), have always been on our DVD wish lists. For quite

some time, a special Director's Cut, which included 1 7 minutes of

restored footage that had been left on the cutting room floor, had been

available to the ten people out there who owned Laser Disc players.

After a few years of whining and complaining, Fox finally got off their

duffs and gave us the whole series (Alien, Aliens, Alien 3, Alien

Resurrection) on DVD format back in June of last year. This action-

packed sequel to the more slower-paced and suspenseful original brought

back Sigourney Weaver as Ripley, the only survivor from mankind's first encounter with the

monstrous Alien. Found floating in space 35 years later, her account of the Alien and the

fate of her crew are received with skepticism — until the mysterious disappearance of

colonists on LV-426, the very place where she first encountered the creature. Now she is

forced to return to LV-426, with a team of high-tech colonial marines in order to investigate

the situation and find out what has happened.

Over and above that this is still an amazing movie and an instant classic, the DVD version

has so many cool features and extra stuff packed on it that it shouldn't be missed at any

cost. To start, it has the extra 1 7 minutes of restored footage found on the Laser Disc,

which includes a brief explanation of what happens to Newt and her parents before Ripley

arrives. -.

( ROTinG:

H fih( iR: Director's t in

Warner Brothers 117 Minutes Dolby Digital • Full-screen and Widescreen • Rated R

Before its DVD release (August, '97),The Director's Cut of Blade Runner

was the holy grail of Laser Discs.The original Blade Runner featured ludi-

crous and redundant voice-over narration from Harrison Ford (who

later confessed that he thought if he did it badly, they wouldn't use it)

and a phony happy ending (much to the disgust of Director Ridley Scott,

who fought with the studio to leave his original cut untouched).

Thankfully, 1 1 years later, he finally got his wish and the movie was re-

released in its original form as a Director's Cut. Besides the omission of

Deckard's (Ford) narration and the removal of the "uplifting" finale, there

is a bit more character development and a brief unicorn vision that suggests Deckard may
be a humanoid.

Praised for its dark and brooding futuristic vision of Los Angeles, the movie revolves around

Rick Deckard, a 2 1 st-century "Blade Runner", who must track down and kill genetically

made criminal replicants. The movie, which also stars Rutger Hauer, Sean Young Edward

James Olmos and even Darryl Hannah, is a must-have for science fiction buffs and Harrison

Ford fans. While the DVD doesn't have much in the way of extras, there are interactive

menus, production notes and both widescreen and standard full-screen formats on the disc.
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Universal 96 Minutes Dolby Digital • Full-Screen & Anamorphic Widescreen

Ask any horror buff about the Evil Dead movies and they will gush,

misty-eyed, about how much they love 'em. This campy horror series,

revolving around the ancient Necronomican (the Book of the Dead) and

the evil chaos it unleashes when in the wrong hands, has earned a cult

status among its fans.The release of the third movie, Army of Darkness,

continues the storyline with Bruce Campbell as Ash, a shotgun-toting,

chainsaw-armed, wisecracking department store clerk who has mistak-

ingly warped himself (and his 73 Oldsmobile) back into the Dark Ages.

Once again,Ash will have to save himself— and a whole kingdom —
from the evil dead unleashed from the book.

The Army of Darkness movie is no stranger to the DVD format. There have been, in total,

four DVD versions released to retail since August of '98.The latest, and most comprehen-

sive, is the Director's Cut, which hit store shelves back in July of this year. This version,

which is a limited edition (only 40,000 copies were produced), has plenty of extras and fea-

tures not found in the others.The most notable addition is 15 minutes of deleted footage

not found on any of the other releases, including a new, alternate ending. Also on the DVD
is commentary by director Sam Raimi and actor Bruce Campbell, production stills, interac-

tive menus and storyboards.AII together, this is a great DVD to own and, next to Evil Dead

2, one of the coolest (and funniest) horror movies ever produced.

RRTinG: ta^^F

( nnm SHOCK
Warner Brothers 98 Minutes Dolby Digital • Anamorphic Widescreen - 1.85:1 • Rated R

THE comedy to own, Caddyshack still has us in stitches every time we

watch it. As funny as it was in 1980 when it hit the theaters, Caddyshack

introduces a cast of hilarious would-be golfers, including not-too-sharp

greenskeeper Carl Spackler (Bill Murray), who is waging an all out war

against a dancing gopher, pompous Judge Smails (Ted Knight), who will do

what it takes to win, even if it means coercion and cheating, loudmouth

land developer Al Czervik (Rodney Dangerfield), who's more than happy

to let loose with one-liners, insults and tasteless gags whenever he feels

fit, Playboy Ty Webb (Chevy Chase), who shoots perfect golf by "becom-

ing the ball," and Caddy Danny Noonan (Micheal O'Keefe), who is trying to earn college

money by working at the local country club. Directed by Harold Ramis (National

Lampoon's Vacation, Back to School, Ghostbusters, Groundhog Day), Caddyshack has more

memorable one-liners than any other comedy ever released (we are living proof of that).

The latest DVD release (there are two, the first hit retail early on, back in August, '97, and is

not in production any more) features a ton of extras and bonus features, which include pro-

duction notes, theatrical trailers, a Caddyshack:The 1 9th Hole making of documentary, out-

takes, and Interviews and Remembrances by the Cast and Crew. There are very few come-

dies that can stand up to the test of time, and Caddyshack is easily one of them. Just make

sure you stay far, far away from the stinker sequel which, in our opinion, should never have

been attempted without the original cast.
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MGM 117 Minutes Dolby Digital • Full-screen and Anamorphic Widescreen • Rated PG 13

While The World Is Not Enough DVD is the technical equal ofTomorrow
Never Dies, the movie just come up a little short.While certainly loaded

with action, the villains and plot are just a little too far over the top, par-

ticularly when compared to the other two Bonds starring Pierce

Brosnan. In fact, outside of Brosnan's overwhelming appeal and charisma,

there is little here, in terms of the story, that distinguished this film from

some of the lesser Roger Moore 70's farces. But, the action is intense

and never really lets up — and the stunts are memorable. It certainly

isn't the best effort under Brosnan's watch, but it still manages to be very

entertaining and a nice addition to any Bond fan's collection. Of course, as with TND and

Goldeneye, there are a host of extras contained on this DVD, including:The making of

TWINE.the title song video by Garbage, commentary by the film's Director, Michael Apted,

commentary by the production designer and producer and a collectible booklet. The movie

also stars Sophie Marceau.Joe Don Baker and Judy Dench.

ROTinG:

R Dies: Speg
Full-screen and Widescreen Letterbox • Rated PG 13

Arguably the best of the Pierce Brosnan Bonds,Tomorrow Never Dies

makes the translation from the big screen to DVD in glorious fashion.

From the moment the menu screen appears and a female voice asks you

to "Activate, Mr. Bond", you are hooked. Beyond the movie, this Special

Edition also contains feature-length audio commentary by the movie's

Director, Roger Spottiswoode, additional commentary by Stunt Director

Vic Armstrong and Producer Mike Wilson, and features an innovative

"Storyboard Overlay Technology" that compares initial action scene con-

cepts with the final filmed result. In addition, this DVD includes the full

Sheryl Crow music video of the movie's theme song (one of the best in the long history of

great Bond title songs), a 45 minute "Secrets of 007" Featurette depicting the evolution of

the Bond series, and a 1 2 page booklet that features behind-the-scenes information, trivia,

production notes, a "Bond Gadgets Retrospective" and more. Released in 1 997,Tomorrow
Never Dies manages to capture the spirit of the big screen as well as any non-digital film

has to this point in time.The movie also stars Jonathan Pryce, Michelle Yeoh.Teri Hatcher,

Joe Don Baker and Judy Dench.
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With Madden 200 1 being one of the main reasons people will be flocking to buy their PS2s this holiday season, we thought we would
take a few minutes to sit down with Steven Chiang of Electronic Arts. Steven is the Executive Producer over at theirTiburon studio and

the man single handedly responsible for the game (ed note: Steve gave us $20 to say that). Read on to get a glimpse into the behind-

the-scenes making of a great video game.

THEITIRKinG OF
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2001
By Eric Winding

PSE2: First of all, can you tell us how long the game has been in development? It looks so much
better than any other PS2 game we've seen to date, that some think you've been working on it for

years!

Steven Chiang: Thanks. All said and done, Madden NFL 2001 will have been in development for

1 8 months. However, this is a little misleading, because we didn't have development kits for the

first six months.

PSE2:Sega's NFL 2K prompted an emotional response from sports gamers, as well as casual

game players, when it was released last year. Did EA stand-up and take notice as well, and has any

of the look of that game been incorporated into Madden 200 1 ?

SC: I would be lying if I said we didn't look at their game, although they certainly have looked at

ours. They certainly set the bar for next generation sports games, which I would like to think we
pushed even higher.

PSE2: Can you describe the level of detail (poly count, # of animations, etc.) difference between
Madden PS2 and Madden on the PS I ?

SGTo put it into perspective, we draw as many polygons in the football on Madden NFL 2001 PS2

as we draw in an entire frame on PSX. Texture wise,we use moreVRAM for the two sets of team
textures, than the PSX had total. The level of detail jump is awesome, even the smallest details like

the uniform manufacturer logo is readable on the sleeves of the jersey. To go with the players,

we have thousands of animations, compared to the 200+ animations on PSX. On the PSX, the QB
throw animation may have 5 frames compared to 60 on PS2.

PlayStation 2 PSE2:What is the size of the Madden 200 1 development team?

Have most of them been involved with the Madden franchise

over the years?

SC: Our team was pretty large. For most of the project, we
had roughly 12 programmers, 20 artists, 2 sound guys, and 4

production personnel. There were also countless other people

from other teams within Electronic Arts— Tiburon that helped

out. We had a lot of football experience on the team, including

every lead programmer from every past EA SPORTS football

product (97 - 2000) on Madden NFL 2001 PS2. We set our

expectations very high on this project and we needed a strong

team to deliver it.

PSE2:We've heard of a few developers that have had a hard

time coming to grips with programming for the PS2. Has your



team encountered much difficulty in working with the PS2? Have things generally

come easier than expected, or has there been a big adjustment period?

SGThe hardest thing for us wasn't learning the hardware, it was limiting the scope.

Some of our programmers and artists took a look at the player models and determined

that the players looked "funny" because their eyes didn't move or blink. So,we added

eye tracking and eye blinking technology to the game. This happened all across the

board, which made it harder for us to finish the product.

PSE2: Most sports titles tend to be either on the "sim." side or the "arcade" side of

the gameplay scale.Would you agree that the Madden franchise has traditionally been

more in the middle (slightly leaning toward "sim.")? And, will that style of gameplay

continue into the PS2 cycle?

SCWith PS2,the goal is to remain a sim., but we will always have arcade elements.

The cool catches and tackles always have the potential to feel arcade like, but it wouldn't be Madden without

them. Arcade sports games come and go, with sim sports games we can take advantage of new hardware and

deliver new experiences. From what I have seen so far, arcade football games have been the same from 32 bit,

to 64 bit, to 1 28 bit systems.

PSE2:The inclusion of the Madden Challenge in Madden 2000 was a big hit with game players.What, if anything,

have you done to expand this feature?

SCWe merged Madden Challenge with Easter Eggs, and created Madden Cards.

Players earn tokens by completing Madden Challenges. 100 tokens buys 15 cards

and each card unlocks something different. Additionally, players can trade or risk

cards. There are approximately 300 cards and it should be fun collecting them
all.

PSE2:Are there any other new gameplay features that we should know about?

SCWe have a new feature called EAsy Play. EAsy Play is a feature to make the game
more accessible. The hardcore Madden players won't touch it, but people who
have never played a football game should have an easier time playing. The feature

turns off the play clock and turns on features like GoTo Guy play calling to simplify

the experience. It doesn't make the game arcade like, but it tries to help new users

learn to call plays, pass the ball and run the ball.

We've added a lot to Play Call to try and simplify it. First we have Go To Guy
play call, which allows the user to choose plays by player. So, if I pick Eddie George,

I have a variety of Eddie run or pass plays. Second, we have Ask Coach, which

recommends a play based on the game situation. Finally, we have the regular play

call mode from past games.

PSE2:We've heard (pun intended) a lot about the PS2's audio

supremacy over the PS I and other platforms. How has this

impacted the audio we'll hear from John and Pat?

SCJohn and Pat have never sounded this good. The extra

sound RAM allows us to use higher quality samples, and

we have more audio than ever before. We also added Lesley

Visser to do the sideline reporting, and we brought back

James Brown to handle the pregame audio. We also have

team specific and player specific chants, and a lot of original

stadium music.

PSE2: Is there anything else you would like our readers to

know about Madden 200 1

?

SOWhen we started Madden NFL 200 1 for the PS2, we set

out to make a genre defining product, similar to the original

Madden Football on Genesis, or like Donkey Kong Country

on Super NES. This was one of the hardest projects this

company has ever worked on, and the results are due to the

hard work and the countless number of hours put in by the

team.



GODGETS &

A hamburger without the lettuce, onions, cheese and tomato is

nothing but a slab of beef. The same can be said for a video game

system without all the peripherals — it's not a video game SYSTEM,

but simply a CONSOLE. So, it's a good thing that a slew of Gadgets &

Gizmos will be shipped at the time of launch, thus ensuring a thorough

video gaming experience.We have sifted through the piles and piles of

widgets and whatsits and have come up with the following items that

will be of interest to most PS2 owners.

PITE=K SAITEK'S GOT PS2 DVDs
UNDER CONTROL!

There will be many remote controllers available for the PS2

within the first couple of months, but Saitek's IR controller is a

bit different. Instead of occupying a controller port all by itself,

the PS2 remote piggy-backs onto your controller, thus allowing

both units to be plugged into a single port. First you plug the IR

unit in, then put the controller end into the IR piece.

DVD RemoTG 2

CREATIVE
LRB5

THE KINGS OF
DIGITAL AUDIO

Creative Labs will have two new speaker systems available at

launch that take full advantage of the PS2's superior sound

capabilities.

PLRYWORKS PS200D DiGl"

Creative Labs will have

two new speaker systems

available at launch that

take full advantage of the

PS2's superior sound

capabilities. The PS2000

Digital is the more eco-

nomical of the two prod-

ucts, but still offers a wide

array of standard features.There's an optical cable specif-

ically designed for the PS2, a one piece dipole speaker

system, and a 1 2 watt power subwoofer. An adjustab

speaker stand allows you to set the unit on the ground

with sound directed upwards, on a shelf pointed down-

ward, or blast your senses and point it right infront

your face. This Cambridge Soundworks developed s

tern makes it affordable and easy to get your r

delivering high quality sounds.

PLOYWORKS DTTSSQO Dl(

The high end

audiophile will

certainly want to

take a listen to

the Cambridge

Soundworks DTT 2500 Digital system from Creative

Labs. This surround sound setup combines four 7 wat

satellite speakers, a 20 watt center satellite speaker, and

a 2 1 watt power subwoofer together to provide you t\

most enjoyment from the Dolby Digital 5. 1 audio found

in DVDs and PS2 games. The wooden subwoofer gives a

deeper bass, and the surround sound is produced thanks

to the 24-bit Digital-to-Analog converters (DACs) from

the Dolby Digital decoder.There's an optical cable includ-

ed for quick & easy hookup to your PS2, as well a

stereo to dual RCA cable for your TV.

The PS2 IR unit from Saitek also

allows you to select options such as language, sepai

buttons for DVD and PS2 menus, and a D-pad like systen

for scrolling through the options without having to

your eyes off the TV. The Saitek Infra Red DVD Ren-

will be available at launch.

nYKO NYCO UNLEASHES THE
POWER OF THE VIPER!

The first of many products for PS2 to come from Nyco, the

Viper 2 is their entry into the third party peripheral market for

the hardware launch. Look for many more accessories to come
from the company over the course of the next year.

,_ A -

VIPER 2
The Viper 2 comes in a

variety of translucent col-

ors.TheViper 2 is a better

fit for adult-size hands

than Sony's Dual Shock2.

However, this is the only

controller tested that is

officially licensed by Sony.

The Viper 2 boasts the a full list of features: convin<

vibration effects, a handy Turbo button and thn

ent handling modes. Performance in the Digital, Ana

and Steering Wheel modes is every bit as good as the

competing units. The Viper 2 handles with admirable

precision and finesse in a variety of games.

We have no problem recommending the Viper 2 as

strong value.

: $19.99



ITERRCT INTERACT HAS SIGHTS
SET ON PS2 OWNERS

Interact is also gearing up toward shipping a number of PS2

peripherals and accessories. Take a look at some of the follow-

ing products;

VERTICAL STRRD & STORRGE UniT
This "stylized black" unit is made to match the look of your PS2

while holding the unit in a vertical position.The added benefit can

be found in the convenient storage compartment that holds 7

memory cards and up to 5 PS2 games (or DVD movies).

PS2 GRIDE SYSTEfT) ORGRRIZER
This sleek and stylish organizer features two flip-out drawers to

store controllers, a pull-out drawer for the game console, and a

built-in cooling fan to help keep the PS2 cool. The unit is even

sturdy enough to place a TV on top of it!

BLUE THURDER RRCIRG WHEEL
This rubberized wheel can be used in a chair or

mounted on a table top. It features 8 analog fire

buttons, 8-way analog directional con-

trol pad, analog gas and brake ped-

als with rubberized foot rest,

ergonomic stick shift, vibration *>
feedback, and digital or analog

modes. The Blue Thunder Racing Wheel

also has an auto-centering wheel and button relocation capa-

bilities.

\^dL

MAD CATZ IS BRINGING
IT ALL TO THE PS2!

Mad Catz is set to release an army's worth of products in the

next 12 months for the PS2, including the MC2 Racing Wheel,

8 MB Memory Card, Hard Drive, Modem, Extension Cables,

Rumble Rod, Multi-port, Fazor 2, and System Stand. Here's a

short sampling of some of the upcoming products that will be

available at or near system launch.

PRRTHER PS
This action controller

features 18 digital

action buttons, 4 ana-

log control axis, and a

trackball for omnidi-

rectional aiming.

STORmCHRSER GOfTiEPRC
This stylish controller includes ten

analog fire buttons with button

pressure programming, allowing you

to adjust the sensitivity of each but-

ton.There are also rubber grips and

an auto-fire switch, as well as

intense vibration feedback.

DVD BRSIC REITIOTE
This infrared remote features a plug

in receiver and can handle all of the

PS2's DVD functions. There's also a

4-way pad to help navigation, and it

requires only two AAA batteries

with a range of up to 23 feet.

DVD mRSTER REmOTE
Has all the same functions as the Basic Remote, but can

control yourTV and VCR, as well.

STEREO Rf—U RDRPTEF
This splits the audio signal to yourTV into true two -

stereo. It features gold plated connectors.

DURL FORCE E COHTRQLLER
This fully analog controller, specificly manufactured for

use with the PS2, allows you to combine powerful macro

programming moves and combos into a touch of a single

button, it also includes fully analog buttons, strong vibra-

tion, and tactile rubber grips.

UniVERSRL. DVD WIRELESS REITIO

As the name implies, this remote does it all, and can control

your PS2,TV, and VCR.

P:$I9.99

mmm
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Genre Action RPG
Publisher Agetec

Developer From Software

Origin Japan

Format DVD
# of Discs i

Available October 26

\,

>v

First-person POV

Game runs at 30 frames per

second in the PS2's high

resolution mode

Real-time combat system

Combine Rings and Gems to

make more powerful Rings

• Great music and voice acting

Intriguing story that unfolds as

you play

• Excellent lighting effects and
attack animations

Those of you who were around for the PlayStation

launch in 1995 might remember a title from ASCII

called "King's Field" (and its sequel, King's Field 2).This

action RPG series attracted quite the cult following in

its day and now the developer of the game,Japan's From Software,

is back with the next-generation follow-up, entitled "Eternal Ring."

While it may not appeal to everyone on your holiday shopping

list, fans of the series are in for a next generation visual treat.

Eternal Ring is a first-person RPG in a variation of the classic

tradition — featuring Hit Points, Magic Points, spells and

the like. Much like its predecessors, it is a slow-developing

affair that has you moving back and forth across different

landscapes and inside buildings, in search of items and

bosses. Along the way, you fight a good assortment of

enemies that become increasingly powerful as you progress

deeper into the game.

As Cain Morgan, you begin the game by exploring a small

cavern.You eventually find the one path that will lead you to

a village from which you will begin your adventure and the quest

for the "Rings" featured so prominently in the game's title.

The game plays out like a typical dungeon crawler, albeit

a very good looking dungeon crawler. Most of the bad guys that

inhabit the different areas of the game will re-appear when you

attempt to come back to an areaThey will put up a small struggle,

but are all designed to respond to your aggression in a simple

attack pattern that is easily and quickly recognizable.There are

a number of doors in these first areas that can not be accessed

until you have the red (Earth) and blue (Water) keys that

cause them to swing open. In addition, there are doors

covered in vines that can only be opened once you've

acquired your first Ring— the Fire Ball. It is the acquisition of these

Rings that is at the center of gameplay. By obtaining the Rings (and

the different gems that you are awarded for defeating enemies),

you increase your ability to create different types of Magic and gain

access to areas of the game that you previously could not enter. It

is all very linear, yet also very entertaining.

The first boss is a demon that attacks in a set,

circular pattern and that is also quite susceptible to

the Fire Ball — which is good, since this

is the only Ring in your possession at the

moment! He will shoot the occasional ball

of water at you and take a swipe if you

should venture too close. But, after tasting

the heat from your Fire Ball Ring a few

times, he goes down to defeat, leaving the

Ring of Insight for your future demon-
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destroying pleasure! You also gain access to

a door that allows you to speak with the

Water Dragon— who tells you to find Lyla

and gives you theWater Key— allowing you

to open the blue doors in the castle... and so

the adventure begins! From this point, you

head back to the village to find it burned to

the ground — at the hand of what appears

to be some sort of arch-angel. With the

exception of one soldier, everyone in the

village has been killed. You enter the

warehouse, grab a sword off of the guy that

issued you your first weapon earlier, then

head through a blue door in the canyon wall

— leading to the next area of the game—
a world composed of stone and water with

a feel of ancient Greece. This, in turn, leads

to a large cavern that features poisonous

butterflies.The game's difficulty level begins

to build as you accept the challenge of this

area and continues to become more

challenging as the story draws you in and the

game develops.

Graphically, Eternal Ring shares a lot in

common with Agetec/From Software's other

launch title, Evergrace.The graphics engine

is very solid and features great spot lighting

effects and nice weapons and spell effects.

KINGS FIELD... PSS SlfVLE!

Enemies die in varied ways and have different attacks that

are impressive as well.The game environments are a blend

of indoor and outdoor locales that are very clean looking

— although lacking in detail.There are areas that are

surrounded by water, others that feature grassy plains and small

streams, and still others that are mountainous and that feature rocky

terrain. But, also like Evergrace, there is a certain antiseptic

feel to the environments that keeps them from coming

to life.There just doesn't seem to be enough going on, in

terms of incidental animations in the play

environments. Of course, this is fairly typical of

most of the launch titles and this criticism is

no more or less weighted in the case of Eternal

Ring.

As in Evergrace, the musical soundtrack is

outstanding— featuring a classical soundtrack

that changes with each environment and that

also changes to accommodate significant battles

in the game.The voice acting is also surprisingly

good.The timing between the subtitles and the

voices could be better, but it's a small complaint

and, given the simply terrible acting that is part and

parcel in the world of video games, to the point of

becoming cliche.Agetec should be commended for their work

in this area— particularly in an RPG available at launch.

So, what we have here is a solid, entertaining action RJJG""

that features good graphics, if a little on the stiff side, great sound

and voice, an epic quest and a new age feel — with a plot that

reveals itself at a nice pace as you venture forth in the game. Like Evergrace,

it is a title worth taking a look at, even if you are not a fan of the genre.

30T.T0M 11INE

Eternal Ring will satisfy fans of the series and is worth a look

even if you are normally not a fan of this type of game.
Solid graphics, great music and voice and a long, challenging

quest make it a great value for those looking to test their

dungeon crawling mettle.

coMPa-inaiL.nn=»
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Genre Sports

Publisher Electronic Arts

Developer EA Sports

Origin USA
Format CD

# of Discs |

Available October 26

PS2 Feairurps
• Depicts position-specific details

like facemasks, eye black,

wristbands, turf tape, etc.

• Facial expressions that are

semi-unique to individual

players

• High polygon count, high-

resolution graphics

• Real-time lighting and
reflections on helmets, multiple

shadows, etc.

• Broadcast quality sound, voice

and music

• Game running at 60 FPS

There is no other word for it; Madden NFL 200 1 is an

audio-visual masterpiece! For those of you that have

ever seen or played NFL 2K on the Sega Dreamcast, and

marveled at the graphic look of the game, you will be

blown away by how much better Madden is on PS2.

Between the high polygon count players, life-like animations,

color, resolution and audio that brings both the stadium and the

broadcast booth to life, you are in for a treat. In our review of the

game,we used the game's instant replay system to test the quality

of the animation; Did the ball leave the QB's hand too

early? Did the sound of a hit being applied or a ball landing

in a receiver's hands occur at the EXACT animation frame

that it was supposed to?We tested the quality of Pat

Summerall's play-by-play and John Madden's color

commentary; Did they stay up with the action or were

they making the wrong calls? Did it sound and feel like they

were really involved in the game? And, we tested the

gameplay; Did the controls have that slippery feel that is

associated with frame rates that dip below 30 FPS? Did the

computer opponent put up a struggle?

The answer to all of these questions, and many more like

them, is that, in every facet of the game, it either meets or

exceeds what were already lofty expectations.There is no

question that EA Sports has taken full advantage of their

opportunity to lead in the marketplace and have created a

stunning depiction of what it is like to be down on the field

on a Sunday afternoon, with aTV by your side so you can enjoy

the benefits of a broadcast presentation.

MAQDE1I

Game players and average football fans alike will simply

be amazed by how much graphic and audio information

is being presented simultaneously, and how seamlessly it all comes

together.You go into the huddle to call a play.You decide to ask the

coach for help (there are polygonal likenesses of every coach for

every team in the NFL) and his voice kicks in— explaining to you

the basics of why he wants you to call the play that he has chosen.

At the same time, you are getting a real-time visual

of something occurring on the playing field— which

is completely random and varied. Other times, you

will find your receiver driven out of

bounds on a sideline route, and watch in

amazement as he crashes into a

cameraman and the polygonal picture

taker collapses onto the turf. 3D icons,

statistics and player photos come flying

on and off the screen so quickly and

smoothly that you will forget that this

is an actualVIDEO GAME that gives you
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[control over the proceedings— and you

have a lot of control.

Madden NFL 2001 is as deep as it is

[beautiful.The basic gameplay engine is the

i
latest version of what gamers have enjoyed

over the past five years on the PlayStation,

I but with a level of sophistication and

computer intelligence not previously seen

in the series. It also has more features than

you can possibly enjoy in the year you will

[have until the 2002 model makes its way

into retail stores. Like its PS I counterpart,

[Madden 2001 on PS2 includes literally

I hundreds of the greatest NFL players from

i

the past, the ability to earn and collect

i

"Madden Cards" by performing certain tasks

[in the game, then trade the cards via

memory card, player specific touchdown

j
celebrations and taunts, proportional player

models that affect tackling and collisions, the

ability to adjust, on defense, to the offensive

sets at the line of scrimmage. In addition,

the game features an enhanced Franchise

mode that allows the player to create a team

from scratch, then control play on the field

:
and player personnel from the front office,

over multiple seasons of play.The game also

I
allows for Free Agents, the ability to trade

nr

and release players, a practice feature, a create-a-player

option, updated rosters for the 2000 season, adjustable

levels of difficulty, including the ability to tweak with the

computer's Al, and much more.

Specific to this PS2 game, Madden NFL 2001 brings a whole

new level of realism to the game. Graphically, the game depicts

position-specific details like facemasks, eye black,

wristbands, turf tape, etc. and facial expressions that

are semi-unique (most of the skill players are semi-

recognizable, although the faces all have a similar,

generic look to them). In the sound department,

the team of Summerall and Madden have never

been better, or more accurate.The quality of

the sound samples is at an entirely new level,

when compared to the PS I games.There is

ambient stadium noise, fan voices, a PA
announcer, actual NFL head coaches (both their

voices and visual depictions).With the exception

of the recently-acquired-off-the-waiver-line,

LeslieVisser on the sidelines. (She is horrible in

real-life and, in the game, she was recorded in

a studio and does not sound like she is on the field

at all — the only time in the game when you are

brought back into reality and cease to forget that you are playing

a video game!). Other than her inclusion, there is really nothing

in Madden NFL 2001 that isn't top-notch. By setting the audio-

visual bar at such a high level so early in the PS2's lifecycle, EA
Sports now has the chance to experiment with gameplay and

control and give players the gameplay revolution that would truly

distance the PS2 experience from all others that have come before.

7 7
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Folks, EA Sports has left out nothing and have, in the process

of creating Madden NFL 200 1, single-handedly brought the

PS2 to life. Need a reason to buy the system and you are a

football fan? You've just found it.An absolutely outstanding

achievement that is made even more impressive by the

fact that it is a launch title.

*"< A0>
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M Genre Action/RPG

Publisher Agetec

Developer From Software

Origin Japan

Format
# of Discs

DVD
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pss Feairur^es
• Play as both male and female

lead characters

• Game runs at 30 frames per

second in the PS2's high

resolution mode

• Real-time combat system

featuring hit points and power
meters

• Many different weapons, spells

and items to be found and
puchased

• Both Arcade and Story modes
featured in game

• Large variety of enemies

From Software's "Evergrace" was one of the first "new"

experiences on the PS2 in Japan.As such, it was also

the Japanese launch (or close to it) game that I looked

forward to the most Now that I have the American version

in my hands, does it live up to my expectations? No, but it is an

entertaining, sometimes wacky adventure game that is graphically

solid, if unspectacular. It is one of those games that, a year or

two from now, you might take a look at and think it could be

interesting. But, in the feeding frenzy that is a new hardware launch,

it will be of increased value.The good news is that there

is a pretty decent game here for those that make the

purchase.

Darius is a young, top-class swordsman from Stolta and

the other character is a brave little girl named Sharline.

When Darius and Sharline begin their journies, each

character carries a unique destiny.That is all you know as

you prepare to begin your adventure.

Evergrace allows you to play the game as both of these

male and female adventurers.At times during the game, you will

be required to switch between them. Both characters play

dentically and are on the same basic quest— passing through

primarily the same environments.The game proceeds in a fairly

linear fashion, requiring that you trigger some action or event

that will allow your to proceed deeper into the game.As you

progress, you will encounter friends and enemies that will help

you — giving you weapons, armor, information, etc., or attack

you. Kill an enemy and you will usually receive some health

potions, etc. In terms of monitoring your progress and

making your way through the game, Evergrace makes use

of save game crystals — one will usually appear in each

distinct area of the game you enter.These crystals also double as

the armor, weapons and health shop, where you can spend the

money that you have earned by defeating enemies.

Much like From's other PS2 title, Eternal Ring, Evergrace features

many classic RPG trappings, but it is not really an RPG.The game

is a straight forward action/adventure.You will travel

from area to area, speaking with other characters as

you go, and fighting a ton of bad guys along the way.

There is a lot of travel back and forth as

you seek out whatever item you are

missing to allow you to enter the next

area. In addition, there are certain areas

that one character will not be able to

access, requiring you to switch to the other

character.The puzzles, which were a little

tricky in spots in the Japanese game, have

been re-worked for the American release
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— making them a little better suited to the

US gaming marketplace. Each unique type of

enemy has a certain HP level— depicted by

a power bar that depletes as you strike it.

Some have the ability to defend, some can

only be attacked from the back or will only

receive damage if you hit them in a specific

spot. Your character, on the other hand,

features a meter that will go down after

you've attacked the enemy and that will only

re-charge with time (provided that you are

not running— it will only head toward 1 00%

when you are in a standing position).As you

make your way through the game, you will

find yourself doing a lot of hitting and running

— particularly in boss battles.This can be a

little troublesome at times, particularly in

small rooms where the camera comes in

tight. In these situations, the fact that the

camera does not follow your character

becomes a problem.You have to constantly

hit the R I button to re-position the camera

behind your character— just so you can get

the enemy in your field of view. It's no

problem if the bad guy is standing still but,

if they are chasing you, things get a little testy.

The environments, while colorful and

pleasing to the eye, don't really come alive.

aN EPIC =TT§W/=|fl lrURE ON PS2

Everything has an attractive, yet somehow antiseptic, look

to itThis may, in part, be due to the fact that Evergrace

began its life as a PlayStation game and became a PS2

title during its infancy. It seems logical that the 3D engine

for the game would be more structured to the strengths of

the older sibling, rather than that of the newborn.That being

said, the engine stands up to most of the other

American launch titles, with high resolution graphics

and very detailed character models— all moving at

a consistent speed of 30 frames per second

(although there is occasional slow down when

multiple enemies appear on screen).

The sound and music, as has been the case

with nearly all of From Software's work, is top-

notch and the musical soundtrack features a

cinematic quality to it that is consistent with the

gameplay environment.The game's intra, music

sets the proper tone— a lilting, gothic piece that

gets the juices flowing for a good adventure—
one that might just spook you a little, and the

quality never drops.

All in all, Evergrace is a competent, first-generation

adventure title that is solid but unspectacular. It stands out in

the current PS2 library among the many sequels and well-played

titles that graduated to the PS2 from the PlayStation's pastA

year from now, we'll look back on it as something akin to the

PS I 's "Crime Crackers" or "Mobile Suit Gundam" but, for now,

it's one of a handful of original content titles available on the

system and a good challenge for all those seeking a little

adventure— PS2 style!

aoinnroM.iiiNE //
Evergrace is a solid, entertaining game that shows just a

little of what the PS2 is all about.While not the most
exciting game you'll ever play, it offers original content

and a nice, next-generation look and feel that will make
the package attractive to PS2 early adopters.

coMPairiBiu-irv Player
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Publisher Namco
Developer Namco

Origin
japan
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# of Discs
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Available October 26
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pss FeairuF^es
• Incredible car models

• Great lighting effects

• 60 FPS gameplay

' Real-time lighting and
reflections on cars and glass

surfaces

• Eclectic musical soundtrack

• Precise, tight control

• Ability to customize vehicles

• Wide variety of cars to win i

DANVI.
hundliiie. [DM!

• Good power and decent

*5 />

As the marquee title for the Japanese launch of
PS2, Namco 's Ridge RacerV is indicative of what

you should expect of a first-generation title;The look
is all-new and the gameplay and courses are very
familiar. Not that this is necessarily a bad thing;The play
mechanics found in the Ridge Racer series are simply the
most exciting and exacting to be found anywhere, with spot-
on control.And the track design is near perfection — not
too short, not too long, with a balance of curves and straights

that have you attempting to gun your way through
the course.With all of the racing games available that
have you braking at every turn, or attempting to
re-create the ultimate in vehicle physics and handling,

Namco has always stayed focused and given gamers
a series that emphasizes speed, technique, fun and

payability. Not much has changed in the trip to America— other than to translate the text for those of us that
are Kanji-impaired. So, let's take a look at Japan's best-
selling PS2 title.

Given the fact that the lead time was incredibly short,
Namco has done a great job of showing off the tip of the
PS2 technical iceberg. But, while it takes tracks from
previous RR games and gives them some new wax and
a good polish, it seems to be missing the "Emotion" part
of the PS2 promise. Maybe it's just me, but I was expecting
to see things occur that would bring the racing
environments more to life: leaves blowing across the road

as your tires kicked them up, trees swaying in the
breeze, flags waving, waves rolling on the beach, etc.

But, the game does offer incredible car models, some
excellent (if somewhat faked) environmental mapping,
great lighting, very cool night driving, sun and color effects,

and speed, speed, speed.There is no question that it is the best
looking racing game to ever appear on any system, but you
have to know that people are expecting the PS2 racing games
to do everything... even fill up their tanks! And, for those of
you that have read elsewhere that RR5 doesn't
look any better than a Dreamcast racing game,
don't believe it! I have had Speed Devils (arguably,

the DCs best looking game on four
wheels) running side by side with RR5
and there is absolutely no comparison.
Speed Devils just looks pale and flat

next to Namco's new machine.And,
to take it a step further and compare
it to other PS2 racing games that will

be coming out in the system's first year

Kg
1
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(at least the ones that we are aware of

at this time), only GT 2000 offers the

sophisticated, high-tech look of RR5 and

it is a completely different style of

gameplay — choosing to focus on

advanced handling vs. speed and use of

Drift-style vehicles and play mechanics.

The game plays a lot like RR4, with

what seems to be an almost endless

succession of four race competitions

where you have to finish no lower than

a certain place in the 14 car field. If you

make it through the four race Grand Prix,

you will receive a trophy and, from time

to time, a new car.You begin by competing

in the "Standard" class.After winning that

trophy, four competitions become
available in the "Extra" class.You beat

these and you beat the game— although

you can keep competing and earning

additional cars.You can also paint your

car, get a few new engines, look at your

trophies, change the wheels, etc.— but

you will be doing it on basically the same

6-7 tracks.Again, though;What the game

lacks in originality it more than makes up

for with beauty and addictive gameplay.

I have played every RR game to death
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and, yes, I would love to see some new courses and

see the game loosen up a bit (to include chasms, jumps,

short-cuts, etc.), but you simply can't find better play

mechanics in any racing game. So, yeah, you have to go

back and forth on the same, smallish set of tracks, but

the gameplay is so intense that you are almost completely

focused on the cars you're racing against.And,

that's in the one player game.When racing against

a friend in split-screen mode, you get the same

levels of detail and speed— a truly intense and

competitive experience. In addition, RR5
offers an overall package, including menu
screens and music and sound effects, that is

very professional in look and sound.Although

the musical soundtrack is not going to appeal

to all players, I found the variety of musical

styles to be very listen-able.While most

racing games feature techno soundtracks

that are just so much noise that they become

un-listen-able after a short period of time,

RR5 manages to remain fresh — so much

so that I have never found myself trying to

turn it off.

For what Ridge RacerV lacks in depth and freshness, it

more than makes up for in speed, style, flash and gameplay.

(By the way; For those of you that purchased RR4 with

theJogCon.you can use this awesome controller with RR5).

While RR5 is not quite the technical wonder that the original

Ridge Racer was when it launched with PS I , it is still going

to be a must-buy for many PS2 "Imaginators".

ao-iMroM iniNE //
Ridge RacerV is a fast, beautiful racer that is hampered only

by its feeling of"been there, done that." Although, admittedly,

we have never been there or done that in so much style.

And... there is just something about the play mechanics of

the Ridge Racer series that have you grabbing for the

controller again and again.A recommended purchase.

r 1^/'.v>—
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Genre Racing

Publisher Rockstar

Developer Angel Studios

Origin USA
Format CD

# of Discs i

Available October 26

PS2 Feairur\es
• Three huge, go-anywhere
environments
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• Line of site that extends for

miles

• Game runs at 30 frames per

second

• 2 player, split-screen racing

• Three different gameplay
modes

• Realistic physics models of
vehicles and terrain

• Race in mountain, snow and
desert environments

It
happens every time we move on to the next generation

of gaming hardware — a software publisher that was on

the outside, looking in, in the previous hardware generation,

establishes itself as a player on the new system. In 2000, and

with PS2,that would be Rockstar. Not only do they have Oni and

Midnight Club coming before the end of the year, but they have the

best off-road experience you've ever had ready for launch,"Smuggler's

Run".

Smuggler's Run offers three modes of play: Smuggler's Mission (the

mission-based, one player game), where you compete to

become a top dog in the very dangerous, dark and illicit world

of international smuggling, in a series of missions;TurfWar,

which is instant action where you jump right in to either

Crooks N' Smugglers, Loot Grab, or Checkpoint game modes,

in any of the game's three different environments (this is also

the center of the two player, split-screen universe) and;Joyridin',

where you pick a car, pick a level, then buckle up for a go-

anywhere thrill ride.

Choosing Smuggler's Mission gets you in to the meat and

potatoes of the one player game. Similar in concept to "Driver"

on PS I, you begin by going through a short initiation, where you

can choose to drive one of two different vehicles: a Buggy and an

SUV. This initial race gives you 2:00 minutes to reach seven

checkpoints.As long as you follow the giant green arrow at the top

of the screen and don't get tragically stuck behind some large rock

or building, you will make it through OK.At the end, you are awarded

bonus money for any extra ticks left on the clock and are given an

overall ranking. Of course, you also lose money for any damage

that occurs to your vehicle (you've got to pay to fix it).Then,

you are given your first real mission— a couple of"packages"

that need to be delivered for the boss. In this mission, there are no cops

to worry about. Once you beat it, then the real fun begins and things

start to get crazy. Because, once the cops get involved, they will try

anything to disable your vehicle (there is a damage meter in the lower-

left corner of the screen that you need to keep in the green). If they

turn you over and converge, you will be busted.The
meter will go back up with time, assuming you can stay

clear of the fuzz.

As you move through the missions, you

will start to get a little variety.The 5th mission

is a race against five rivals from the world

of contraband pickup and delivery (the

O'Grady'sJ.You must beat them through a

series of checkpoints (and the cops— who
are not at all happy about this little

competition!) and finish first to move on to

the next mission.
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The first 10 missions or so occur in a

mountainous area filled with trees, rivers, bridges

and railroad tracks. Once you finish this set,

then its on to a new area.You will be rewarded

with additonal vehicles as you enter the new

areas.

The gameplay is absolutely intense! Cops

are on your tail constantly, and it always seems

like there are more joining the party all of the

time.They are on your bumper, driving straight

at you, trying to cut you off, setting up road

blocks to stop you and even jumping over the

top of your vehicle in order to stop your illegal

activities. Best of all, there is no set pattern to

the PS2-controlled vehicles' behavior. Every

time you make a new attempt at a level, they

will come at you from different angles. In

addition, the physics model for the game's

vehicles and the way they react on hills, side-

hills and changes of terrain can actually be seen

and felt in gameplay.The one thing that almost

guarantees failure in Smuggler's Run is rolling

your vehicle.The game is so accurate that it

accounts for all four wheels and their relative

positions on the driving surface. Hit too high

on the front end and you will go head over

heels. Land on a side-hill,' traveling a bit too fast,

and you will roll. In addition, because of all the

a PURE aDRENaLINGHU5H!

gameplay variations and the subtle changes in the environments

as you move through the missions in a particular area, it NEVER

gets boring. Of course, if the one player game ceases to be a

challenge, there is always some split-screen action between you

and a buddy.

Graphically, the first thing that impresses about the go-anywhere

3D engine is the line of sight and the impressive frame

rate.You can see for what seems to be (in scale) miles.

The only down side to this is that the Level of Detail

(LOD) system employed by the development team

at Angel Studios is a little rough and you can see

textures on hills, train tracks, etc. magically transform

a little ways in front of you. But, this is a relatively

minor complaint when you see the variety of objects

and small details to be found in each of the game's

three environments: Mountain, Desert and Snow.

There are many trees, signs, fences, boulders, etc.

that can be smashed or knocked around within the

environments and the changes in elevation have to

be driven to be believed— a very impressive display.

The music and voice in Smuggler's Run are

relatively low key, letting the action do the talking.The

voice is VERY limited and you will find your dispatcher

giving you the same useless information, over and over again.

That being said, the physics, terrain and edge of your seat gameplay

are enough to make Smuggler's Run one of the top PS2 launch titles.

It may lack the polish of a Ridge RacerV, but the gameplay experience

more than makes up for it. Make sure you pick this one up when you

buy the hardware.

aonrviroMliiiNE
Smuggler's Run is an intense, white-knuckle racing

game that brings back the best memories of the "Road
Rash" series. Its huge environments, coupled with

excellent speed, great physics and control and
impressive graphics make it one of the "must-buy"
launch games. Rockstar and Angel Studios have
announced their presence with authority on PS2.

%
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Six highly detailed courses

Comprehensive course designer

• Tons of hidden power-ups and
characters

• Track your stats on everything

from Longest Drive to Longest

Putt

• Deep Story Mode promises

months of gameplay

• Highly detailed graphics in PS2's

High Resolution mode

• Great Instant Replay feature

EA Sports has been publishing internally developed golf

games for over a decade. However, Swing Away Golf

represents the company's first attempt at publishing a

Japanese developed product for the North American

market. This, however, is not a new concept as both Sony and

Nintendo have had prior success taking Japanese golf simulations

and localizing them for American consumers (Sony with the Hot
Shots Golf franchise on the PS I and Nintendo with Mario Golf for

the N64).The developer for SwingAway Golf (called Paradise Golf

in Japan) is a company that has been making golf games

longer than EA—T&E SoftAnybody who has been playing

golf games on Nintendo systems since the NES days has

most certainly played one of their games.

The gameplay in SwingAway Golf remains true to the

simulation aspect found in all T&E Soft games, with the

noticeable addition of Hot Shots-like power-ups and bonus

systems. In fact, even the characters — highly animated,

stereotypical Japanese fantasy types— have been "adapted"

from Hot Shots and Mario (Mario Golf was actually developed

by the same guys that did Hot Shots, Camelot, but featured

familiar Nintendo characters in place of the fantasy characters).

Regardless of the character traits, the focus for Swing Away is

on the "Story Mode", what would normally be called "Career"

mode here in the states.You start off Story Mode by selecting

one of the 7 available characters (there are an additional three

that need to be unlocked) and then distributing the 100 given

Skill Points among four categories: distance, accuracy, control,

and recovery. After you have done that, you can check

out these three options— Modes, Home, and Golf Shop.

At the Golf Shop, you could buy products and equipment

to help improve your game, if you had any money. But, being

only a "beginner", you've got nothing but lint in your pockets. So,

exit the shop and check out what's inside your Home; See Records,

Golfing Equipment,Trophy Room, Item List, Prize Money Ranking,

Popularity Ranking, Caddie, and Replay Scene. Most of the selections

are self-explanatory, except for the Popularity Ranking.This is an

odd inclusion (i.e. doesn't quite make the cultural

translation), and is an indicator of how well you're

playing and how good your equipment is!? You can

choose one of six different caddies under

the "Caddie" banner, and check out your

stats in most of the other selections (since

you haven't played in any tournaments yet,

most of them don't apply right now). In

the Modes option, you can either practice,

enter a beginner or amateur tournament

(two different events), or skip ahead one

nfat
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month. SwingAway Golf tracks your progress

through months and years, kind of like a clock

in an R.PG. It has no impact on what occurs

in the game, however.

When you choose a tournament, you'll

notice that there's no prize money to be won,

only Skill Points.You will play in a Public and

an International tournament before you can

take the test to become a pro.The formats

for the tournaments alternate between stroke

and match play. Depending on the character

you selected, you will be greeted by a rival

player and will pair up with him/her (although

you're still competing against the entire field).

This may seem like a neat little gameplay

element, but it really slows down the pace

of play, as the round ends up taking twice

as long as if you were just out there by

yourself. If you win the tournament, you'll be

awarded the Skill Points and can then

distribute them as you see fitAs you progress

from tournament to tournament, you'll get

other game modes, like Longest Drive,

Survivor, and Closest to the Pin.To liven things

up, there's a Bet Mode which can be turned

on to allow you to wager money or items

against CPU players before the start of each

contest.

15 THERE GOLF WITHOUT TIGER? VES!

By the time all is said and done, there are 37

tournament trophies to be won, and dozens of equipment

(clubs, balls, shoes, etc.) upgrades to be won/purchased.

You could be playing Swing Away Golf for a very, very

long time!

At first glance, you may not be as impressed with

the look of SwingAway as you will be after playing it

for about an hour.The detail on the players is amazing,

as you can see every stitch and seam on the clothes,

and reflections off of the sunglasses! The players

all animate smoothly, and the tree branches blow

gently in the breeze.The game automatically

switches camera angles, keeping a fresh look on

the gameplay. But, it would have been nice to see

sand spray after a bunker shot or divots fly in

the air after short iron shots.

There's lots of chattering going on in Swing

Away Golf— between your caddie giving advice

and your opponent taunting or praising you,

something is always being said. And, there are

many different phrases being thrown out there,

so it doesn't become repetitive too quickly.There are

subtle "booms" and "bangs" when good shots are

made, and polite clapping from the gallery on made putts. It

seems like there could have been more ambient noises, though

(birds, planes, etc.).The "muzak", though, has got to go— I

actually looked to see if I was standing in an elevator! It's so

painfully awful that I insist that the first thing you do is go

to the options menu and turn it OFF.

SOlMrOM 1U.ING
SwingAway Golf combines the traditionalT&E Soft golfing experience

with updated Hot Shots Golf elements for one excellent gaming

experience.The skill level is simple enough for beginners and

sophisticated enough for the experts.A little more time in the

localization process wouldn't have hurt, though (the text boxes

contain many odd sentences and logic inconsistencies abound).

All around, a great way to start your PS2 sports library.
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Enhanced controls to work with

the DualShock2 in lieu of a

light gun

• Exact, pixel-perfect arcade

translation

• New Training modes not found
in the arcade version

• Arcade Modes include: Story,

Shooting Range and Time
Attack

• Variety of locales, from the

rooftops of a bustling

metropolis to the crowded field

of a football stadium
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he arcade landscape has changed quite a bit over the past

five years.What used to be the place where you could go to

check out the hottest games (which would hopefully be coming

to a home console sometime in the near future) have either shut

down, or have been transformed into virtual ghost towns. Most coin-op

developers have pulled out of the market, mainly because it's too costly to

produce the hydraulic, vibrating, rotating monoliths needed to separate

today's jaded gamer from his cash.Why plunk down up to a buck a game

for a 60 second experience when you can own virtually the same thing

at home and play it all you like? While arcades are still thriving

and healthy in japan, if you want to play a coin-op in the States,

you'll either have to travel great lengths to find a Dave & Busters

or GameWorks, or brave the kiddie crowds at Chuck E. Cheese.

Thankfully, not all coin-op developers have pulled out of the

market entirely. Like Namco and Capcom, Konami still releases

a game in the arcades here and there.This is where Silent Scope

comes in, which has been sucking down quarters for the last year

or so.The arcade game puts you in the role of a S.WAT. style sniper,

complete with a cabinet-mounted sniper rifle. In the coin-op, you

use the rifle to aim at the small blips on screen (which appear larger

than life, zoomed in through your "virtual scope") and have to react

quickly, cleanly and decisively in order to take them out before you

are hit or run out of time. Like some of the other shooting games in

the arcade (such as Sega'sVirtua Cop series and Namco'sTime Crisis

series), Silent Scope is "on rails", meaning you are not controlling where

or how your character moves, just the aiming cursor on the screen.

With the popularity of the arcade version of Silent Scope, Konami

saw an opportunity to have yet another game ready for the

PlayStation2 at launch (they currently have three other potential

launch window titles: ESPN Track & Field, ESPN X Games

Snowboarding and Gradius III & IV)The nice thing is, they are not

only porting the arcade game over to the super system, they are going back

into the code and adding a few new features, tweaks and changes in order

to insure there is a good amount of replayability. Have they succeeded?

Read on to find out.

For those that need to know the storyline behind

the game, here is the condensed version;As a member of

an elite team of snipers, you must save the President and

his family, who have been taken hostage by a terrorist

group.To do so, you will have to shoot enemies

from vantage points across a variety of locales,

including from the tops of skyscrapers and

from inside a moving helicopter, to highway

battles and infiltration missions in the dark

of night.

As far as graphics and sound go, the PS2

version looks as good as, if not better, than the

nil erocMd according to
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arcade. For the most part, the anti-aliasing problem

doesn't seem to be an issue and the characters,

environments and special effects are crisp and

clean.The sound effects and music are also up to

par, sounding like they were sampled straight from

the coin-op.

While converting the high-end graphics over

to the PS2 was obviously no problem, getting the

gameplay right, especially without a light gun

peripheral available, was probably another matter

entirely.With this in mind, Konami has gone to

great lengths to ensure that the end experience

is as fun and easy to pick up and play as it would

be in the arcade. Controlling your cursor on-

screen is done with the left analog thumbstick.

When holding down on the LI button, your

targeting cursor will zoom out and allow you to

quickly move about the screen to get a general

lock on your next targetWhen you are confident

you have it positioned somewhere in the vicinity

of your target (which are typically very small and

sometimes next to impossible to see), you can

then let go of the LI button for the scope to zoom

in. I found that, after a few minutes of play time, I

had the controls down pretty well.While it's not

exactly a perfect substitute for the sniper rifle, it

does an adequate job.The developers have even

gone so far as to offer up a host of control

L
MELON POPPING

configurations, from adjusting the scope speed to being able to

alter the scope magnification. Some of the other configurable

options found in the game include adjusting the violence level (blood

color can be changed or even turned on or off) and reversing your

sight.

There are two major changes/additions made to the home version

of the game.The first major change is the amount of continues

given. In the arcade, you could beat the game within 1 5 minutes

(dependent upon how many quarters you were willing to

spend).With the home version, Konami wanted to

make sure this wasn't going to happen, so they've

limited the amount of continues to two and have made

any extra dependent upon your performance. Overall,

this really helps the play life of the game and makes it

a much more fun and challenging experience.The

second is the addition of aTraining Mode, which offers

up four new shooting gallery-style mini-games:Time

Attack, Perfect Shot, Pop-Up Targets and Quick Shot.

Each of these games throws a unique twist on the

shooting experience, such as shooting as many targets

in a row without missing for the most points, to

shooting as accurately as possible (you get more points for

head shots or shooting the guns vs standard body shots). In

the end, Silent Scope is still an on-rails, arcade-style gun game that has its

share of additions and features to give it some replay value. It's not

necessarily going to light the charts on fire or even impress people expecting

a true, next-generation experience, but it is fun and will appeal to gamers

who enjoy these types of games.At first I was a little leery of the game,

due to the absence of a light gun peripheral but, after spending some time

with the game, I didn't miss it for a second.

BOlMrOM 1 I1INE
Silent Scope tries hard to offer up more than the arcade
experience and, for the most part, succeeds. If you're a fan

of gun games, such asVirtua Cop or Time Crisis, then you
will probably find Silent Scope right up your alley, even with

the absence of a light gun peripheral. While it's not going

to be a game you'll play often after the first few weeks, it is

definitely a short-term enjoyable experience.
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• InsaneTricks and Big Air. More
tricks, more payoff.
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• Stunning visuals and unparalleled

character animation

• Eight different courses

• Bllfering fast, 60 frames per

second gameplay

• Head-to-Head action via two-

player split-screen, without loss of

frame rate or graphic detail

• Techno Break Beat soundtrack.

Licensed and original tracks from

Mix Master Mike, Rahzel,

Aphrodite & Mickey Finn

Who would have thought that the best game available for

the PlayStation2 at launch this October would be a

snowboarding game?!? While I've been repeating this statement

over and over to my fellow co-workers, friends, family and just

about anyone else who will listen for the past month or so, I still find it

difficult to believe that such a fun and exciting experience is going to be

available to the gaming masses and true believers on Day One. During this

blissful month, I've become very acquainted with Electronic Arts' absolutely

brilliant SSX and the more and more I play it, the more smitten I get. Leave

it to the folks at EA Canada, responsible for the Need for Speed,

FIFA andTriple Play series' (among others), to take a stale genre

that, in my opinion, had been left for dead two years ago and

make it something new and so very cool.

Feeding into the extreme sports genre (which received a

much-needed shot in the arm a year or so ago with Activision's

Tony Hawk Pro Skater), SSX is based on the new extreme sport,

Boardercross. Combining high-speed snowboard racing with big

air tricks, SSX could be characterized as one part Road Rash, one

part Cool Boarders, with a hefty dose of originality thrown in for

good measure.This game is all about outlandish tricks, eye-popping

visuals, super-fast gameplay and trying to stay ahead of the pack— and

it delivers on all accounts.

The basic meat and potatoes of SSX is theWorld Circuit, which

lets you choose from an initial roster of four characters: Mac, a freestyle

rider with stylish flare and the quiet confidence of riders twice his age,

Moby, a tough boardercross rider used to taking risks... and breaking

bones, Elise, a shrewd, dangerous and beautiful blonde hotty.and Kaori,

a young Japanese freestyle rider with a positive groove (with

another four that you can unlock as you progress through the

game). FromWorld Circuit, you'll be offered the choice of three

game modes:Warmup, Race and Showoff.Warmup is no more than a training

mode — an indoor snowpark where you can go to learn the basics of

boarding and how to pull off some of the easier tricks. Here, you can follow

basic audio instructions given by Mac, along with a visual cue represented

by the Dual Shock2 controller in the upper-left corner of the screen. Once

you've built up your confidence and boardering abilities in

Warmup, you can move on to the Race mode.The Race

mode is much like any other racing game, where you race

against a circuit of up to six other riders in a mad dash for

first place and the finish line.The key here is

that you'll have to race the same course three

times and, as long as you stay in the top three,

you will be awarded with a Bronze, Silver or

Gold medal. By receiving a medal at the end

of the three races (quarter-final, semi-final and

final), you'll be rewarded with a new track to

race on, as well as experience points which



you can then apply to your rider's abilities (which

are comprised of Edging, Speed, Stability, and Tricks).

The gain in points translates to improved

performance on the slopes and the higher the

medal, the more points you earn. In the end, there

are six courses to race on in Race mode. Each

in itself is amazing and, believe it or not, completely

different than the one before it.These fantasy

courses range from the icy mountains of japan

and the sun-drenched slopes of Europe, to the

snow-covered city streets of NewYork and even

an iceberg towed in to an island port in Hawaii.

Each is filled with death-defying drops, huge banks,

steep turns, tunnels, tons of hidden shortcuts and

plenty of opportunities for big air.The last game

mode, Showoff, gives you the opportunity to go

solo and strut your stuff in order to amass enough

trick points to win Gold, Silver and Bronze medals.

Here, you'll be competing against time in a

checkpoint race and can maximize the points you

earn by grabbing specially-placed Snow Crystal

Multipliers throughout each course.

Successfully pulling off insane tricks is one of

SSX's main game mechanics.As you pull off each

trick, you'll fill up your Adrenaline Bar, which is

located along the right of the screen.As you juice

i your bar, you can then hit the square button

to execute a quick speed boostThis becomes a

KILLER aPPLICaTION? THIS 15 llf!

necessity, not only to pull ahead of the other racers, but to

use it to get higher air in order to pull off better tricks which,

in turn, replenish your bar — get it? Once you become

acquainted with a track, you'll be consumed with trying to find

any areas/opportunities where you can just get a little air to pull off

another trick. As you discover more tricks (there are literally

hundreds), they are recorded in yourTrick Book. Executing

new tricks also unlocks extra outfits.

I haven't even mentioned the graphics and music, which

put most other PS2 launch titles to shame.This game

delivers a blistering-fast, 60 frames per second frame

rate pretty much all of the time— even in the two

player split-screen mode (without any loss of graphic

detail, I might add).The tracks are highly detailed and

the 3D engine is running in the PS2's high resolution

mode without any of the often-complained-about

jaggies.When you see this game running, your jaw will

drop to the floor, guaranteed.The music is also worth

noting, as EA has gathered such talent as Mix Master

Mike of the Beasties Boys, Rahzel of the Roots,

Aphrodite, Mickey Finn and many more.The cool thing

is, the soundtrack is totally interactive and is tied into the

gameplay.As you pull off one big trick after another, the

pace of the music will keep up, providing an original music score

every time.

There are other plenty of other things to mention about this,,..

game, including extra bonus tracks and modes, the intuitive control

(which requires you to use both the analog thumbsticks, and the D-

pad), unbelievable special effects, and the replayability factor, which

is way high. / /

I /soiiyiroMiniNe
All I have to say is, thank your lucky stars for Electronic ArtsiThe

talented development team up at EA Canada has produced
nothing short of a PS2 masterpiece right out of the gate and

it should not be missed.The fact that one of, if notTHE, best

games available at launch is a snowboarding game still amazes

me. In any event, this game should be on your list as a "must
buy" come October 26th.
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• Command up to three squad
members on your team

• Large arsenal of weapons at

your disposal, including Sniper

Rifles, Flame Throwers, Rocket

Launchers and Riot Guns

• Purchase and upgrade weapons
and items with skill points

• Unique control utilizes both

Analog Thumbsticks

• Play from a third-person,

behind-the-back perspective

• Stealth and action-based

If
there is one company that will single-handedly make the

PlayStation2's launch a success this October, it will be Electronic

Arts. Out of the 27 or so launch titles, their's are definitely some

of the best.We've already sung the praises of Madden NFL 200

1

and SSX in these pages, so let's take a hard look at their action/adventure

game, X-Squad, and see how it holds up.

Having a deep and involving adventure game ready for a new system

at launch is not an easy task. Games like Metal Gear Solid and Syphon Filter

(which X-Squad obviously aspires to be like) didn't appear on the PlayStation

until years after it had been released.With this in mind, it's laudable

that EA has taken on the task of delivering X-Squad on the 26th

of October.While you probably are thinking that I'm setting

this up review to go soft on EA's Japanese-developed game, this

isn't the case. I'm just trying to lay down a frame of reference

before I start critiquing this "interesting" title.

Here's the storyline;The year is 2037, a deadly plague has spread

through a major metropolitan city, leaving death and destruction

in its path.The only hope of finding a cure to this unknown and

unforgiving disease lies in the hands of a small group of scientists who,

as fate would have it, have been kidnapped and are being held hostage

by a radical bio-terrorist group.As Ash, commander of the covert special

operations team X-Squad, it's up to you to lead a hand-picked group

of your best agents into a dangerous warzone, teeming with terrorists,

in order to successfully bring back these scientists alive and in one

piece.As always is the case, the world's fate depends on it.

As Ash, you're going to have to rely on your teammates to aid you

in deadly firefights, help you out of sticky situations, head out to do a

little reconnaissance and team up to solve puzzles.This is one of

X-Squad's unique features, as you will be able to give commands

to your individual team members via an artificial intelligence engine

EA's marketing team has dubbed the "Buddy AIS".The list of commands you

can execute is fairly limited, ranging from "Follow","Recon" and "Stay", to

"Stealth'7'Assault","Attack" and "Spread".While the idea behind being able

to control other characters with commands in real-time, while controlling

your own character, is definitely intriguing and cool (just look at Abe's

Oddysee), it seems like it's not a necessary function in the

game. For example, I commanded Maya (the first team

member you come into contact with in the game) to Stay

while I went on ahead with the first mission.

As soon as I encountered an enemy, she was

there, totally ignoring what I had ordered her

to do in the first place. Over and over I ordered

her to Stay and, as soon as I got a little further

in the level, she was there. It seems to me like

the Buddy AIS has its own agenda and will

generally execute what you ask, as long as it fits

into the game's scripted events and storyline.



She's obviously not going to hang back while I

complete the level alone, but then why offer up

that command? Another example is the end boss

on level one.This flame-throwing freak obviously

needs to be attacked from both sides, thus the

Spread command. But, if I don't give my teammate

any command, she will just do her own thing and

still attack him.After playing the game's first four

levels, I ended up just totally ignoring the command

system and seemed to do just as well.While your

team might not listen to you, they will need your

help often. Your buddies are definitely not

impervious to enemy fire and will get hurt. It will

be up to you to keep an eye on their inventories

and give them the necessary items and weapons

to keep up with the increasing difficulty level.

Controlling your character is also an

interesting experience.The game requires you use

both analog sticks, or the D-pad and the right

analog stick, in order to move, aim your weapon

and turn the camera.While this is not exactly an

exercise in frustration, there is a learning curve

involved.The control is most frustrating when

you're engaged in huge firefights. It's very difficult

to wrestle with the right thumbstick in order to

aim while simultaneously trying to take evasive

action with the left. I found that the best thing to

do when this happens is to duck and take cover

(there is always a crate or wall you can hide

behind).This way, you can methodically take out

the enemies without losing precious health in the

not saa.. NOir GF^eair, but not aao

interim. Some of the other things you can do with Ash include

strafing, climbing up ledges, ducking and stealth-walking, and

rolling forward and side-to-side.

Weapons and ammo can be acquired in a few different

ways. One way is by picking up the ones left by fallen enemies or

littered about each level.The strange thing about this is, there is no

rhyme or reason to who drops what and when. One enemy shooting

rockets from a rocket launcher will leave nothing behind, and another

machine-toting baddy will randomly drop flame-thrower ammo.The

other way to acquire weapons and items is by purchasing them

with the points you earn after you beat a level.With these points

you can then go into a virtual shop and purchase whatever you

can afford— from Machine Guns and Sniper Rifles to Riot Guns

and Rocket Launchers.

As far as sound and graphics go,X-Squad has its pluses

and minuses.The overall graphic engine is very nice, running

in high-resolution mode and at a fast frame rate. The

environments you play in are amazing looking, with plenty of

nice graphical touches, including splashing water, smoke, steam

and light sourcing.The characters are also well done. Each of

the main characters have high poly counts and animate very

fluidly. I wouldn't doubt if they were motion captured.The sound, on

the other hand, is average at best.The constant music playing in the

background is forgettable and doesn't fit the dangerous atmosphere

of the game.And I would be remiss if I didn't mention the laughable

voice acting, which is just as bad as the original Resident Evil

A few other minor complaints include not being able to save

the game until you've beaten a level and the funky checkpoint system,

which lets you re-start at the last point with all of your health, taking

away a lot of the challenge.

acnrp-iroMniMe
I know it sounds like there are a lot of negatives for EA*s X-Squad,

but I still would recommend the game to those of you who are

looking for a small dose of 3rd-person action/shooting out of the

gate and can, like me, overlook some of the shortcomings in order

to see the bigger picture. If you can do this, you'll find there is a

fun and entertaining adventure awaiting you that should, at the

very least, give you a small taste of what is coming down the pike.
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Te/cken's here and it's time to get things roilin'. You know you're going to be spending some serious hours in front of the TV with this bad boy, so
better get ready. No one wants to lose to a friend. We've assembled some tasty combos that will help beginner and intermediate player get their
groove on.This is only but a peek at the world of combos. We didn't want to overwhelm you with a glut of info. Anyone should be able to pull
these off with enough practice. Note that some combos may not work on large or small characters (depending on the character executing the
combo and various circumstances)
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m
^

Perform a Frankensteiner

(Down-Forward + Left

Kick + Right Kick) and

tag out as soon as Alex

connects.

Attack on a counterhit

(Down, Down-Forward,

Forward + Left Punch)

Now press Left Punch,

Immediately attack with

Kuma's hard hitting upper

punch (Forward, Forward
+ Right Punch)

Repeat the move again,

Right Punch,

aRMOR ICING

Knock them up with an

uppercut (Down-
Forward + Right Punch),

Left Punch,

•,

Right Punch, Left Punch,

f-^-

Left Kick

aaei<

^™v^^ '

Send 'em up with the

standard uppercut

(Down-Forward + Right

Punch)

Juggle with a Left Punch

then a



WBB1TOH53hRT5
33GK continued aRuce

Rfr'j 8f

Right Punch and cancel

the combo. Follow with a

jH w i

Brt*' :

1

Left Punch then another

*« KG

Right Punch, and end it with Baek's

^ ai

Double Kick (Left Kick +

Right Kick)

aaeic & voshi

lh iK

Baek's kick (Forward, Down, Down-Forward + Left Kick) will

send the opponents up way high

Quickly switch toYoshi and press Down, Down-Forward,

Forward + Left Punch to get three more vicious hits.

"•i'' %i.

Bruce's hop kick will give Continue the attacks

you enough time to with a Left Punch

attack again (Up-Forward

+ Right Kick)

Right Punch,

tit

Left Punch,

"-Jiv :

And then Bruce's Left Right Kick combo.,

Kick,

3RV3N

Begin the combo with

Bryan's stunning knee

Send the opponents

airborne with hit

patented smash

i-frK;

And seal the deal with his For three more hits

triple kick strike



RRTEGIE:

BRV3N continued HGIHaCHI continued

to complete the combo.

Press Forward, Forward

+ Right Punch to grab

some airtime

Press Up + Left Punch +

Right Punch

Then end it with his not-

so-graceful Right Kick

And end it with Left

Punch

nwoa

"Vang's" old-school

combo starts by pressing

Forward, Down, Down-
Forward + Right Kick

*r

««fe j&i

Time it so that you jump

in the air and hit with his

Left Kick

t«

Right Kick Left Kick attack

Gramps can juggle

opponents by pressing

Forward, Forward +

Right Punch

Repeat the motion but

press Right Kick instead

(Forward, Down, Down-
Forward + Right Kick)

After that, press Forward,

Down, Down-Forward +

Right Punch and then

Right Kick again

HWQ3RBNG & BRVSN

Press Forward, Down,
Down-Forward + Right

Kick and switch out to

Bryan

Press Forward, Forward

+ Right Kick for a mean

two hit attack.



PSB^OTJPeSESI

JUI—IE) continued

Press Forward, Down,
Down-Forward + Right

Punch and then

'*!»""*•

A

m

Left Punch

Ml &--

Back, Forward + Right

Punch

w^'m

Down + Right Punch and

finish with

m *"•»«>

^o

Repeat and then

fw^s,

..

<S*

Attack with her double

Punch attack

Kazuva

Down-Forward + Right

Kick, Right Kick
Get 'em up with

Forward, Down, Down-
Forward + Right Punch

Perform two Left

Punches consecutively

Like mother like

daughter, press Down-
Forward + Left Punch,

Right Punch

Then press Forward,

Forward + Right Punch

and

For a two hit launch

Repeat

' *BmM

And send them back with Kaz's stun punch.

KING

MB i ~aMte

Start with the obligatory Then press Right Punch,

hop Kick (Up-Forward +

Right Kick)

M l^HP7-^H£

|PV
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ROTEGIE

KING continued KUNIMIT5U continued

Left Punch,

^«— """

Quickly press Left Punch

+ Right Punch,

'•''.' 'V\ ~"f***.41

.

Press Back + Right Punch Time it so that

three times,

f
*

... *

Left Punch

KUMa

This one is easy, but

painful: Press Forward,

Forward + Right Punch.

Then press Up-Forward
+ Right Kick

Quickly sit on them by

pressing Up-Forward +

Left Kick + Right Kick

KUNIMIirSU

The final hit is done by

pressing Up + Right Kick

i_ei

§ ***

Hop them up with a

forward hop kick (Up-

Forward + Right Kick)

Press Forward, Left

Punch,

%K \}

>'^_s*i

— . -^

Peform one Left Punch

then,

Right Punch,

.
I * .~rt!2B£.'

Press Down-Forward +

Right Punch for an

uppercut,

Do it again,
Left Punch, Right Kick



IWjMH=PIrFI=^gh]
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Same deal here, Press

Down-Forward + Left

Punch,

i -
* rf-t

Right Punch

P3UL continued

rrr«

i
"iSKJEiP

..."... v.^..

End it by pressing Forward, Forward + Left Kick,

Then press Forward,

Forward + Right Punch,

t
• •

1

t'T;

1

*
J 1

Repeat,

1* tft'.

e

%y .st'iSii*'

,

.*-- .4

Right Kick

RDGER/aLGX

at/:

And yet again, One more time,

Start with the hop kick Then go for a Left Punch,

(Up-Forward + Right Kick)

Then Right Kick

Right Punch and end it easy, no:

with a simple, Right Kick,

TRUE OGRE

i,^<*# '%
.'..

r«frte*?*vr "frr
.

_

^ ^ ""*'-"""

if*- s

While rising, press Right

Punch to juggle your

opponent

Attack with two

consecutive Left Punches, Grab the opposition by For two hits,

pressing Forward, Forward

+ Right Punch,



RRTEGIE

"irRUe Q6RE continued xiaovu

Press Down + Left Punch

to continue the combo,

And get two more hits by

pressing Down-Forward
+ Right Kick,

Start by attacking with a

Right Punch while rising.

^^
Right Kick

Begin the aerial combo
with his low hitting Kick

strike

•AM

Repeat the maneuver

before they land,

The second hit (Right

Punch) will send the

opponent up high,

For two more hits.,

And finish it with his palm

strike..

A » —
Right Punch, Left Punch
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Press Forward + Right

Punch to turn them

around

rmm

Then press Down-
Forward + Right Punch

to send them airborne,

-

Do it again (Down-
Forward + Right Punch)

Now press Back + Right

Punch,

\ n

,w ...

Do it again (Down-

Forward + Right Punch)

Now press Back + Right

Punch,

• :\\>Mr

End it with a standing Left

Kick.

wtBWMMflHB

*. i
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HOLIDAY'BUYER'S-GUIDE
For those of you that want to get started with your holiday shopping a little early, we offer the following Holiday Buyer's Guide.

Over the next four pages, you will find all of the relevant information for what our editors consider to be the best games available

for the PS2 this holiday season.They are presented in alphabetical order, with no preference given to any particular title. If you

enjoy that particular genre of game, then we feel that you can purchase the title of your choosing with confidence.

ip6

rOritiorgd Core 2
Genre: Fighting

Publisher: Agetec
Developer: From Software
Available: November

rDerd or Olive 2: Hhrdcore
Genre: Fighting

Publisher: Tecmo
Developer: Tecmo
Available: November

rDYnosTY Wprriors
Genre: Action

Publisher: Koei
Developer: Koei
Available: October 26

rESPfl InT l Trpck & Field
Genre: Sports

Publisher: Konami
Developer: Konami
Available: October 26

rETERnnL RinG
Genre: RPG

Publisher: Agetec
Developer: From Software
Available: October 26

2fc

r VERGRQCE
Genre: Action RPG

Publisher: Agetec
Developer: From Software
Available: November

" 1



rFIFO 2001
ITInJOR Lepgue Soccer

Genre: Sports
Publisher: Electronic Arts
Developer: EA Sports
Available: November

rITlODDEn l~IFl_ 2001
Genre: Sports

Publisher: Electronic Arts
Developer: EA Sports
Available: October 26

nmiDniGHT Club
Genre: Racing

Publisher: Rockstar
Developer: Angel Studios
Available: November

nnRSCRR 2001
Genre: Racing

Publisher: Electronic Arts
Developer: EA Sports
Available: November

rRHL 2001
Genre: Sports

Publisher: Electronic Arts
Developer: EA Sports
Available: November

rOni
Genre: Action

Publisher: Rockstar
Developer: Bungie
Available: December



rRerdy TO RUITIBLE:

RounD 2
Genre: Arcade Sports

Publisher: Midway
Developer: Midway
Available: November

rRidge Rhcer V
Genre: Racing

Publisher: Namco
Developer: Namco
Available: October 26

rSiLEnT Scope
Genre: Arcade Shooter

Publisher: Konami
Developer: Konami
Available: October 26

rSSX SnowBOPRDinG
Genre: Racing

Publisher: Electronic Arts
Developer: EA Sports
Available: October 26

m
f Street Fighter EX3

Genre: Fighting
Publisher: Capcom
Developer: Capcom
Available: October 26

n SwiriG Rwry Golf
Genre: Sports

Publisher: Electronic Arts
Developer: EA Sports
Available: November



m

rSitiuggler's Run
Genre: Racing

Publisher: Rockstar
Developer: Angel Studios
Available: October 26

r TRR WRRS: STRRFIGHTER
Genre: Shooter

Publisher: LucasArts
Developer: LucasArts
Available: November

rSummonER
Genre: RPG

Publisher: THQ
Developer: THQ
Available: October 26

r Tekkeii Tog TouRnnmEnT
Genre: Fighting

Publisher: Namco
Developer: Namco
Available: October 26

rTims Splitters
Genre: FPS

Publisher: Eidos
Developer: Free Radical Design
Available: October 26

r. Squgd
Genre: Action

Publisher: Electronic Arts
Developer: EA Japan
Available: October 26

- W^>
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Now that you've Dropped the big bucks for your shiny, new PS2 and a few of what you consider to be the "must-have" games, you might

be wondering about what the future has in store for you and your magic black box.Well, to get an idea of what you'll be able to drop

coin on over the next year, you need do nothing more than turn to this book's "PS2:A-Z" and "200 1 :A Gamer's Odyssey" features to get

a complete dossier on every game you'll have to consider. But, for those of you that might want to consider the possibilities beyond what

the next big game is going to be, we offer the following:

Sony has made no attempt to hide the fact that they consider PlayStation2 to be a "computer entertainment system." Of course, to most

of us, this sounds like nothing more than marketing-speak— the kind of spin that the manufacturer will put on a product when they

know they've got it sold to gamers and are concentrating on the wider, "mass-market" audience.This pitch has been around since the

days of the Atari VCS and, if anything, is likely to grow more intense as technology moves ever forward. Of course, I could drone on for

hours about software tie ratios, critical price points adjusted for target demographics, peripheral sales as a percentage of installed base,

etc.— but you'd just get bleary-eyed and, frankly, so would I. So, let's accept Sony's pitch and assume that we have just purchased something

that is much, much more than a machine for playing games— what else is this thing going to do?

THE WORLD OF BROODBORD
You will notice a couple of significant holes in the back of your machine. One of these is what Sony refers to

as the "Drive Bay", the other is the "Expansion Unit" interface.lt is the company's intent to, sometime in 2001,

market a combination Hard Drive/Cable modem that will attach to the PS2 through these ports.This will allow

PS2 owners to access the internet, more than likely, through a portal of Sony's creation (they have recently set

up a division of the company specifically to deal with this issue). Now, you must realize that this is not a solution

for everybody, everywhere.At this point in time, cable service isn't available to all of the US population base, and

there are a number of markets that have cable, but don't offer cable modem services. Sony has quite a bit of

infrastructure work to do on their end to get all of this going— not the least of which is getting content

ready to go. But, they are committed to what they see as the future of content delivery and they are going to

make the effort required to make it all work.Why all of the fuss so you can play Unreal Tournament on a PS2?

Well, that's not exactly the reason they're doing it... they've got much bigger ideas in mind.

e-TOIURG VS. RETRILinG
If you want to deliver vast amounts of digital content over a wire, you need two things to make the transfer

acceptable: speed and storage space. Sony's inclusion of a Drive Bay addresses the storage issue and using existing

cable lines gives the highest rate of data transfer currently available to most home internet users.Why do you

need all of this speed? Well, if you're Sony looking at this issue, there are a number of reasons.To begin with,

there is the future of retailing and how you buy your software. Millions of people are already buying everything

from games and groceries, to vehicles and vacations, through the internet. Make no mistake; Sony wants us all

to buy our games, DVD's and other entertainment through PS2.A probable scenario would have PS2 owners

buying their HD/CM,then signing up for Sony's internet service, which will have a monthly fee attached.Then,

you will enter Sony's world though their portal and be able to order game, movie and music content direct from

the manufacturer, then have it download to your HD (or temporarily into RAM). Or, you might order a peripheral

1



or other hard good that will then be shipped to your home or office. Obviously, the long-term idea here is

to supplement, and eventually replace, traditional "bricks and mortar" retail locations with this service. Of
course, one of the limitations that Sony will face immediately under this scenario is that of hard drive

space.At best, you can expect that the HD that Sony sends to market will feature 20 Gigabytes of storage

space (10 GB would seem more likely). It won't take you long to fill up the HD— maybe 8- 1 games.That

won't work— instead, you are likely to find Sony charging a fee for content, then downloading it into the

PS2's RAM, possibly using the HD as a type of RAM cache.The HD would then be used to save player data.

It is also possible that they will offer a hybrid of purchasing the physical game at retail, then expanding its

life via the internet.Termed "Episodic" Content", this is the possibility that has game developers buzzing!

EPISODIC COHTEnT
This is the tag that the gaming industry has put on the idea of selling you a game, then offering additional

scenarios/levels to expand the life of the product— think of it as an on-line mission/expansion pack.This

particular business model has gained favor on PC, where development costs for a game are high and sales

(with respect to their console counterparts) are low. By expanding the game and offering additional levels,

scenarios and gameplay modes, at a much cheaper price, they are able to take their development costs and

spread them out over an evolving product line that gets cheaper and cheaper to produce. Of course, to date,

delivery of these mission/expansion scenarios has been almost exclusively on disc and through retail. By doing

it through their portal, the cost of the upgrade would, more than likely, be much cheaper.Think of it;

Instead of buying Syphon Filter 1 , 2 and 3 (for a total of $ 1 20-$ 1 50), you would simply purchase the first

game at full retail price, then download all of the future scenarios for a fraction of the cost— and get them
quicker and more conveniently.Then, there's the whole idea of the internet community offering their own
level and character designs for others to enjoy— for free! This scenario already works in the PC world and
is just waiting for a more user-friendly delivery system to take it to the next level— a level that Sony plans

on inhabiting!

THE DVD EXPERIEDCE
We would be remiss in putting together this feature if we didn't touch on the PS2's "other" use— that being

its high-end video capabilities, namely its full-function, DVD player featuring DTS.The market for DVD movie

players is in its infancy. ColorTV didn't replace black and white overnight, HDTV will take 20-30 years to

reach market saturation, and the DVD player will need years to remove the VHS from circulation. Sony is

taking a bold step by combining PS2 and DVD— and it is one that should end up paying HUGE dividends

(remember: Sony is also a film studio and a music publisher). Currently, estimates have the installed base

for DVD players in the US at about 3 million.There are 1 5 million households that own a PS I ! Sony is planning

on selling 3 million PS2's in the US before the end of March, 200 1 — doubling the DVD installed base by

themselves! It is obvious, just looking at the numbers, that video games will usher in the future of home
cinema.

From a practical standpoint, there are a few minor issues surrounding the PS2 DVD player— the most glaring

being the lack of a remote control.There are, however, a number of third party companies that will step-in

and attempt to remedy the situation. But, make no mistake about it;The PlayStation2 will be the single

most significant factor in taking the home video market from theVCR to the DVD player.

THE BRIDGE TO PS3
Of course, large concepts like Broadband delivery are very hard to get your arms around, and very easy to

misunderstand.As I see it, the biggest problem and source of confusion with regard to Sony's plan has to

do with the fact that the required goods (cable modem and hard drive) don't ship with the PS2. History

has shown us that peripherals are always relegated to a small percentage of consumers that purchased the

system. It will be incumbent upon Sony to make Broadband a painless upgrade— offering it free when you

sign up for internet service. But, even this is likely to be nothing more than a better solution, not the one that

gets you 1 00% of the installed base.Although it is also possible that they could offer the attachments as part

of the in-box goods once they shot through the first 3 million, this is also unlikely— as their main desire at

that point in time will be to drop the price of the hardware to make it more attractive to the next level of

consumer— one that is not interested in paying $300 for a games machine (no matter what you call it!).

No, while we will see the beginning of an on-line presence for the PlayStation family in the immediate future,

the long-term solution will probably not be effective until PS3 and 2005.Think of the next five years as an

information and entertainment bridge to the next platform.

concujsions
While this may prove to be true and Broadband won't drastically change how you and I shop and play for

the next few years, that doesn't mean that we won't benefit from the attempt.Within the first year, we will

be playing multiplayer games through Sony's server like Unreal Tournament and the online version of Final

Fantasy. Once the model is proven to work, more developers will jump on board— and you can bet that

Sony's own games will begin to reach toward internet play by the 200 1 holiday season.And, the specter of

Episodic Content should quickly become a reality as well. If you are willing to be wired, than there will be

benefits there for you. If not, you will have to be content with simply owning the best game machine and

DVD player on the planet.



In this section, we look into our crystal ball and take a sneak peek at the

games that are projected to ship late in 2000 and during 200 1.There are some
exciting titles on the horizon, so you'll want to refer back to this section again and

again as the new year develops. Note: Some of these titles may ship before the end

of 2000, but were not yet at a point where we felt confident of the dates that

the publisher(s) were giving.As you can see, your PS2 gaming experience will only

begin this holiday season, 200 1 is shaping up to be a banner year!

© Publisher Acclaim
Developer Acclaim Studios

Genre Sport*
i Release Date Spring, 2001
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Developer 3D0
Genre Shooter

Release Date Winter, 2000-01

vivieN

® Developer 3D0
Genre Action

Release Date Winter, 2000-01
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CHaMPIONSHIP

Publisher Uoi soft
Developer ubi Soft

Release Date Winter 2000-01

Max DMA 10977
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TOTAL 4:38.832

LAP TIME 4:38.832
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Developer Angel Studios C
Genre Racetg

j Release Date Spring, 2001
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®" Publisher |n(ogi

Developer Epic

Genre FPS
i Release Date Spring, 2001
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^Stok^ Publisher 3DO •M 155 Developer 3D0 P^P^Til* Genre Action •
='—

^t-3r i Release Date Spring. 2001 I

™ i

^
.Mat

.

weir^ix
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^Sn>\^ Publisher Infogrames 1

jz&A ueveioper Infogrames c^J-J Genre Puzzle

bf^Sf i Release Date Spring. 2001
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WILED, WILD, r^plCING

®:
* Publisher interplay

Developer Rage
Genre Racing

i Release Date Spring, 2001

wo^ld aesiri^jJcinoN

m 3DO
Developer 3DO

Genre Shooter
A Release Date Spring, 2001

I

I

CHOOSE CHARACTER
NaruKo Shadow" Watinafcn
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U.S. $12.99 Can. $17.95 U.K. £9.99

If it's ON PS
Its I
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All Star Baseball 2002 Oddworld:

Armored Core 2
Munch's Oddysee

Dark Cloud
uni

Dead or Alive 2: Hardcore
Oni Musha

Drakan
Project Eden

Driving Emotion: Type-S
Rayman 2:

Enhanced Edition

Dropship
Ready 2 Rumble:

Dynasty Warriors 2 Round 2

ESPN Olympic Red Faction

Track & Field
Ridge Racer V

ESPN Winter X Games

Snowboarding
Silent Scope

ESPN NBA 2Night
Smuggler's Run

Eternal Ring
SSX Snowboarding

Star Wars-
Evergrace

Bombad Racing

Fantavision
Star Wars:

FIFA 2001 Major Star Fighter

League Soccer
Street Fighter EX3

Gradius III & IV

Summoner
Gran Turismo 2000

Swing Away Golf

Kessen

Knockout Kings 2001
Tekken Tag Tournament

Legacy of Kain:
Test Drive Off-Road

Soul Reaver 2 The Bouncer

Madden NFL 2001 The Getaway

Metal Gear Solid 2: Theme Park World
Sons of Liberty

Midnight Club
Time Splitters

Moto GP
Wipeout Fusion

Nascar 2001 X-Squad

NHL 2001 Z.O.E.

AND MUCH MORE!


